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Abstract

Interior Components of a Patient-Care Unit: Impact on the Experiences of Children

undergoing treatment for Eating Disorders

The purpose of this study was to identify the critical

patient-care unit by assessing children's' experiences of a

environment.

interior components of a

pediatric medical care

Ten children aged 10 to 15, male (N:l) and female (N:9), undergoing treatment

for Eating Disorders (Anorexia Nervosa &.EatingDisorders - not specified), six parents,

one nurse' and one occupational therapist were recruited as participants for this study.

Prior to conducting interviews and observations, I created inventories (i.e., layouts &

contents) of the single patient room (& single vs. double), the lounge/din ing areas,

corridor(s) leading to the nurses' station, and nurses' station in the Adolescent Medicine/

Psychiatry unit.

Having familiarized myself with the Adolescent Medicine/Psychiatry unit at the

Hospital for Sick Children (HSC), I carried out person-centered interviews with eight

children' six parents, and staff persons as mentioned above. Each child was interviewed

in the single room, while they were on medical bedrest (Stage l) in the first week and

again in the recovery phase (Stage 2), when they were in the double room and interacting

with the ward during the third week. A disposal camera was provided to the children qn

the third day of their interview process to allow them to take pictures of the design

components of the unit. On the fourth day, I asked the children to draw a layout of the

single room. They also drew a layout'of the lounge/dining areas. I asked them to plan the
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spaces by incorporatingthe interior components (for example, furniture, accessories such

as posters or paintings etc.) that they perceived in their surroundings and the ones that

they wished to see that did not exist. I inquired about the drawings and photographs

presented by these (eight often) children during the interview process. parents and staff

persons (i.e., nurse and occupational therapist) were interviewed towards the end of the

study.

After interviewing participants, I observed three children from the recruited

sample for the first three weeks during Stage I and Stage 2. Oneof the participants whom

I observed was also involved in the interview process.

Content analysis was used to code the data gathered through observations,

interviews, drawings and photographs. This method of analysis revealed emergent

categories and themes. These categories and themes were further validated by comparing

different sources of data (triangulation). Commonalties and differences between and

among sources of data were incorporated into the findings.

Critical factor that played a significant role in provoking negative impact of the

medical settings on children's experiences was their sense of losing control over the

surroundings. The important interior components that affected their experiences were

mainly of the single room while they were constrained to the bed. Children disliked the

presence and location of the wash basin, the layout and shape of the room that forced the

bed to be placed further away from the window and the couch, the inability to control the

lighting levels, the position of the T.V. being high making it difficult for them to watch

while sitting or sleeping on the bed, the inaccessibility of storage and display shelves, and

the cramped appearance (i.e., arrangement of furniture) of the room. Some of their
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preferences included incorporating theme-based design to provide a stimulating

environment (in the lounge/dining areas and corridors), a mural in the single room facing

the bed, covering medical equipment with a screen (artwork), using accent walls to

eliminate the monotonous (one color) appearance, dividing the lounge into small activity

spaces with low-see-through partitions, and incandescent lighting level(s) in patient

rooms.

This research study raised 
.awareness of the positive and negative impacts the

design of pediatric medical facilities has on E.D. children's experiences. Identified

critical interior components may be applied to planning medical care settings in pediatric

hospitals. The research resulted in a series of design recommendations and/or future

design considerations involving hospitalized adolescents. In addition, the results provided

insights about the various design requirements for adolescents with Eating Disorders.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Hospitalized patients experience considerable stress. Apart from the pain and

other pressures associated with illness, major stress can be produced by poorly designed

healthcare facilities thattypically are noisy and preclude privacy. The medical equipment

or the color of the walls in patient units may increase patients' anxiety levels (Olds,

1978)' In medical care settings, such as hospitals, where children already feel anxious,

there is a need for comforting environments that make them feel at ease and secure.

In most cases, children have little or no control over the nature of their

environments. A crucial function of the designed environment is to enhance competence

by allowing children opportunities to develop control over their physical surroundings.

Certain children's illnesses confine them to their bed and they therefore experience loss

of movement and independence. Because of being confined to the hospital bed, they have

fewer opportunities to become involved in desirable activities (Malkin, lggz). Therefore

they require some form of positive distraction, for example, introducing design variety

that embraces varying shapes and sizes of design components, ceiling heights, lighting

levels, color, pattern, age-appropriate artwork, and opportunities for personalization of

space. Losing independence is directly related to lack of control over surroundings

because patients depend on others to satisfu their basic needs: a) Staying in bed all-day

and needing assistance with a bedpan. b) Having to eat at different times than one usually

does. c) Requiring assistance with bathing. d) Being unable to control amounts of light,

window shades, and temperature. e) Not being able to adjust the bed (elevating oneself in
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a seated position or having it flat to sleep comfortably). f) Not having one's call light

answered in a timely manner. Another way adolescent children lose control is by not

having their privacy respected.

Children's experiences of lacking control in hospitalized environments have been

documented as causing stress and anxiety (Spivack, 1984). However, there is limited

design research to confirm the relationship between children's loss of control and interior

physical components.

RESEARCH PROBLEM

The research problems addressed through this thesis research were:

Understanding children's experiences of interior components in a patient-care

unit of a pediatric hospital

Identifïcation of the critical interior components that impact children's

hospitalization experiences

A related research question: ooWhat was children's understanding of the interior

components in a patient-care unit?" An individual interprets and gives meaning

to his or her environment and therefore, the impact of the environment may

differ for each child (Wachs, 1989).

Physical surroundings are an integral component in the experiences of patients

and familiar surroundings can foster a sense of continuity in life experiences (Godkin,

l9l7). The environmental experiences of children consist of objects, places and spaces

that satisfy their biological, social, and physical needs (Proshansky & Fabian, 1983).

Children's hospitalization experiences were used to determine the significance of critical

interior components of medical care settings.

10

1.

)

3.
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OBJECTIVES AND PURPOSE

The purpose of this study was to identify the critical interior components of a

patient-care unit by assessing children's experiences of a pediatric medical caÍe

environment.

Objectives of the study were:

1. To establish the critical interior components that children between the ages of

10 to 15 experience in a patient-care unit

2- To explore the common and different interior components identified in

children's experiences

3. To identifu critical interior components of a patient-care unit with reference to

the commonalties and differences in the experiences of male and female children

The interior components that I included in this study were:

a) Materials: color, texture, pattern, floor coverings, ceiling materials, wall treatments,

upholstery, drapery (cubicle curtains, shades), furniture

b) Environmental controls: heat, air conditioning, ventilation (indoor air quality)

c) Lighting: illumination level, type (ambient and task), natural (day light), light sources

and fixtr¡res

d) Volume: layout and size of space, intimidated space, personalization, movement,

orientation

e) Accessories: murals (visual interest), soft toys, other activities, plants

Ð Sound and Smell

g) Medical Equipment: heart monitor, intravenous, and emergency medical equipment
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BACKGOT]ND

The site (Figure t9 (Atrium) & Figure s 22, 23,24, &, 25 (cafeteria) on pp. rzL-c):

The Hospital for Sick Children (IISC) is a healthcare community dedicated to

excellence in the compassionate care of children and their families in the city of Toronto

(Canada)- In January of 1993, this hospital opened a new patient-care wing and an

atrium. The building was designed around a nine-storey, glass-roofed atrium to let in as

much natural light as possiblg with the assumption that light is important to healing. I
executed this study in the Adolescent MedicineÆsychiatry ward, which I refer to as the

EatingDisorders (E D ) Unit, with children undergoing treatment for Eating Disorders.

Typical Layout of a HSC Ward:

Circular nursing stations are located at the entrance to each ward, with direct

visual contact of an adjacent playroom/lounge and adjoining wards. Most patients have

their own room, with a washroon¡ storage, and a day bed so a parent can stay at night.

On the E.D. unit, a patient is treated in a single room and in a double room. The

allocation ofthe type ofroom depended on its availabilty and on the critical conditions of

the patients.

I chose this hospital particularly because of the availability of patients (within the

agegroup of 10 to 15), undergoing treatment procedures that required initial confinement,

and a recovery period. Additionally, the aesthetics or the design aspects of the hospital

enabled children to respond to what they liked and disliked as they interacted with their

surroundings.
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Treatment processes for children undergoing treatment for Eating Disorders

(Source: Dept of Adolescent MedicineÆsychiatry, HSC):

Adolescent children with Eating Disorders are treated alongside with crisis

patients (suicidal patients) at the Adolescent MedicineÆsychiatry ward on the seventh

floor ofHSC- Although children with E.D. are treated on the same ward as crisis patients,

they may not consider themselves to be psychiatric patients. E.D. children are

preoccupied with food, weightm and their appearance. They have a marked fear of
weight gain and a strong desire to lose increasing amounts of weight.

I have elicited various phases of treatment that anE.D. child experiences because

the impact of the interior components of their surroundings depended on the treatment

process' Children usually go through 'Medical Bedrest' and/or 'strict Medical Bedrest,

phases initially because their 'vital signs' (i.e., blood pressure, heart rate, or temperature)

are unstable. During medical bedrest, the child has one unstable vital sign and he or she

can attend all meetings on the ward in a wheelchair, including individual or group

therapy, meals and bathroom (including showers which must be supervised by a nurse

andlot parent). If the child has two or more unstable vital signs, he or she must remain in

bedm except for the use of bathroom within the child's room that is supervised by a staff

nurse. During strict medical bedrest, the child is on complete bedrest, connected to the

cardiac monitor, and must use the commode in his or her room. Initially children have

their cardiac status monitored, but the need to remain 'attached' to the monitor depends

on the stability of their vital signs. During this phasg they are treated in the single patient

room.
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After their vital signs stabilizq children are transferred to a double room and this

phase is known as 'ward privileges.' In this phase, the child can attend meals, all therapy

(groups and individual) and family sessions; school (including library); can take short

supervised leisure walks around the unit; engage in supervised showers; but the child

cannot go home during weekends. Once children are at or above 'activity weight, (i.e.,

80Yo of ideal body weight), they can engage in physical activities, leave the unit for

outings, and go home on weekends.

LIMITATIONS AND ASSUMPTION OF THE STT]DY

Initially, this thesis research was intended to study Scoliosis patients undergoing

treatment for back surgeries, but I had to change my focus to Eating Disorder (E D.)

patients because scoliosis patients were already involved in two internal medical studies

carried out by the Department of Orthopedics. According to the research ethics board

(REB) at Hospital for Sick Children (IISC), a maximum of two studies can progress with

a patient group given the potential impacts on patient recovery. Therefore, this study was

transferred to the Adolescent Medicine/ Psychiatry Ward given the unavailability of

patients undergoing treatment for Scoliosis meeting the inclusion criteria for this thesis

research, and their involvement with two internal medical research studies arising out of

the Orthopedics Department.

The purpose of this study was to identifu the critical interior components by

assessing children's experiences of design components and not their disease or

conditions. This change in units and participants' condition (i.e., Scoliosis to Eating

Disorders) was put into action after comparing three critical variables within the inclusion

criteria: a) The availablhty of patients within the ages of 10-15. b) The length of their
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stay that included being on bedrest and a recovery phase when patients can interact with

the unit. c) Children with critical medical conditions that would affect patients' ability to

be interviewed and in the case of E.D. patients, children with Bulimia Nervosa, were

excluded from the study. All three variables were common to both the Scoliosis and E.D.

participants. After acquiring permission from research committee members, HSC

supervisor, and REB, I began my research with E.D. patients. The change in patient

group proved beneficial for this study since all the participants were within the ages of 12

to 15. The critical interior components that I identified througb the analysis of their

experiences provided significant data about adolescents' various design requirements

while hospitalized.

During the interview process, I was limited to the times that patients were free

from their daily compulsory activities. These activities included meal times that were

spread out throughout the day and, school timings were usually late afternoon after lunch

followed by group therapy, individual therapy, at times, or outings. I interviewed children

once everyday during their fnst week (approximately) of medical bedrest and then

continued with the same in the third week when they were transferred to a double room.

During their stay in the double roonL it was diffrcult to interview children everyday since

some children were allowed to be off the ward many times with their parents. After

experiencing this diffrculty with the fïrst participant, I asked the rest of them to fïll in

their preferred times on a monthly calendar (i.e., a printed sheet with dates and days) I

provided. This allowed them freedom to choose interview times according to their

schedules. It also prepared them for the interviews rather than being surprised when I met

them and avoided my interfering with their daily routines.
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Patients with E.D. were discharged from the Adolescent/ Psychiatry Ward without

prior notice. A child's discharge also depended on parents' satisfaction with his or her

treatment. Parents could stop the planned discharge but this was a rare event. 6¡ven this

short notice, two children were unable to complete their cognitive maps (layouts of the

single patient room and lounge). It also minimized the opportunity to interview them

regarding their cognitive maps and photographs. Having informed my HSC supervisor

and REB and with permission of parents and children, I met the two children during their

clinic appointments, after discharge, to interview them. Some parents were interviewed at

the clinic because they needed to be with their children on the unit in light of their

emotional feelings about their children's treatment. One parent was reluctant to

participate. Consequently, out of seven possible parents (i.e., as per proposed sample

size), I interviewed six. Initially, E.D. patients experienced diffïculty staying in the

hospital and adjusting to the unit. Thus, two patients were unable to complete their

participation for this thesis research. Data collected from these children were excluded

from the data analysis. Keeping in mind that children had the freedom to end

participation anytime, I decided to include one extra participant to ensure a data set that

could be analyzed without compromising its reliability. Therefore the study had a sample

size of ten E.D. patients.

While I was transcribing interviews of the first participant, I experienced recorder

problems as a consequence of a 'built-in' microphone. Because I discovered this problem

earlier on during the data collection phase, I was able to discontinue the use of this

equipment. I strongly suggest the use of an external microphone to avoid such recording

problems. Intially, I found that the external microphone intimidated the participants,
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especially children, but very soon they got used to it and it did not interfere with data

collection (i.e., interviews).

An underlying assumption of this study: By amalgamating medicine and design

that is geared toward the patients, conventional, uncomfortable, and unfriendly

atmospheres can be replaced with a fresh look resulting in a medic al careenvironment

that functions to facilitate children's control over their physical surroundings.
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CHAPTER 2

SIGNIFICANCE OF THIS STT]DY

This research study raised awareness of the positive and negative impacts the

design of pediatric medical facilities has on E.D. chitdren's experiences. The identified

interior components of the E.D. unit influenced the abilities of children to interact and

function in a patient-care unit, by facilitating certain aøivities and obstructing others.

There is limited information on medical or healthcare facilities for children

regarding the significance of the interior components and their direct or indirect

influences on children's experiences while hospitalized. Design researchers typically

view interviewing hospitalized children about the hospital environment as undoable and

problematic given the following reasons: a) Children's capability to understand, analyze,

and respond. b) Children have short attention spansm limiting their ability to concentrate

during an interview. c) Researchers question the credibility of children's responses

@ritten, Gibbs, Maxwell, & Morgaq 2002; canter, 1977; ctrieg, 1999; ornsteirq

Gordon, & Laws 1992). For this research study, inquiring about children's (ages 10-15)

experiences of design components surrounding them broadened my insight on their

preferences -'likes' and 'dislikes' based on what they encountered and desired

immediately in front of them. E.D. Children were not only interviewed but they were able

to express their views through cognitive maps and photographs. Using these sources of

data collection and recording fieldnotes through observations of children ensured the

trustworthiness of the qualitative data. Triangulating sources of data (i.e., data collected

by various methods \ryere compared) enhanced the quality ofthis researcll and comparing
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multiple informant perspectives with one another contributed to the credibility of this

research study.

This research identified the critical interior components of medical caresettings,

involving Single patient room (& single versus double); Nurses' station; Corridors

leading to Nurses' station; and Lounge/Dining areas that affeøed hospitalized children,s

experiences based on what they perceived and desired immediately in front of them. The

research resulted in a series of design recommendations and/or future design

considerations involving hospitalized adolescents. In addition, the results provided

insights about the various design requirements for adolescents with E.D.

LITERATURE REVIEW

The literature on hospitalized children's experiences of pediatric environments

encompasses psychological aspects of hospitalization referring to concepts such as fear,

anxiety, pain and stress, and influences of social, cultural and developmental

characteristics on an individual's perceptions and experiences of environments (Freeman

& Levie, 1989; Spivaclq l9B4; stevens, lggg; sullivan & stewart, l9g7; whitman,

lees).

Research on Hospitalized children's Experiences and perceptions:

The Association for the Care of Children's Health (19S4) provided information on

the guiding principles that they believe remains constant with respect to infants,,

children's, and adolescents' healthcare environments. These principles included the

following: a) Design of children's healthcare facilities should be planned from the child's

perspectives and with the needs of the family in mind. b) The layout of space should be
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readily understood and convenient to use. c) Environmental interaøion should be varied,

integrated, and balanced in order to avoid understimulation as well as overstimulation.

Resnick, M., Blum, R., and Hedin, D. (19g0; cited in Booth, lgg4) found that,

when children between the ages of 1l and 13 were asked about their views concerning

healthcare, they frequently stressed the importance of suitable environment for

adolescents. The RCN (Royal College of Nursing; In Boottq 1994, p.33)observed that at

present it is professionals who decide what patients need and will receive in relation to

comfort and design ofthe medical environment. In the future, it is essentialthat..there is

a strong voice from patients, whose priorities will not necessarily be the same as those of

the health-care professionals." This "strong voice" is advocated throughout this thesis

research. Patients are the main users of medical care settings receiving treatment.

Therefore, their viewpoints potentially differ from the perspectives of health-care

professionals who provide medical care to the patients.

Exclusions and inclusions of Hospitalized Children's Perspectives in Design:

The literature on medical settings for children acknowledges that designers should

consider the discomfort caused by the anxiety of illness as an essential factor that affects

design (Lobsinger, 1993), but excludes the significance of hospitalized, children's

perspectives in the design process of pediatric medical facilities. An example of such

design process is:

a) Children's Hospital, San Diego: This children's hospital was built after consulting six

core focus groups of staff, parents, physicians, nurses, representatives of the

community surrounding the hospital and the hospital's board of trustees (Tetlow,

1993). Patients, although the important ugers of the facility, were not included in the
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focus group to address different areas of concern for the design of the hospital. The

design was based on the notion of "house" by choosing residential windows, focusing

on the interior as a place for lowering anxiety and healing by depicting expressions of

seasonal changes in colors and using interactive artworks related to nature.

b) Association for the Care of Children's Health (1984) carried out a project called

"Environmental Design of Chitd Healthcare Facilities" to enhance the quality of

interior design of child healthcare facilities. They visited various pediatric facilities,

whose design fully recogntzed the developmental needs of children and the

psychosocial needs of children" families, and sta$ as well as the medical and

technological requirements of healthcare. Based on the observations of the various

interior components (i.e., color, light, acoustics, heat and ventilatior¡ signage, and

finishes of specific spaces) and using available literature to support their solutions,

they claimed that the project was helpful in the design of new constructio n and/or

renovation of a facility where infants, children, and adolescents receive care. The

projec-t did not consider the importance of children's experiences of the interior

components and their interactions within the facilities during the research process.

c) Rainbow Babies a.td th" Childten's Hospital in Clelreland: A Seattle-based

architecture firm OIBBI), asked young patients to draw their ideas to assist them with

the design of the hospital (Leibrock, 2000). The children mainly drew windows and

beds and the windows were so large that they did not fit in the room. Because

windows and the beds were a priority, NBBJ provided a window and a couch in the

single private rooms and double rooms. This is one example of the design process

where drawings of children were given importance, but there was no indication given
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about what agegroup were consulted by the designers. The use of drawings alone as a

method to collect data may not be reliable. Without interviewing children about their

experiences of the various interior design components specific to a setting (e.g.,

patient room(s), lounge), knowing what they like and dislike will still remain

unknown.

Janet Carpman and Mayron Grant (1993) pointed out that the viewpoints of patients

must be incorporated into the design process. "It is not enough to have input from any

single group of users at a healthcare facility. Medical and nursing staff can provide

valuable insights about designing the environment so that it meets their needs, but even

though their primary concern is patient care, their perspectives on what is desirable

design will not necessarily encompass the views of patients or visitors" @arston, 19g3,

p.1). A patient's immediate family or guardian spending time with him or her at the

medical facility should be consulted because they may have valuable information about

patient's experiences.

Introduction of various design aspects pertaining to children's environments:

Following are the design aspects relevant to this research study: l) Olds (lg7ï) research

on medical facilities which she described as "uncomfortable places" conveyed

environmental sterility and uniformity with over-arousing aspects that are boring,

distasteful and increase anxiety. 2) The developmental characteristics of children

(Whitman" 1998) were considered for the current study because individual characteristics

mediate the nature and variations in place experiences and the impact of environment on

a child. Jain Malkin (1992) outlined a number of general needs and differentiated these

needs between school-age children and adolescents. 3) Patients experience loss of
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control, privacy, independence and personal identity while they are hospit alized

(Carpman &' Cttant, 1993; Malki4 1992). These authors explored patients' limits while

undergoing treatment in the hospital. 4) Brief description of Eating Disorder patients'

experiences pertaining to their treatment (Katzman & wooley, 1994; way, 1993). 5)

Desocio's and staschak's (1997) study on designing and implementing a

developmentally sensitive and safe psychiatric environment in two child/adolescent units

contributed information on adolescent's unique needs and suggestions on the design of

unit spaces. 6) Information on various factors affecting the design process, for example,

economical, social, great emphasis on efficiency, and quality management (Carpman &

Grant, 1993; Malkin, 1992; Marberry, 1997) was included because of the important role

it plays in affecting users' experiences and perceptions that might have affected the

design of HSC. 7) The guidelines for designing a Psychiatric unit (Gaudinski, l9B2). This

information enlightened me about the varying design requirements for E.D. patients

versus crisis patients, which provided an explanation with respect to why the E.D. unit

appeared the way it was.

1. Hospital Environments:

Medical facilities are uncomfortable places because their arousal properties are

extreme, whereas a moderate degree of environmental variability is necessary for

maintaining optimal levels of mental and physical alertness (Olds, l97S). The over-

arousing aspects of medical care settings are obvious: vast, unfamiliar spaces; ambiguous

events; long, disorienting corridors; frightening equipment; and confi.¡sion of people

engaging in mysterious and painful aøivities. Less obvious are the ways in which such

settings deaden arousal: cold, shiny tile floors; multiple tables and chairs of identical
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design and hard finisfu dull colored walls, lacking recesses or changing in textures;

endless corridors each of which looks like the other; ceilings of uniform height;

fluorescent lights which spread a constant, high-powered glare over all activities; all

convey an environmental sterility and uniformity that is boring and distastefi.rl (OIds,

te78).

Children experience a sense of required submissiveness and a reduced equity to

function independently in such environments, since they are unable to control their

activities and levels of social interaction. Mehrabian and Russell (1974) proposed three

independent and bipolar dimensions to summarize the emotional impact of physical

settings: pleasure-displeasure, degree of arousal and dominance-submissivness. A review

of the effects of pleasure on various behaviors indicated that the pleasure induced by one

aspect of a setting increases the approach toward other aspects of the setting (Griffitt,

te70).

For many years hospitalized children were treated in environments that differed

little in terms of design from those of adult populations, with the exception of colorful

graphics or cartoons that might be applied to the walls. Adapting the environment to

children was often handled in a superficial or cosmetic manner (Jain Malkin,1992).

Medical equipment may be practical for treatments and procedures, but must the

' display of its presence intimidate patients and create anxiety? Technology brings about

depersonalizing effects on patients and dehumanizes the healthcare facilities (Drjtq 1995).

Therefore, there is a need for the integration of aesthetics with practicality, bringing

aspects such as technology and ahumanistic environment together.
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2. Developmental Characteristics:

The nature and variations in place experiences for different groups of people can

become integrally involved in the planning of human environments (Godkin, 1977).

Along with an increased understanding of the highly specific nature of environmental

influences, there is also a growing realization that the impact of the environment is not

the same for all children.

Research in this area indicates that the impact of the environment is mediated by

individual characteristics of the child (Wachs, 1989). Some children may be very much

affected while others may not be. The abilities of the school-age child vary greatly from

beginning of the age group, i.e.,7 years until the end of the period at l l years. Althougtq

during the school-age years, thought processes become more logical and reasonable, the

child is still limited in conceptualizngthe abstract. Adolescents (ages 12 to lg) have the

ability to abstract, conceptualize, and internalize their experiences (Whitman, l99S).

Jain Malkin (1992) outlined children's special needs (i.e., differentiating between

age groups) by focusing on pediatric long-term care facilities, rehabilitation units and

psychiatric settings. According to him, requirements for school-age children are outdoor-

play areas, a group dining area, opportunities for selÊcare, and opportunities for

socialization with peers. Adolescents have unique needs that include a choice of room

accommodations (i.e., private and semi-private), privacy in their room when desired,

vanity areas for grooming, a telephone near the bed, space for personal possessions and

visitors, an opportunity to decorate their room with posters and express their own

identities, a dayroom for studying, and classroom with electronic learning environment.
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3. Hospitalization:

Children who require long-term care may be confined to bed and suffer sensory

deprivatio4 loss of independence, Iimited mobility, boredom, and loneliness (Malkin,

1992). For childreq being hospitalized often means becoming dependent on others for

their needs and minor chores that they feel they can handle themselves. Patients lose

control during their stay in the hospital in many ways that include, not being able to set

limits on privacy, not being able to predict events, difüculty in finding a place to be

alone, and less opportunities to manipulate surroundings, when confined to the bed.

According to Janet Carpman and Myron Grant (1993), one area of potential conflict

between patient and staff preferences is the ease with which the patient can see into and

be seen from the hallway and nurses' station to maintain their privacy.

Individuals use space in ways that satis$ needs for contact, pnvacy, and

intimacy. The child goes from perhaps a highly personalized room at home with strong

color and pattern to a starþ unfamiliar hospital room. Therefore, he or she must have

opportunities to personalize his or her space in a healthcare environment. At a children's

psychiatric hospital (Spivacþ 1984), there was no possibility for the children to place

things that had personal meanings in their rooms to create some sense of their identities,

which resulted feelings of depersonalization.In contrast, the 13-bed medical surgical unit

of California Pacific Medical Center (Weber, lgg}) for adults was painstakingly

redesigned to soothe and cater to the patients. Patients' beds were made up with floral

sheets and colored bedspreads, privacy curtains were pastel rather than sta¡k hospital

white, and each patient had at hand a bookshelf and a bulletin board to personalize with

familiar items.
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Karen Way (1993) informs us about anorexic patients' perspectives with

reference to themselves and their treatment in a hospital. Patients feel in control being

able to starve and consider anorexia their identity. The author (p.72) quotes one of the

patients' explanations to being anorexic: "I have control. It's thinkin g that I can control

food and control my body. When everything else feels out of control, this is the one thing

I really can control.".

According to Melanie Katzman and Susan Wooley (lgg4, p.256), the model of

treating EatingDisorders in most inpatient settings has been one of deprivation. patients

have been denied access to bathrooms, have been on meal plans that either restrict or

"force-feed," have been restricted to participate in certain activities if their weight is too

low, and have been denied "privileges" if their behavior is not within the prescribed

rules' Although many patients benefit from the structure of an inpatient setting, its

restrictive nature reinforces deprivation and disempowerment in medical setting(s).

Experiences of two patients \¡/ere presented in Karen Way's (1993) description of

patients' views pertaining to being treated in a hospital. One of the patients said, ..What

the hospital does is make you feel very out-oÊcontrol and it's very demeaning. They

observe you going to the bathroom. They monitor the meals. They monitor you pretty

much the whole time you're on the unit." Another patient states her views, "you're

restricted to this small area that contains a few sleeping rooms, a kitchen that's locked,

and a small T.V. That's it. You've got no place to go and nothing to do" (Karen Way,

1993, p.76 e, p.79\
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5. Adolescent Unit:

Generally, adolescents continue to be placed with either adults or young children

and both settings may provide unsuitable facilities for teenagers (Gllies & parry-Jones,

1990). Two child/adolescent units were opened at the same time in June 1993 (New

YorÐ, where psychiatric nurses formed a collaborative relationship focusing on

exchange of information and contributed essential roles in designing and implementing a

developmentally sensitive and safe psychiatric environment for young childrer¡

adolescents, and families @eSocio & Staschak, 1gg7). According to their observations

and experiences, they suggest that unit spaces should represent the uniqueness of the

different developmental needs of young children and adolescents.

They also suggest that multipurpose spaces should be provided (recreatio nal area,

dining area, lounge), having changes in wall and floor color and texture that provide

environmental cues to help children differentiate spaces with different puroses.

According to the nurses, privacy ofa child needs to be respected and can be achieved,

when necessary, by installing moveable curtains. They identified that it was important to

conceptualize spaces that communicate openness, warmth, and can safely contain

psychological distress @eSocio & Staschak, lggT).

6. Ilealthcare Desisn:

Healthcare designers control the atmosphere and character of space by making the

surroundings uncomfortable or comfortable, inviting, and atlractive with the use of

appropriate design components. The factors that affect the hospital design process are

social and economical, a great emphasis on effrciency, and quality management. These
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factors are interrelated and impact the design of any hospital including HSC where

Iconducted my Master's thesis research.

Designing a healthcare facility is a complex process that must satisfu the rapid

developments in medical technolog¡ changes in population, age distributior¡ and the

increased role of building and safety regulations. The budget and size of the facility, at

times, limits the possibility to include high quality lighting, ceiling treatments,

architectural detailing and interior finishes (carpman &, Grant, lggj).

Healthcare designers may or may not consider research-based information in the

design decision-making process (Malkin, 1992). Many or some designers have followed

their own theories about what might work in a given situation. It is only after creating a

new environment that they note from a post-occupancy evalution with healthcare stafl

what works and what does not and the information received is carried forward to other

projects (Malkin, 1992). Malkin stressed the importance to consider functional factors

together with economical and effrciency to specify the color palette for a particular

healthcare space, which includes the following: l. Who will use the space? 2. Is the space

for patient, stafi or visitors? 3. Ages of people. 4. Effect of lighting on colors 5. What is

the typical length of time that people will be exposed to the chosen color scheme? 6.

Nature and severity of illness. 7. Suitability of color palette for males and females (adults

& children). 8. Types of task and accordingly the amount of contrast desired. 9. Use of

colors as cueing devices in wayfinding and to denote hazards and/or warn danger. 10.

Understanding how color affects the perception of space. I 1. Considering aesthetics

(Malkin, 1992, p.56) These factors play an important role on what the users of the space

will experience and perceive, therefore individual physical components of a setting must
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undergo similar consideration to identifi' suitability for the setting. Barbara Geddis,s (as

cited in Marberry, 1997) observations with reference to the implications of building

codes and standard-driven design acknowledged the laet that, what is often forgotten are

the very different requirements of long-term caÍe,maternity, pediatrics, and people living

with Alzheimer's Disease. Therefore the resulting appearance of facilities is a typical

healthcare setting with similar components of design (Marberry, lggT).

No one disputes the need for research evidence to support designers' selections of

color, layout of space, lighting, design, or any number of other issues. In reality, not

enough research presently eústs that tests these issues in specifi c patientcare settings, for

example, whether indirect lighting or overhead fluorescents affect patients' stay and

treatment at the hospital (Malkif\ 1992). Older patients might be more sensitive to glare

and react more favorably to indirect lighting than young adults and/or children who might

find bright light stimularing.

Psychologists and other behavioral scientists for years have studied how people

respond to color, light, sizes of rooms, seating arrangements, and other issues that might

possibly have application to architecture or interior design. Jain Malkin (1992) states,

"Performed under controlled laboratory conditions, the findings collected in basic

research have been hard to apply with confidence in real life situations."

The design process is usually based on the image that it will portray to the users.

Trimmer (as cited in Marberry, 1997) concluded, "We must remember that patients and

their families judge their care by what they see." Experiences of users, and particularly of

those patients who are vulnerable, anxious, and have no clue on what is forthcoming

during their treatment, is rarely considered. The quality of design of a healthcare facility,
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specifically the design of patient care settings, is more important than the image that it

presents (Carpman & Grant, l9g3).

Another factor affecting the long-tenn success of hospital design is the elasticity

of its strategic planning, which can be altered as the need arises. This flexibility plays an

important role in design process because of the lengthy planning process, regulatory

agency review, and construction time, all of which typically dicitate a five year

turnaround from the beginning of the project to the occupancy (Malkin, lgg2). During

this period, patient population may shift, competition might indicate a need for new

services, and interior plans may have to change until the date of occupancy. Once the.

healthcare setting is constructed, few hospitals undergo the ravages of change as often as

required.

7. Design of a Psychiatric Unit

Since children with Eating Disorders were treated in the Adolescentlpsychiatry

Ward (HSC), information about the design requirements for a psychiatric unit is

pertinent, providing insights on the design standards that may have been used.

Jain Malkin (1992) reasoned the challenges that designers face to create

healthcare settings for psychiæric treatment. The author explained, "Meeting the needs of

emotionally disturbed children is a subject so complex that even the manipulation of one

subtle environmental variable can make a significant difference to an individual child.,,

This made one thing certain that what works for one patient population may be a dismal

failure for the same type of patient population diagnosed differently.

Guidelines for designing psychiatric units provided by M. Gaudinski (1982), who

researched risk management for psychiatric care, included the following: l Use solid
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'wood (i.e., oak) furniture to discourage vandalism. 2. Furniture should be recessed with

finger pulls rather than surface-mounted hardware. 3. Square rather than round tables

should be used in dining facilities or activity rooms because they make defining

boundaries easier. 4. Carpet and sheet vinyl border designs in theory can be used

effectively to defrne areas, but careful consideration must be given to contrast or value

and to compulsive behavior disorders that prevent people from stepping on the line or

moving inside the space defined by a border. Gaudins ki (Ig82,p.63) further explained,

"In risk management, no one perfect design will ever guarantee to prevent suicide or

injury. As a general guideline, if the objects beep, move, project, hang, sway, or shatter,

they have the potential to be destroyed or cause injury.,,
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RESEARCH METHODS

Design

A Qualitative methodology with a multi-method approach (participant

observation, person-centered interviewing, cognitive maps and photographs) was used to

carry out data collection in a pediatric hospital (HSC) and to explore children,s

experiences influenced by the interior components of Adolescent Medicine/ psychiatry

Ward @.D. unit) focusing on E.D. patients. I concentrated on single patient rooms (&

single versus double), the nurses' station, corridor(s) leading to the nurses' station, and

lounge/dining areas (with multipurpose activity space) on the E.D. unit.

Leininger (1985, as cited in Hunt, 1991, p. l2l) observed, ..The goal of

qualitative research is to document and interpret as fully as possible the totality of

whatever is being studied in particular contexts from the people's viewpoint or frame of

reference." Qualitative methods are primarily concerned with in-depth study of human

phenomena to understand their nature and the meanings they have for individuals

involved (Hunt, 1991). Traditional scientists generally regard these methods as being less

"scientific," less concerned with establishing causality, descriptive rather than

explanatory, and exploratory rather than hypothesis testing'(Couchman & Dawsor¡

1990). Participant observation, used in conjunction with interviewing, is the most

frequently used data gathering technique (Robertson & Boyre, l9s4).

Jain Malkin (1992) explained that quantitative approaches might not be valid

when dealing with design. Malkin (p 4) asks, "How is experiencing a work of

architecture factored into the equation?" Science involves testing theories according to

JJ
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certain rules of evidence. Patterns of light and shadow, reflections of color, and expansive

or constricted spaces can be experienced but not measured quantitatively.

Population, Sample, Inclusion & Exclusion Criteria & Length of Stay

In qualitative researc[ the selection of an adequate and appropriate sample is

critical to collect required data therefore pu{poseful sampling was used to recruit the

participants. The sample included ten children (male (N:1) and female (N:9) The intent

was to analyze the'commonalties and differences in these ten children's responses

regarding their experiences of the interior components in the E.D. unit. I conducted the

research process with two patients simultaneously, and had no control over when a child

might end partiqipation as ethically allowed doing so, according to the REB at HSC.

Six parents interacting with their children (six children of the selected ten

children) and two staffpersons (nurse and an occupational therapist) interacting with the

E.D- patients participated in this study. The sample size was small because of the in-

depth nature ofthe study and moreover because rich data set u/as generated.

Inclusion Criteria: The following criteria were used to recruit participants for this study:

1. Children within the age group l0 to 15 undergoing treatment for Eating Disorders

(Anorexia Nervosa and Eating Disorders - not specified) were chosen because their

treatment involved bedrest and recovery stages. For this study, it was important to

understand children's experiences of design components while he or she was

confined to the bed and when the child interacted with the unit. I chose the age group

l0 to 15 because school age children (7-ll) have developed their cognitive and

linguistic skills and adolescents (12-1S) have the ability to abstract, conceptualize and

internalize their experiences.
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2. Both male and female patients.

3- Children whose parents (at least one) were present atthehospital during this study.

Exclusion Criteria. Children with Bulimia Nervosa were excluded in view of their

extreme symptoms that ranged from binge eating to purging (i.e., selÊinduced vomiting

or laxative abuse) which is a different type of E.D. compared to Anorexia Nervosa. Given

that crisis patients tend to be suicidal and are treated on the same unit (HSC) with E.D.

patients, they were not selected to participate in this study.

Length of Stay: According to the HSC medical records and as per the information

received from my supervisor (who is a physician treating E.D. patients at HSC), I found

that E.D. patients tend to remain on the unit for three to seven weeks depending on their

recovery. Their average length of complete bedrest is first six days, which depends on the

critical health conditions and stability of patients' vital signs (heart rate, blood pressure,

and temperature). During this period they are in a single room.

In the third weelq the children are transferred to a double room upon stabilization of

their vital signs. I wanted to capture children's experiences while they were confined to

the bed and when they were interacting with the unit. Therefore, I chose to conduct this

study with E.D. children in the ñrst three weeks of their treatment regiment.

Sample Recruitment Procedure

Two separate processes for access permission were ensured before carrying out

this study at HSC: l) Access to the site required ethical clearance of the proposal through

the institutional research ethics board. 2) Etlncal clearance of the proposal at The

University of Manitoba.
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Following approval from the ethical review boards at both the institutions, I

consulted with the HSC supervisor in the Department of Adolescent Medicine (and

Psychiatry) at the hospital to recruit participants for the study. I was given permission to

approach parents and children to obtain their consent and assent for participation. A staff

nurse involved in the treatment of E.D. children informed me about E.D. admissions that

upheld the inclusion criteria. I provided a summary of this thesis research to the staff

nurse and information pertaining to the inclusion criteria that helped her familiarize with

the study.

During my first meeting with the parents and children, I explained the particulars

of the study, which included what the study was about, why was it being carried out, the

procedure, potential risks, and the benefits. I provided a detailed explanation of the

research procedure elucidating that it \ilas an interactive process (i.e., taking photographs

of the design components on the unit, and drawing room layouts). If the parents were

willing to participate and also agreed to their child's participatioq then I obtained their

consent (see Appendices 1, 3, & 5 on pp.l85, 187, 189). An assent form (see Appendices

2 &,4 on pp.l86, 188) allowed the child to verbally agree (assent) or disagree to

participate in this study. A child's dissent superseded any consent obtained from the

parent. I approached the staff nurse and occupational therapist with consent forms (see

Appendix 5 on p.189), separate from the ones for the parents. Parent's consent for the use

of sound recordings, children's photographs, and field notes during analysis was taken on

separate consent forms (see Appendices 6, 7, & t on pp. 190, lgl, 192).
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D ata Collection Protocol

Data for this study were gathered by using following methods. 1) Person-

Centered Interviewing (below) with eight (out of ten) children, six parents, a staffnurse

and an occupational therapist from the recruited sample. 2) Cognitive Maps (p.ao) and

Photographs (p.a3) presented by the same eight children were included within the

interviewing process. 3) Participant Observation (p.44) with three (of ten) children from

the recruited sample (refer to '?opulation, Sample, Inclusion & Exclusion Criteria and

Length of stay" p.34). 4 flow chart showing the research process can be found in

Appendix 9 (p.193). I began the data-collection phase by observing each setting under

study on the E.D. unit. I took inventories of single room, double roorn, the lounge/dining

areas, corridors leading to the nurses' statior¡ and nurses' station that included details of

interior design components (p.11) and objects as seen. The inventories helped me to

familiarize myself with the treatment process of children, while they were in single rooms

and when they were transferred to double rooms. After obtaining consent and assent of

parents and children, I began interviewing E.D. children. Using photographs and

cognitive maps as techniques of data-collection process, the children explored the unit

and provided unique details about their experiences at every stage oftheir stay.

L) Person-Centered Interviewing: Initially, the interviews were semi-structured, using

open-ended questions to set the interview tone. This approach allowed the interviewee to

know what w¿s expected of them. To avoid directing the interviewee immediately (a

process that obstructs the descriptive po\¡ier of asking more generic questions), a funnel

sequence, starting with more general questions and proceeding to more specific ones was

used. I developed a rapport u/ith E.D. children by asking them about their previous
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experiences in a hospital, other than HSC, and about their room at homg which made it

easier for them to understand the term "interior components".

Initially, it was necessary to point to certain features of their room on the E.D.

unit in order to direct the child's attention to the design components. While being in the

setting under study, the child was able to describe and express the design components

they liked and disliked. This "pointing to certain features" was used for the 12 year-olds

to gain their interest because they were constantly occupied, unsettled, distracted, and

anxious about what was going to happen to them. It was easier for these children to

explain their feelings and experiences of their surroundings if they were able to see them.

After core questions pertaining to the topic of this study were addressed,

unstructured interviews were used as a means of increasing flexibility in sequencing of

questions. An outline of interview questions is found in Appendices 10-12 (pp.l9a-195).

Children (eight of ten): Each child was interviewed in the single room while they were on

medical bedrest (Stage l) during the first week, and again in the recovery phase (Stage 2)

when they were in the double room and interacting with the unit during the third week.

The intervie\il process with each patient depended on his or her length of stay. I decided

to interview from Day 3 onwards during Stage I because initially children felt unsettled

and were anxious about their stay in the hospital. By Day 3, the children were more

comfortable. Since they were attached to the heart monitor, that tested their vital signs,

they were also under strict supervision.

Inquiring about children's experiences of the interior components in their

immediate physical space (Stage I - bedrest) and when they were able to walk (Stage 2 -
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recovery) interacting with the new environment (i.e., the E.D. unit) or the change in

space, provided significant datathat were essential for the purpose of my study.

The interviews were tape-recorded and the length of each interview was limited to

1/1.5 hours. Sometimes there were intemrptions. For example, when a staffperson came

to check on the patient or when the child needed privacy. When intemrptions occurred, I

would stop interviewing immediately. Before starting the interviews, I made it clear to

the childrenthat they were most welcome to inform me, without hesitation, if they were

tired or had had enough of interviewing.

During Stage 2, I interviewed each child in the double roonL at the nurses'

station, in the corridors leading to the nurses' station, and in the lounge/dining areas on

the unit. The interview time in Stage 2 included walking around the unit, interacting with

the settings mentioned above, and talking about his or her drawings (explained in detail

on p.40). Towards the end of Stage 2, a separate interview was used in order for children

to explain the photographs (explained in detail on p.43) that they had taken. In the first

week and third weeþ multiple interviews took place throughout each child's stay. As

mentioned in the "Limitations and Assumption of the Study" (see p.l4), E.D. patients

were discharged with short notice therefore if it was necessary to interview a participant

about his or her drawings and photographs, I met the child during the clinic appointment.

Parents (Six): Each parent was interviewed to inquire about her description of her child's

space. Interestingly, all of the parents available were mothers. Each parent provided

salient data about her child's experiences of interior components that (data) I missed

while interviewing E.D. children. The length of each parent's interview was limited to

1/1.5 hours, and the interview information was tape-recorded and transcribed verbatim.
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I inquired from each parent about her views pertaining to the design of the ward

and the treatment of her child in terms of its effects on the experiences of her child. I also

inquired about the settings that her child preferred interacting with the most on the unit

during Stage I and Stage2.

Mothers were the guardians of the children and they were informed about their

child's progress in both stages. For example, I asked them - "How did your child feel

after the surgery and until he or she was free from bed?" I did not need to probe them

regarding the severity of illness, as they felt comfortable talking about it during the

interview. As mentioned inthe "Limitations and Assumptions of the Study" (see p.l4),

few parents were interviewed during their child's clinic appointment since parents were

preoccupied and unable to be interviewed on the unit.

StaffNurse and Occupational Therapist: They were interviewed individually towards the

end of the study on the ward for l/1.5 hours. I inquired about the Eating Disorders

treatment, their views about the design of the ward, and any relevant information with

regards to the design requirements of the E.D. patients. I also inquired whether or not the

patients or children commented on anything regarding their stay on the unit.

2) Cognitive Maps and Photographs: These creative techniques engaged children in a

visual activity during an interactive interviewing process. The maps provided data about

interior components in their immediate physical space, and how significant the

environment \ilas to their being on the ward. Children were able to explore new ideas

such as design themes (underwater, forest, etc.) for their rooms, the lounge/dining areas,

and the corridors leading to the nurses' station. Few of them changed their opinions or
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views about their surroundings after going through these techniques that confirmed the

data available through earlier interviews.

Cognitive Maps: Cognitive maps, alternatively referred as mental maps or environmental

maps, portray people's cognitive representations of the spatial environment @aird &

Lutkus, 1982). Children have a mental representation of their environment and the way to

directly assess this ability is to require participants to create cognitive maps of their

familiar environments, based on their memory and what they discern.

An example of a research study that applied this technique is the study conducted

by Schiavo (1990) on the design features that children and adolescents desired in their

homes. Fifty-nine public school children and adolescent's (ages 8 to 18) participated but

complete information was obtained from only fifty-three. The sample was divided into

three age groups and both the genders were included in the study. The data indicated that

they had definite ideas regarding what design features made a residence ideal for them.

Participants were asked to draw a floor plan of their current home first labeling all rooms

and areas. Therq they were asked to draw another floor plan of an "ideal home for you

and your family, what would this home look like?" Using the labels provided by the

participants, the drawings were coded in terms of number and type of living areas.

Separate counts were made of areas, interior and exterior on the floor plan. The majority

of the ideal house plans included areas designed to provide opportunities for individual

privacy, family gatherings, sanitation, and housekeeping.

For the current study, eight children involved in the interviewing process were

asked to draw a layout of their single room, while they were on medical bedrest (Stage 1)

on Day 4, after the first interview that provided an understanding about their
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surroundings. They were also asked to draw another layout of the lounge/dining areas in

the recovery phase (Stage 2) after the first interview about components of the lounge.

During this phase, they were free from the bed and interacting with various settings

(corridors leading to nurses' statioq lounge/dining areas, and nurses' station) on the E.D.

unit.

I provided the children with the drawings (Appendices 13 &, 14 on pp.l96, 197)

of the layouts (i.e., single room and lounge/dining areas) without marking any interior

design components (i.e., furniture, wallpaper, medical equipment etc.) and with it

attached a list of existing components in those settings to guide them with their planning.

Then I asked them to plan the space by incorporating the interior components (for

example, furniture, accessories such as posters or paintings etc.) that they perceived in

their surroundings and the ones that they wished to see that did not exist. I asked then¡

"If you could change the look of this room, what will it be like?" I also mentioned about

using color markers to indicate all wall finishes (for example, wallcovering, color,

murals, etc.) to differentiate them from other components on their plans.

During the interview process in Stage l, each child was asked to describe his or

her room at home. I probed the child, "What does your room look like at home?" They

were further asked to describe their experiences in any other hosp ital that they visited.

This displayed cognitive information regarding their visual field of physical environment

and enabled them to understand what is required of them to draw for me, i.e., pertaining

to interior space. While interviewing children about their plans or drawings, I asked them

to describe their layout - "lVhat do you like and dislike about this room?" This process

explored their creative ideas with reference to how they preferred their room (i.e., single
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room) and lounge/dining areas to appear. It filled the gaps of missing information in the

interviews, provided new knowledge about their experiences, and what interior

components they perceived to be the important ones that they interaøed with during their

stay on the unit.

Photographs: "Photographs can make the strongest visual statements about an

experience and can be used in an interview to illuminate an experience" (Hagedorn,

1994). An example of the research study that applied this technique is the study

conducted by Govanna (1990), who investigated the cognitive environmental assessment

of children's, young adults', and older adults' classroom environments depicted in

photographs.

Two experiments were undertaken for this study. The first experiment involved

forty-four children of both the genders divided into four $oups of 6-year-olds and B-

year-olds, attending "traditional" and "non-traditional" schools. Children were tested

individually in a quiet room of their school. They were showed eight photographs of the

two classrooms in the same building that were identical architecturally but the furnishings

of each were different. Children were asked to score pictures on a 4-point scale as more

or less prototypical and how much they liked them.

The second experiment included sixty-four Italian adults of both the genders

divided into four groups of 2O-year-old and 60-year-old primary school teachers and

administrative staff. The participants scored the eight photographs on 5-point scale. The

results concluded that the most important place factor for children was spatial

arrangement. The teacher-centered arrangement was both the most prototypical and one

ofthe best liked by children.
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For the current study, the images captured by the E.D. children (eight) with a

disposable camera facilitated my inquiry about the interior components that affected their

experiences. I probed them, for example, "what interested you to take this photograph?"

Each child involved in the interviewing process (eight children) were provided with a

disposable camera on Day 3 (Stage 1) and were encouraged to use it - "Will you take

pictures of this room for me?" What is good and bad about this room?" I left the camera

with thern, giving them the opportunity to use it during Stage 2. If the child did not

receive an opportunity to take pictures theq while being interviewed about a particular

setting (i.e., single room & single vs. double), lounge/dining areas, corridors leading to

nurses' station) he or she was able to use the camera. Before providing a camerato each

child, I made it clear to him or her that no photos of the staff should be taken, but if the

child desired to take photos of his or her parents or family, he or she might feel free to do

so.

Children enjoyed using the camera that provided them a sense of control of their

surroundings. I interviewed them about the photographs separately from the cognitive

maps towards the end ofthe study. During this interview, they were able to see the photos

that they had taken and explain what they saw and felt. This process provided salient data

that were missing in the interviews, cognitive maps, and my observations.

3) Participant Observation (Fietd Notes): Prior to the interview process inventories of

the single room (& single vs. double), nurses' station, corridors leading to the nurses'

statioq and lounge/dining areas were made through my observations. While carrying out
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interviews, I continuously observed the participants, their rooms, their interactions in the

lounge/dining spaces, and the corridors.

After finishing with interviews, I began participant observation to conduct case

studies of three children (out of ten) from the selected sample of participants. This

technique was used to record children's interactions within the unit and to increase my

familiarity with the environment. The observations included children's interactions with

objects in their surroundings, how they spent their time confined to the bed and when

mobile and ways in which they used space to satis$r their needs (for example, contact,

privacy, and intimacy). The patterns and frequency of interactions with thei¡.

surroundings as well as with their parents and staff were observed and categorized as

active or passive.

Timing of Observation Process: I observed each participant in the first th¡ee weeks that

included Stage I (on medical bedrest) and Stage 2, whenthe child \ilas recovering as well

as interacting with the ward, three times a day (limited to an hour - morning, afternoor¡

and evening), depending on the patient's length of stay. Through my observations, it was

possible to look at what was immediately in front of the child when confined to the bed

and how that impacted ways in which he or she spent time. As explained in "Limitations

and Assumptions of the Study" (see p.14), children got involved in various activities on

the unit such as meals, group therapy, school, and outings, while they were recovering

(i.e', off strict medical bedrest). Therefore, it was diftïcult to observe them during those

times since they were busy with the activities.

Researcher's Role: Using the research role of non-participant observatioq I intended to

spend the majority of my time observing and interviewin g and minimizing participation
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in the work role that provided more freedom to do research with less conflict. But, there

were times when I had to help a child in the single room. There were instances when a

child wanted to adjust the bed (i.e., the backrest) to sleep or watch T.V. and the nurse

would take time to attend his or her call lighlsound. A child was also helpless when he or

she wanted to turn off the light(s) to sleep but was out of his or her reach. Keeping in

mind that my identity must remain strongly research-oriented, I avoided such instances.

Field Notes: I wrote notes while observing participants. Fieid notes were used to record

where the observations took place who was present (limited to parents and occupational

therapist, and social workers), what the physical setting looked like, what interactions

occurred, and what activities took place (excluding medical procedures). Notes addressed

what people said, direct quotations, or as near as possible recall of direct quotations. To

ensure reflexivity of my observations, I kept a separate journai that included my own

feelings, reactions to the experience, reflections about personal meanings that were

significant to me of what occurred.

I also mapped each child's various movements in the lounge/dining spaces and

made inventories of their rooms (see Figure Observation #1 on p.101E). This provided

information on how children personalized their spacem and what spaces they interacted

with the most. Later on, these inventories and maps were transferred to a CAD program

(i.e., graphics or design software).

Data Analysis PIan (See FIow Chart, Appendix 9, p.193)

First, I listened to the tape-recorded interviews carefully and transcribed them

verbatim hand writing data on paper. Once all the interviews were manually transcribed, I

transferred them onto the computer using the Windows '00 "Word" program. During the
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data-collection phase at HSC, I avoided transcribing the interviews after individual

participants were interviewed. This was mainly because I did not v/ant to impose

questions on children based on transcribed interview data of previous participants.

Standard content analysis provided the essential form of data analysis. Each

interview was read first and meaningful words, phrases, lines, and paragraphs were

identified manually through a process known as open coding. The transcripts were

examined for emergent categories and themes. These categories and themes were laid out

on a spreadsheet in a computer program called MS Excel, linking them to the information

provided by the participants. Each source of information (children's interyiews, parents'

interviews, staff persons' interviews, interviews of cognitive maps and photographs, and

field notes) was laid out individually on the computer program with its categories and

themes. This enabled comparing data from within each source.

"Triangulation" was used to establish and confirm validity of the data collected

through participant observation and interviews including cognitive maps and

photographs. Data gathered from children's interviews was compared with parents' and

staff persons' interviews. Field notes were compared to the transcribed interviews and

inventories. Cognitive maps and photographs were juxtaposed against the transcribed

interviews, field notes, and inventories.

As part of the analysis, I looked for commonalties and differences between and

among sources of data. When each category was reasonably complete and saturation was

reached (i.e., no new data emerged), descriptive paragraphs were written based on the

categories laid out on MS Excel spreadsheets. Photographs and cognitive maps were

content analyzed as data in and of themselves.
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Trustworthiness: The trustworthiness criteria (i.e., strategies to maintain rigor) proposed

by Guba and Lincoln (1989) was adopted for this thesis research to judge the adequacy of

qualitative research.

l. Credibility (paralleling internal validity): This technique involved engaging with my

thesis committee members in extensive discussions of the findings, conclusions, and

tentative analysis of the study. Comparison of perspectives, acquired from various

informants (i.e., childreq parents, occupational therapist, and nurse), against one another

and triangulation of data gathered through multiple methods (i.e., interviews, participant

observation (field notes), cognitive maps, and photographs) ensured credibility of

qualitative data. This process crosschecked data from different methods and sources,

including my interpretation of the gathered data, ensuring consistency and the mutual

confirmation of data. A study's credibility is threatened when a participant's responses

are based on social desirability rather than on personal experiences (Kirk & Miller,

1986). Numerous interviews and observations carried out during Stage I (bedrest) and

Stage 2 (recovery) allowed me to assess typical and atypical data provided by the

participants, thus enhancing quality of the research, particularly credibility. Reflexive

journaling minimized biasing or distorting dat4 hence protecting its internal validity.

2. Transferability (parallel external validity): The objective in making transferabitity of

judgments was to provide an extensive and careful description of the time, the place, and

the context of participants' experiences. This meticulous documentation process might

help facilitate transferability ofjudgments on the part of the others, who might decide to

apply the conclusions of this study to their own situations (or situations of interest to

them).
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3. Dependability (paralleling reliability): Dependability of the findings was assured by

dense descriptions of the methods used for data-collecting process, analysis, and

interpretation of the data to enJighten as to how repeatable the study might be.

4. Conformabilitv: (paralleling objectivity): It was attained in this thesis research when

credibility, transferability, and dependability were addressed and achieved (Guba &

Lincoln, 1989).

Rigor: Rigor in any research is required to prevent error of either a constant or

intermittent nature (Mays & Pope, 1995). The main methods used to ensure rigor in this

thesis research were the Criteria of Adequacy and Appropriateness of Data (Denzin &,

Lincoln, 1994). Adequacy refers to the amount and quality of data collected and it is

attained when sufficient data are gathered such that saturation is approached and variation

is both accounted for and understood. Appropriateness refers to selection of data

according to the theoretical stance of the study.

CONF'IDE¡{TIALITYAND PROTECTIOI\ OF PARTICIPAI\TS

(ETHICAL CONSIDERATIONS):

1) Informed Consent and Assent:

Before a child participated in this thesis research, an informed consent was

obtained, allowing proxy consent by the parent on behalf of the child. children gave their

verbal assent along with parents' consent priorto conducting the research procedure.

185. 187): I provided a detailed

explanation of the research procedure that included using an interactive process (i.e.,

taking photographs of the design components on the E.D. unit and drawing.room

layouts). If the parents were willing to participate and also agreed to their child's
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participation, I obtained their consent. Parents were asked to read and sign the informed

consent, but before they proceeded to sign the form I emphasized the section that stated

"I have been informed of the alternatives to participation in this study, including the right

not to participate and the right to withdraw without compromising the quality of medical

care at The Hospital for Sick Children for my child and for other members of the family."

I also made sure that they understood the matter on the consent form and probed if they

had any questions. Additionally, the name and telephone number of the HSC co-

investigator supervising this study was provided in the event that the participants had any

queries or concerns. My home phone number was made available to the parents and staff

persons. Separate consent form (see Appendix 5 on p.189) was used for staff persons

(i.e., nurse and occupational therapist).

Consent was obtained from parents to use photographs, sound recordings, and

field notes on separate consent forms (see Appendices 6-g on pp.1g0-lg2).

Assent (see Appendices 2 & 4 on pp.186. 188): The assent form allowed the child to

verbally agree or disagree to participate in this study. I asked them to read the assent form

and before they made the decision to participate, I emphasized the section on "Can I

decide if I want to be in the study?" I made sure they understood what they read and

probed if they had any questions. The assent form for children being observed (see

Appendix 2 on p.186) was separate from the assent form used for children being

interviewed (see Appendix 4 on p.l SS).

2) Voluntary Participation:

As explained earlier, a participant's right to choose not to participate, right to

withdraw from the study, and discontinue participation without it affecting the quality of
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medical care that patients and the other members of the family received at HSC was

explained, while obtaining consent (parents and staff persons) and assent (children). Staff

persons were informed that their participation or withdrawal from the study would not

affect their positions at HSC.

3) Access to Gathered Data:

The chair of the committee, three committee memb.r, ,upponing this thesis

research and I were the only persons to have access to the "Íaw data" (transcripts, field

notes, photographs, and cognitive maps). All transcripts and field notes identifoing names

and information were changed to pseudonyms and participants' names were not used.

Only I had access to the codes that identified the participants with their transcripts. These

codes were kept separate from the transcripts and under lock and key. The finai write-up

of this study is be filed in The University of Manitoba tibrary for public access, and a

copy of this thesis was presented to the Adolescent Medicine/Psychology Ward (HSC).

4) Confidentialify:

Participants' anonymity and confidentiality were ensured throughout the study through

the following strategies: l) Participants' names, phone numbers and addresses were not

used in relation to any aspect of the study and were not released to any individual. 2)

Names, phone numbers, and addresses of all participants were kept in a separate filing

cabinet, under lock and key that did not contain transcripts, audiocassettes or data. 3)

Participants' names and identifuing information were changed to pseudonyms during the

process of transcribing interviews and all transcriptions were put on a computer program

and a hard copy was maintained. Participants were identified in the following way:
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a) Eight (of ten) children (their age in brackets) were interviewed individually and were

involved in taking photographs and cognitive maps. They were identified as.

c.s.(i4), A.s.(15), C.B.(15), M.M.(12), D.M.(12), R.C.(12), H.A.(12), and

F.R.(14) I was able to research with only one mare participant, M.M.(12).

b) Parents of six children were interviewed and they were identified as: J.S., J.8.,

C.M., C.P., 8.4., and L.F.

c) Three (of ten) children were observed, including the male participant, who was

interviewed rhey were identified as: M.c.(14), M.M.(12), and K.F.(14).

d) Two staff persons were interviewed and they were identified as: S.N. and O.T.

e) Participants' real names will not be used in any publication of the information.

5) Storage of Data:

As explained under "confidentiality", audiocassettes, transcripts, field notes,

inventories, photographs, and cognitive maps were stored in a f,rling cabinet, under lock

and key. Any identifying information about participants \ryas also kept separately under

lock and key. All audiocassettes were destroyed after the final write-up of this thesis

research is completed. After ten years, all transcription material and field notes will be

destroyed (i.e., shredded or burned) as confidential waste.

6) Recording of Data:

Interview data were recorded on a standard cassette recorder. First, the interviews

were transcribed verbatirn and manually on paper and then transferred on to the computer

using Windows "00 "MS Word" program and "MS Excel." Field notes were recorded on

paper while observing participants. I mapped children's movements and interactions in

lounge/dining spaces and took inventories of the single rooms (single vs. double), nurses'
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station, and corridors leading to the nurses' station, and lounge/dining areas on paper.

Later on, these inventories and maps were transferred to a CAD program (graphics or

design software).

7) Plans for the Future use of Data:

This research study raised awareness of the positive and negative irnpacts the

design of pediatric medical facilities has on E.D. children's experiences. Critical interior

components of medical settings that affected E.D. children's experiences were identified

and may serve as a basis for planning effective medical care settings, applicable to

pediatric hospitals. The research resulted in a series of design recommendations and./or

future design considerations involving hospitalized adolescents. In addition, the results

provide important information about the various design requirements for adolescents with

Eating Disorders.

Participants' confidentiality was respected and no information that reveals their

identity will be released or published without their consent.

8) Potential Benefits to Participants:

Since this study involved interviewing children about their experiences of interior

components surrounding them and broadening the insight on children's preferences -
"likes" and "dislikes" based on what they experienced, it is likely that the design issues

may be considered by design practitioners, while designing pediatric medical facilities.

This will in turn benefit children to develop control over their physical surroundings and

feel at ease and secure.

53
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9) Costs to Farticipants:

The cost to participants in this study entailed a substantial time commitment for

children undergoing treatment for Eating Disorders, as well as for the parents during this

stressful period. However, I informed parents, when I obtained their consent, about the

alternatives to participation in this study, including the right not to participate and the

right to withdraw without compromising the quality of medical care at The Hospital for

sick children for their child and for other members of their family.

10) Risk to Participants:

There were no harmful risks associated with the participation in this study. Since

participants felt anxious with respect to their treatment, they were mostly preoccupied

with what was going to happen to them in the hospital. This involved a minimal risk of

stressing them with the interview questions.

11) Measures to Minimize Risk:

To minimize above-mentioned risk, I carried out short but multiple interviews in

different settings under study, thus distracting them from feeling nervous with a change

of atmosphere. Allowing them to use a disposable camera and to depict their ideas on

drawings helped making the research process fun and interesting.
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CHAPTER 4

FINDINGS

Following is the elaborate description of the data acquired from children's person-

centered interviews, their cognitive maps and photographs, and field notes. Data collected

through each of the above-mentioned approaches (further described in chapter 3) were

compared within each source of data for similarities and differences among participants'

responses. Significant categories and themes that emerged through this process were

triangulated (for example, children's interviews and cognitive maps) to identifu common

and unique experiences and perspectives.

Data pertaining to aspects of E.D. children's surroundings in conjunction with

their treatment that affected them and resulted in loss of control and their independence

has been categorized under medical settings situated on the E.D. unit, where the research

procedure was carried out. Criticai setLings I concentrated on were the following: a)

single room (& single vs. double), b) the lounge/dining areas (with multipurpose activity

area), c) nurses' station, and d) corridors lead.ing to the nurses' station. Descriptions of

interior components that influenced children's experiences are presented as summary

sections.
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sECTroN 1: SUMMARY oF CHTLDREw'S nvtrnwnw Ftr\rDtr{GS

Single Patient Room

1 Privacy Curtain

Children wanted their privacy maintained in public spaces especially, their rooms.
Although they were restricted from using the privacy curtain frequ"ntly, they found
it to be a critical aspect during their stay in the single room. Since theywere on
medical bedrest and constrained from any movement, staffmade surethat the door
to their rooms \¡/ere open to facilitate close observation. This was another reason
why the curtain was helpful, mainly for changing. In the presence of parents or
guardians, staffpermitted the child to have the room door closed, at times, for
privacy. one of the participants, I interviewed, was admitted to a single room
opposite to the nurses' station. Whenever I entered her roorr¡ I noticãd the curtain
covering one side of her bed. The reason behind this was to contain privacy by
obstructing visitors from looking inside her room. The advantage of beingin á room
across the nurses' station was that a patient can use the curtain more often because
staffacquired a clear view of him or her from the open doorway. According to J.
Reizentein and M. Grant (1981, In carpman &, ctrant, 1993. p.162). privacy or
cubicle curtains are pulled for variety of reasons, including,.tiing a Uèapan, being
examined or treated, dressing or undressing, sleeping, receiving a bed bath, tatking
with visitors and blocking out light. Based on their research regarding color, cubiCle
curtains, and handrails in a hospital, they concluded that being able to manipulate
curtains is important to patients, although they received fewer opportuniti"r to do ,o.

Since the double room was shared between two patients, they considered the
requirement for a privacy curtain in that room a must, based on their experiences.
One of the reasons being mainly to identify their personal space and the second
reason was the need to change in that room.

t Preference of Single vs. I)ouble Room in relation to privacy

Single rooms provided accommodation for children's parents. When participants
were restricted from moving, they were uncomfortable and dependent on their
parents or staff for their requirements. Therefore, they preferred a single room that
sustained their interactions with their parents. Being in a double rooÍ1, during
bedrest would have invaded their privacy that, they received in a single .oorn1o
spend time with their parents. Also, unlike the single room, the double room did not
provide a couch or a day bed for parents or visitors. Having carried out an
experiential research with children at Rainbow Babies and Children's Hospit al, an
architecture firm, NBBJ, designed double rooms with a window and a couch or sofa
bed for each child (-eibrock, 2000).

Children were overwhelmed when they were transferred to a double room.
Having stayed in a single room for approximately five days to a week, they
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experienced difficulty to stay with a roommate. They informed me about losing
privacy, due to invasion of their personal spâce. This was the reason why they
needed another area or space that would facilitate privacy and allow them to spend
time, apart from being in a double room or lounge. Jain Malkin (IggZ) informs us
uþgyt designing double rooms or semi-private rooms that would'sustain a patient's
ability to control social interaction and view of roommate on adjacent bed. Malkin
claimed, "A patient room must be arranged in such a fashion thåt the patient can
define a territorial boundary and enjoy a measure of personal space,, (^p. ig r).

J Personalizing their Space

Patients need a safe place to secure and display personal possessions (Carpman &
Grant, 1993). In a single room, children were unable to pèrsonalize thèi6pu.",
given the circumstances with respect to being on bedresi. To display on thl closest
and furniture available (i.e., night table), they had to stretch to réach it, although they
were restricted from any movement. They complained about the absence of bulletin
boards or shelves near their beds. Patients need to reconnect with 'home' that they
left behind before being admitted to the hospital. Therefore, Jain Malkin (1gg2,
p.131) suggests installing a large bulletin board near the bed that ur., .nugn"ts, not
tacks, to display get-well cards.

Since they were off-bedrest in double rooms, children were able to and interested
to display and personalize their space with personal belongings. The length of a
child's stay in a particular type of room also affected personalization of space. Even
though they were on bedrest for a short period, inaccessible storage, shelves, and
sur ces to display discouraged and limited them from personalizing their space.
Adolescents confined to their beds need opportunities tò decorate their rooms with
personal possessions and express thei¡ own identities (i\4alkin, l99Z). A shelf for
displaying personal items must be sufficiently wide enough with enough vertical
clearance (i.e., reachable by patient on bed but, not in his or her way) a=nd devoid of
sharp corners (Carpman & Grant, 1993).

4 Layout of Single Room

Participants were dissatisfied with the location of their beds in the single rooms.
They wanted to position the bed close to the window but also receive ãpportunities
to see what is happening in the corridor. To provide a comforting view olnature or
outside, sufücient space must be allotted for each patient room tó place the bed close
to the window. This should include enough space around the bed for a patient to
receive care and comfort (Malkin, 1992). A window was the only souróe of natural
light, and an outside view that children missed, being on the unit. Therefore, they
wanted to see larger windows especially during medical bedrest. Designing patient
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rooms with views to the outside is prudent but, providing any window is not
worthwhile. Two main aspects (carpman & Gránt, ßg{, p.ia+¡of windows (with
view of exterior) that need to be considered in the aesigning process arc: a)provide
windows as large as possible. b) Make sure that visualãccess to the window is
unobstructed by furniture, vents, or oversized sills. Children were uncomfortable
watching T.V', while lying on the bed. They had to ask a staffperson to elevate the
back of their beds and adjust it in a comfortable position to waich it. Initially, staff
restricted patients from sitting. Therefore, childrån complained that watchi* t V
hurt their necks. Children questioned the location of the couch. According tãthem, it
must be placed opposite to the bed so that, they .ould ,." the person usin! the
couch, while conversing. Because it was praced perpendicuraito the bed,"they
experienced difFrculty looking at the couõh, sincã tnly were on bedrest and not
allowed to sit on the bed. Patient rooms should be planned with clarity of purpose by
keeping affangement of furniture understandable (Marb erry, 1997). eccoøing to a.
Meh¡abian and S' Diamond (1971), seating provid'ed in the rooms should enable
visitors to position their bodies comfortabfv'fo. conversation and be able to see each
other' Size of the room was considered appropriate for a patient (who stayed alone)
but children found the room space tight, when they had visitors. According to them,
the shape of the room caused the room to feel narrow and affected the plaãement of
furniture. Inpatient rooms can be designed to meet the needs of patienis and visitors,
forprivacy, physical comfort, and ease of communication u-orrg themselves and
with the staff. Planners or designers doggedly attempt to create their own optimum
room designs without drawing on experiences of users (carpman & Grant, 1993)
As acknowledged by carpman and Grant (1993) and as'per my observations of a
single room, three important requirements needs to be cånsidered before deciding
the size of a room: a) Provide adequate circulation space for medical staff and
equipment (especially hggt monitor) to easily gain åccess to a patient. b) provide
space for a bedside or night tabre, over-bed tabie, couch or daybed, chaii(s), and
functional enclosed storage space (i.e., closet) in addition to túe bed. c) pìóu¿.
circulation area around the bed so that visitors can place their chairs oá either side of
the bed. They detested inclusion of washbasin in frãnt of the bed and thought it was
a waste of space. Taps had no running ivater due to restrictions. Children Jugg.rt"d
using that space to provide a desk, display shelves, storing space, or chairs. Given
the situation of the couch, parents and visitors sat on the È'ed ortile chair (only one)
provided to be close to the patient. Typically, planners follow minimum standards
that are not supplemented by performánce critãria based on the requirements of
patients and staff, which was why the washbasin was included, altÀough E.D.
patients were not permitted to use it and neither did staff(Carpman & Grant, lgg3).

Medical Equipment

Since the medical equipment panel was close to the bed and participants did not see
staffusing the equipment, they suggested placing them in un-u.".rrible cupboard or
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covering the panel. By concealing the equipment panel, they informed me that thero.om would appear 'less medical.' The .*iit"nr. àrn.árt monitor added to theclinical appearance and increased children's anxiety as it was usually placed in frontof their face. To convert the medical appearance into less clinical, Jain Malkin(19Y' p.171) advises.that high+ech .q,:iprn.rrt and medical gas outlets must bestgled.out of sight either behind a piecè oiart on a hinged lu*" or concealed in
caDlnets.

Loss of control while undergoing Treatment (singre Room)

children experienced diffi_culty being on bedrest due to loss of independence andcontrol over their surroundings. Having to call a staffperson to elevate back of thebed (i'e', when allowed to) was a hasslè to children because they had to wait and wasunable to do it themselves. v/aiting for the bed to be cranked down was also a hasslebecause children felt uncomørtaule to sleep on an elevateà back. They suggested
incorporating an accessible turn handle or an automatic feature to control theelevation' Patients spending long periods in bed also need to be comfortable to get tosleep, adjust themselves to find a òomfortable position to read, talk, watch T.V., andreach, dial, and hold the phone, therefore easy way of manipuiating the bed must befacilitated (carpman &.9?nt,rgg3). conrrolling roller shade(s) on a windo.w wasalso an issue because children were incapable to regulate the amount of daytight theyrequired-in the single room. Maximum control porJbl" to alter shades should beprovided to counter their sense of helplessness, while trying to sleep. since they
were restricted from using the curtains frequently, 

"ontroilñrg 
the sirade(s) woula Uethe only alternative to block daylight as required. IVhile a patient was on bedrest,

stafrmade sure that the door to his or her room remained open. children wçreclosely supervised and they found it intrusive. one of thl participants remarked,"'You feel as if you're on display." Not onþ were they obsirved in the single room,but were also watched i.n the lounge and dining ur"url After having meals,"
participants had to be visible to staffat the nuÃes' station and therefore forced to bein the lounge. They were not permitted to be alone or interact with other areas apart
from the lounge, while they were in view. Another instance when children lost
control was pertaining to the fluorescent lights in the single room. Light controls
were inaccessible therefore, if they wantedlo turn a light"on or ofi, th"y hud to
depend on parents or stafl Bedridden patients should Ie able to .frurrg" figking *A
control its intensity in accordance with their conditions and p.eferencãs iËo.toi, r.In Marberry, 1997, p.166). while on bedrest or lying on the-bed, they wàre uoubl. to
reach the pull-strings for task light on the wall, oveithe bed. Literature recounts
using controls that can be operated with a closed fist for children, which would
include mainly touch co_ntrols or light switches that don't requireiight grasping,
twisting, or pulling (Malkin, 1992). These controls should be located at a reachable
height ror patients lying flat on the bed or siuiag upright, alrowing them to of".*"
with either hand. Being attached to the heart monitorJhlldren reti hetptess and
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experienced difficulty to turn sides on the bed, to reach out for things on the night
table, to control task light, and to move the overbed table in u.o-õ.tuble posiîion.
Unlike_ existing night tables found in the E.D. unit, bedridden patients shoujd be able
to easily move the bedside or night table to reach top surface and drawers.

Storage Space

In the single room, the closet and the drawers underneath the couch were out of
reach and considered useless. Children used the overbed table most often for various
pu{poses such as playing cards, working on apuzzleo. ,.hool worh having meals,
and even storing items in the drawer under the table. Since the table was ,nãbil., it
provided the flexibility of positioning it over the bed or the side. Gven their
confinement to bed and restricted movement, they were incapable to stretch and use
the night table. Some participants tried displaying their personal items on the night
table and storing things in the first drawer-Theyiompláined about the unavailuUi¡ty
of accessible shelves to store their day-to-day requirements. A wall-mounted
countertop or a small wall-hung console at a reachable height (i.e., no stretching
required) for patients on bedrest can be used as a bedside o1 a night table. Open
shelving will encourage children to put away their belongings (Carpman & irrant,
1993). Unlike the single room, they used the desk and thã cùpboará (or wardrobe) to
store their personal items. One reason being inaccessible storage in tÀe single room
and the other because they felt adjusted and was able to interact with the uiit, *hil.
off-bedrest.

Fluorescent Lights Compared to Incandescent Lights

Children described the fluorescents as bright lights and incandescent lights as dull
lights. According to them the fluorescent lights in the single room are eflicient but
not ambient. They found the incandescent lights in the double room depressing.
Th_e quality and quantity of light in a built environmenr has a decisive isychoiágical
effect on occupants and visitors of all ages, healthy and sick (Horton, j. t,
Malberry, 1997, p.166) Participants discovered advantages and disadvantages of
both kinds of lighting. The task light in the single .oornliu, beneficial to thã sraff
and patients. Children appreciated its location because they could perform activities
without experiencing any glare. They preferred having it on more ãft"n 

"o*pared 
to

the other lights in the room. Location of light fixturesãnd correct installation of
lamps for specific activity is of utmost importance. Light under the T.V. (or over the
washbasin) produced glare and children complained that it hurt their eyes, especially
while watching T v. In the double room¡ the lights were helpful in providing'a
relaxing atmosphere but impeded performing activities (i.e., reading or doin!
homeworþ. Based on the variety of tasks performed wiìhin the spa-ce, interpìay of
high and low levels of illumination is used to conserve rtt.rgy. Thi,
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means, the task, not the enti¡e room is concentrated on and receives high intensity of
lig,ht. Achieving this is not simple, as seen in the double room, glare váling
reflections, ratio of overall brightness to task illumination, andlgeofthe uîer(s)
must be taken into account (rrorton, J. In Marb erry, ro9í). participants needeà a
nightJight in the single room, which is incorporatéá within the ovËrall lighting
system. Also, they suggested incorporating a table lamp or wall sco ã"u. ih"
beds in both the rooms to facilitate reading. P;ioiùt; *""ted to see a balance
between fluorescents and incandescent in both.oo*, but they stressed on the
importance of positioning the lights to avoid glare and dull atmospheres. Harsh
contrasts and deep shadows must be avoided. For example, brighf üghts on task_
related areas in the single room cast shadows at night in ttt" areas not lit especially,
near the window.

Color, Pattern, and Wallcovering

Participants detested the paint color (i.e., peach) used in the patient rooms. The
reason behind this was that walls in the cooido.s, lounge, und aining (contrasted
with blue) were finished with same paint color as weil ãs the furniture in rooms was
a slightly darker tone of the same color. They suggested using a different color (i.e.,
complimentary color) to create an accent wall in every room. A monochromatic
color scheme can become boring and lead to sensory ãeprivation, when viewed for a
long time (Malkin, 7992, p.197). Achild needs -oi" rrisrul stimulation than an adult
and an environment that provides distraction or encourages fantasy permitting them
to relieve their anxiety. Color can intensify feelings and children rlmembe1. Jolo.
more than people- Wallcovering over the couch in the single room intem¡pted the
monotonous look and children preferred it but dislike¿ ttrã wallcovering pätt"-.
Repetition of pattern in the case ofE.D. patients who spent much of thãir day in bed
luring bedrest may g_row.tired of facing_a patterned w¿l (i.e., existing wallcovering)
Patients confined will quickly adapt to the effects of one òolor. No mãtter how
predominant, it becomes monotonous. They need to see some form of variety or
change in their surroundings. Therefore, accent walis and artwork are essential
components of patient rooms (Malkin, 1992, p.57). In the single rooûr, children
wanted to see arbwork instead of plain walls, in the form of wãllcoveríng (i.e.,
soothing pattern), border, or murals. This was mainly because they werJon bldrest;
unable to involve themselves with activities therefoie, they wanteã the appearance of
the single room to be stimulating but not tiring. compared to the single ,ärn,
children found the double room bland. Having been tìeated in other ñospitals, they
recognized the color and described it to be typical, The difference between both
rooms was the inclusion of wallcovering in the single room. Blue was their favorite
color and mentioned that dark colors must be avoiJed. They found the color scheme
(i.e., peach) not fit for male patients.
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10 I Bathroom
I

I 
CntOt.non medical bedrest were restricted from using the bathroom in the single

I |ol-,.ull"ss supervis.f 
9v staff. They informed me that the bathroom remained

I 
ro:Keo: lnererore, partrcrpants suggested reducing the size of the bathroom and

I 
u.:tng tne acqulred space to expand the room. Under supervision, children were

I 
allowed to.us3 the water closet only. Rest of the space in the bathroom was a waste,

I 
ac;.orftnS to,th3 participants. The need to understand unique requirements of special
patlent population(s) is increasing because studying general n..à, of patients, itaff
and family used to be adequate to design patient-ca1e units iMaluin, iloz¡.

Muralsr Postersr 
"

Patients like to have pleasant and interesting things to look at while on bedrest and
look for variety in what they see. According to Káy Trimmer (In Marber ry, 1997,
p 50), using faux finishes to create artwork is cost-efficient instead of using
wallcoverings. In situations when a walr covering is a necessity (for.*u,nil.,
protecting walls from getting damaged by wheelchairs), the aesign". .u.t ådupt ti,"
wall covering design and use it creatively on other..rrià"", to complement the wall
covering- The poster frame, with the flexibility to change posters, positively affected
children while they were on bedrest. It distracted them lo* tfrinLing ubouíth"ì.
treatment and feeling nervous. In comparison to plain walls, the posier made the
room feel lively. Since they were restricted from any movement, they were incapable
to spend time performing activities. Therefore, the poster was trétpfui to keep them
involved. Children wanted to see a mural on the *áil in front of tñe bed that is
elaborate, compared to posters. They wanted to be able to explore a painting and get
engrossed in it (for example, searching for hidden things) Children àlso sulgested
using themes such as 'enchanted forest,' 'under the sea,' or ,space' to stimrilãte
them' Kay Trimmer (p.50) suggested using community-related themes, such as local
sport figures on the wall.

11

t2 Ceiling (Single Room)

For many years ceiling was considered nothing more than a functional necessity,
receiving whatever remained in the design budget after the balance of the faciliiy
had been carefully furnished (l\4athis, J. In Marte-'y, 1997, p. 107) The author
stated, "Ceilings can and should complement and enhance the interior. After all
patients spend a great deal of time on their back and the ceiling is a prevailing
feature within their viewing range." Acoustical panels that covered the ceilin! made
the room appear institutional. children describeà it as a 'school ceiling.' Thei
delineated their ideas to change the appearance by continuing the theme used in the I

Interior QsmFonents of a Patient-ca¡e unit: Impact on the Experiences of
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room on the ceiling (for example, painting clouds, using constellation to accentuate
the-space theme, painting the ceiling blue to create an illusion of an oceaÐ. A lower
ceiling helps a room appear cozier and less institutional and childr.n ur" *o."
comfortable with it (Trimmer, K. In Marberry 1997, p 5l). An interesting ceiling
pattern can draw patients' attention away from matteiat hand (i e., thinkiãg about
what will happen to them next while undergoing treatment).

13 Floor

children observed the appearance of the floor in both patient rooms to be an
insignifi cant component of their exp eriences.

Lounge/Dining (with Multipurpose Activity Room)

I How children spend rime (During medical bedrest and off-bedrest)

Under confinement, children could involve themselves in limited activities. This
included watching T.V., looking out on to the corridor, exploring the poster in front
of the bed, staring at the ceiling, sleeping, and looking-at the window. Visual access
to outdoors and ceiling, being a greatvisual plane to incorporate pattern for patients,
as they lie on the bed are positive distractioni from medicál p.o"édu.es (Carpman &
Grant, 1993; Mathis, J. In Marberry, 1997, p.107). once they were permitteã to sit
and were free of heart monitor, they could use the overbed table to play cards, work
on apuzzlq read, or do homework. watching T.v. andlor working'on'upur"í"
became uninteresting and boring activities, as they were known to be ,repetitious.,
Children confined t9 bed suffer sensory deprivation, loss of independence, boredom,
and loneliness. while lying on bedrest (nlátkin, lgg2). one of the parricipants
suggested accommodating a drawing board as an activity that they could perform
with limited movement.

once children \¡/ere oflbedrest, they used the lounge but, not as often as I
expected' Their responses revealed in-frequent interactions with the craft table,
sewing machine, and games in the cupboaids. They were pleased to see u 

"o*i,rt".in the lounge but there was no indication of them using it. Flexible space (fo.
example, lounge) planned for multiple activities confuses patients, dìscouìages and
forces them to escape to the security of their rooms. They can maintain control over
their surroundings in small spaces unlike the lounge thaiare clearly differentiated by
a particular activity or pu{pose (Trimmer, K. In Marb erry, 7997, p.+a¡ Some
participants provided suggestions with respect to activitiês they Çoulá like to include
such as a chess table, a reading section (small library and music via intercom for
every child). Pool andping-pong table (multipurpose activity space) were used
under supervision. Before children were allowedto be ofeunit, ttr.y *.r" limited to
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spending time in their rooms orthe lounge. In the lounge, they experienced loss of
privacy and the same in the double roorn (i.e., sharing rviif, a roommate) especially,
to be with parents. They were comfortable to spend time in their rooms beåuse
compared to the loungé, they found their rooms personal. 

vv"'v vvv*suv'

Given the presence of a roommate, participants ðomplained that the unit had no other
space that facilitated privacy. Therefore, they were pìeased to be oflunit, when
permitted and spend time in the atrium. A private rpu." for family meetings must be
taken in to consideration in a patient-"ar" u.tit (Malkin, 1gg2). A public díyroom
(i.e., similar to lounge) provides little or no privacy, which is especially práblematic
when this is the only space available to patiénts and their familiàs (Mírberry, 1997,
p.209). Children also looked forward to interacting with the activitìes in Mainie's
lounge located oÊunit.

Layout of Space

Participants favored the separation of the dining area from the lounge with an angled
wall but disapproved of the openness between the dining and the *iltip.r.por"
activity space. Children are more comfortable with alarge variety of sócij and
private spaces on a residential scale (i.e., homey upp"u.*ce) ratúer than one or two
large adaptable spaces. Large spaces are perceived as institutional surroundings.
(Trimmer, K. In Marberry,1997,p.2l). The size ofthe lounge is a critical asp"ect and
should be determined by the activities that would take placeìn the lounge (Cä¡pman
& Grant, 1993). Participants informed me that the exisiing curtain wall was never
used to sustain privacy, while they had meals. Arrangement of the craft table
(compared to the location of the cupboards/Storage in the lounge) confused children
and they were not allowed to interact with that space without supervision. Crisis
patients used the pool table and Nintendo that participants notifiLd me as an
intrusion while having meals in the dining area. Dining for patients, who have
difüculty with eating, should take place in a small, private áirring ráo*, not in a
noisy dining hall (Malkin, 1992). Spaces like multipurpose activìty space is an
ambiguous space and difhcult for patients to underitand and interáct with the
provided activities. Flexible space can be disorienting and lead to inappropriate
behavior (Marberry, 1997, p.Zll). They also questioned the location ãitftã T V. that
affected the placement of the seating area near the windows. The lounge chairs
obstructed opening of the cupboards. Sewing table was positioned neJto the
cupboards because sewing materials were stored in them, but its location provided
no space for children to work on it. This explained little interaction betweèn children
and the computer table since it was located next to the sewing table. Furnishings and
entertainment options available in the lounge may also affeciits use by patienti
(Carpman & Grant, 1993). Excess clutter within space (i.e., arrangement of activities
and furniture) escalates negative distraction and experiences (Marb erry, 1997).
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Dividing Lounge into Small Activify Areas

Having experienced the lounge and the multipurpose activity space, they wanted to
divide lounge into activity areas and wanted to arrange the activities based on how
they were able to interact with them. Dividing internãl space into sub areas, where
patients seeking quiet, as well as those seeking social inieraction could find
fulfillment, would support a wider range of interaction with the setting Q\{alkin,
1992). Craft table was a common activity pointed out by all participun-t, b""urrr"
they disliked working on a dining table. They had to cléan it for måal times while
they were in the middle of doing craft. Therefore, they suggested placing a separate
table in a designated area for craft. Knowing that the cupbìards cõntainãd craft
material and because they were unable to be in the multipurpose area without a staff
person, they wanted the craft table in the lounge. Incorpórating design features that
draw people to an appropriate aÍea can create separate ãctivity areurl Fo, example,
area for reading may be furnished with large overstuffed chairs and anothe, ur"u 

^uyprovide tables with seating around it for games, hobbies, and study (Trimmer, K. In
Marberry, 1997, p.271). children thought the area behind the T.v., where the
T.V./V.C.R carts were stored, was wastage of space and suggested placing the craft
table in that area. Vacant corners or spots of a lounge and càrridors oftenãecome ad-
hoc storage areas for wheelchairs and gurneys portrayi ng anunorganized and
cluttered image to the patients and visitors (carpman & Grant, lgg3).

Another reason to arrange activities differently than the existing layout was to
separate noisy ones from quiet activities. Their suggestions included pãsitioning
Nintendo with T.v., separating piano and T.v., and placing craft, sewìng, and
computer tables in an area separate from the one including T.V. Similario thei¡ idea
about designating space for craft, children wanted the sewing table to have its own
spot as a result of the clutter (i.e., fabric) on the computer table and the floor. Noisy
activities such as T.v, if arranged poorly, will conflict with visiting or game
playing. using furnishings or dividers to form activity areas will allow lroup, o,
individuals to comfortably participate in an activity without bothering oìir.rt
(Carpman & Grant, 1993). One of the participants informed me that patients had to
lemain in the dining area after completing their meals for supervision until every
individual finished having his or her meal. Therefore, they wanted the pool table in
the multipurpose areato keep them occupied, while they waited.

Windows Overlooking the Atrium

Windows were the focal point of the lounge and significant to children's experiences.
Initially, when I inquired about the appearance of HSC compared to previous
hospitals they experienced, the only component on the unit ihat they 

-favored 
was the

stretch of windows in the lounge. As stated by participants, paintings on the
windows made the lounge interesting, comfortable, and non-medicãI. Having
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compared plain windows to painted ones, one of the participants informed me that
paintings obstructed the view of the atrium and preferred every alternate window
painted- Windows in the dining area overlooked the atrium as well and accentuated
the spaciousness of dining and multipurpose area.

t¡

I s I coro., wallcovering, and Accessories (Murars & paintings)tt
| | 

Crutaren suggested incorporating a mural with a theme in the lounge and changing

| | 
the appearance in to an elaborate set-ting. This was mainly becausJthey had to

| | spend time in the lounge, mostly, to stay in view of staff at the nurses' station.

| | 
fneir thoughts regarding a mural also delineated a break in the monotonous color

I j scheme se.el in the lounge. Although they liked the blue color of the ceiling, they

| | 
menloned. that it clashed.with the color of the walls and lounge chairs.

I I Participants wanted to see an accent wall(s) (i.e., a difierent color to compliment

| | neacn) to make the lounge feel livelier and playful. Jain Malkin (1992, p.29Zl
| | 

advises on using intense colors only for accents and for contrast to impiove visual

I I 
o.qulizati.ol in a setting. One of the participants suggested painting båard games on

| | 
actlvtty tables as a result of coming across board games with missing pieces. Her

I 
imagination coincided with suggestions that Kay Trimmer (In Marbãriy, 1997, p.50)

I 
p.]ti9.:d abgut adapting a particular design and painting it faux frnish ón table tops 

'

j to fa_cilitate interaction befween a patient and waiting area or lounge.
I Unlike the color scheme in the lounge, they favored the blue ðolor and liked the

I 
c-olor scheme used in the dining and multipurpose activity space. I discovered that

I 
they shied away from a monotonous color scheme. Participants described the

I 
atmosphere in_the dining as'stressful'and'depressing.,As statedbythem, they

I 
needed some form of distraction, while having meals and conversing with staffto

I 
ease-their stressful feelings. Paintings in the dining area made the spãce slightly

I conducive to providing comforting atmosphere buì they also wanted to see murals to
I 

change the setting in to a stimulating place. Often a dining area has no design in
I 
terms of ambience. Typical components include a vinyl composition tile floor, a

I large room with tables and chairs, and uniformly lit with fluórescent luminaires

| 
(Malkin, 1992, p 72).

I

6 Lounge Chairs, Coffee Tables, and Sewing/Computer Tables

Participants complained about feeling uncomfortable on the lounge chairs and
suggested using couches that feel softer and cozy. One of the participants stated the
disadvantage to having couches, which was mainly dust colleôtion aid maintenance
(i.e., hard to clean). They found the coffee tables low and diffrcult to work on while
sitting on the lounge chairs. Minor addition of table clothes made by previous
patients personalized the cofTee tables and children mentioned that it iupported the
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'non-medical' appearance that they thought was important and required on E.D. unit.
The author also stresses on using comfortable seating as per the aótivity such as
sofas for relaxing and consoling. Upholstery fabricsittutãllo* the skinto breathe
and prevent slipping also make chairs more comfortable. Open spaces, between the
seat and the back allows dirt and crumbs to be easily cleaned (nurry, Í. r,
Marberry, 1997, p.122). Since children wanted to divide lounge rpãó" in to small
activity areas, they thought that each activity should have its own spot and required
furniture. An unexpected idea, that, one of the participant, .*pr"rréd was using
folding tables that would allow flexibility in utilizing space for various activities that
did not require tables. Light oak, maple, cherry, or tãak as a hardwood accent can be
used for lounge tables.to make them appealing A white top reflects too much light
as well as shiny and glossy surfaces produ"e grare (Marbeåy, ßg7).

Storage/Cupboards (Lounge)

Participants informed me that the storage was usually locked which was why hardly
any of them had accurate information about its contãnts. They were rarely uú1" to
explore the cupboards-_ Those who grabbed the chance to lool inside, whán they saw
unlocked doors, described the interior to be messy. Participants appreciate¿ tf,"
inclusio¡ of storage because without it lounge wóuld look even more congested and
messy. They suggested using a'see-through' material for the doors so thatihey could
see the contents without opening the cupboards. Another suggestion that a
participant mentioned was shelves for the sewing table to org^it"used fabric and,lor
sewing materials that cluttered the floor and 

"off." 
tables. Suffrcient storage should

be considered to prevent clutter. In a psychiatric unit, at New England Meáorial
hospital for children (Malkin, 1992, p.149), lounge contained a bookcase, but suppry
cabinets to support activities such as craft, games, and puppets were situated in the
dining area.

Ceiling and Lights

Majority of participants believed that the blue (painted) ceiling comforted them and
eliminated the sterile appearance that was appaient ln ihe rest òf the areas on the
unit. They wanted the ceiling in the dining and multipurpose area to look the same
since they were connected to the lounge *ittt u purrug"*uy. Two participants
disliked the color and one of them wanted ceilings to look difierent because each
space was designated for a particular function. Especially, the lounge should sustain
relaxing atmosphere and the dining area must serve having meals. lhe challenge for
a design professional is to explore all the possibilities and-then select the ceilin! that
best meets the requirements of a particular space in relation to design, quality, ãnd
performance. Depending on the acoustical pèrformance and the imãgå to u. 

-'
portrayed that is high sterile look or soft warm appearance, the ceiliãg should be able
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to pick up the theme of the space (Mathis, J. In Marb erry, 1997, p.l 1 1). Dining
areas need ceilings with a combination of aesthetics and acoustics .oníirting oiu
scrubbable surface.

Windows in the lounge provided abundant of natural light therefore, it was
bright during the day. In the evenings and atnight, lounge alpeared dull because of
the.inçandescent lights. These lights supported watching T.\l, but made performing
activities difficult. Fluorescent lights (2x4) inthe dining area were brighiand perfect
for children wanting to study but they had to do so in th1 lounge, unless a stafi
person was with them in the dining arèa. Patients need good light in the lounge for
performing activities (for example, reading) and to stimulate the desire to move
around' In public spaces, whatever the architectural or interior design features may
be used, it is important to consider lighting that gives a cheerful, frúndly, and restful
atmosphere. Good indirect illumination should be combined wiifr u"r.ní iigtttittg
such as wall sconces, pendants, and table lamps using fluorescent lamps. rãln itialtin
(1992, p.72) suggests using recessed up-lights to redùce glare and its sterile
appearance.

9 Round Dining Tables

Staff usually joined the tables to facilitate supervision. Participants complained
about feeling uncomfortable'to sit for meals at the round tableì, when joined.
Especially, the child sitting in between two tables (i.e., where joined) ielt
inconvenient and left out from conversations. Therefore, children suggested
separating the tables. In comparison to round tables, they thought sqúã.e or
rectangular tables would look organized, canbe joined withoui odd corners, and
facilitate supervision of all patients together. Janet Carpman and Myron Gránt (1gg3,
p.165) claims that square rather than round tables should be used indining ,pu"" o.
activity areas because they make defining boundaries and make the settin! upp.u,
organized.

Nurses' station and corridors Leading to the Nurses' station

I Appearance of Corridor(s)

Participants enjoyed natural light from the bay window especially, because it was the
only one in a corridor. According to them, it also provided a sense of orientation
with respect to, which part of the hospital they weìe being treated. While children
were on bedrest, they were unable to explore the hospital. Therefore, they
appreciated the inclusion of bay window and the windows in the lounge.-Corridors
that have windows or other interesting things to look at (i.e., in compalrison to plain
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walls) are likely to be more inviting. Janet carpman and Myron Grant (1993, p.g9)
emphasize locating windows along-the corridorì rather than attheends of corridors,
which can create glare. One of the participants suggested placing a bench in front of
the bay window to accommodate visiting, apart from the l-ounge and patient rooms.
Another reason was to provide a gef away for children, who wanted tã spend time
alone because in the single roorn" lounge, dining, and multipurpose area,, they were
continuously observed.

They described the appearance of the walls as 'bland,, and ,dull, 
because the

color scheme was the same as what children experienced in their rooms. Special
graphics including murals, photographic enlargements, wall hangings, paintings, and
reproductions can be used to create visual ìnterest in the corridors (Carpman A
Grant, 1993). Having interacted with the corridor(s), they felt like theyïere on a
'medical floor' due to the arrangement of the rooms (i.e., doors lined up one after the
other), consecutive door view panels, typical color scheme, plain walls, and the
match between the color schemes of the patient rooms and the corridor(s). Corridors
in health care facilities are often quiet long sometimes running several hundred feet.
A long corridor of blank walls and undifferentiated doors may be uninviting and a
cause of disorientation (Carpman & Grant, 1993). Two participants stated their ideas
to include a sitting area around the nurses' station to reduce the 'clean' and 'medical,
aspect of the unit and diminish negative feelings of anxiety. Incorporating seating
alcoves, but strategically placed, shortens walking distances in the corridór and
softens its linear appearance (Carpman &. Ctrant,1993).

2 Wallcovering Border Around the Door-Frames

The placement of wallcovering border around the frames was appealing to children
and a significant feature because according to a participant's viéw "Anlnteresting
border to look at, around the outside, can change how the room feels.', Same as the
wallcovering used in the single rooms, children detested the wallcovering pattern.
They found the pattern complicated and unattractive. A unique patient room entrance
can help a patient locate his or her room (Malkin, lgg2).

3 Ceiling and Lighting

Compared to the 2x4 fluorescent fixtures in the dining area, children found the
placement of corridor lights soothing since they were positioned on one side of the
corridors instead of being in the center. They admired the hexagonal shape of the
ceiling over the nurses' station, which emphasized the central point of activity and
facilitated orientation. Blue fluorescent indirect lighting accentuated the shape of the
ceiling. High visibility and absence of glare are two imperatives in corridori Sin."
some patients may be on gurneys, indirect lighting is the best and preferably by wall
mounted valances and coves. The goal should be to produce a luminous perimeter
where a relatively low li.qht level combines with ease of orientation, gooà vertical
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illumination, and objects that could be obstac
p.168)- A lowered ceiling subtly delivers the message that the space is changing
from public to private (Malkin, L992)

4 Nurses' Station

Participants found the central location of the nurses' station critical with both the
corridors merging in to it. They remarked that its circular shape was a good design
feature. Children noticed the vertical carpet panels around thè station ãnd liked the
same repeated in the corridor as crash/hand rails. They were confused about the
function of carpet panels repeated one after the other ôn the nurses' station

5 Floor Pattern

The diamond pattern inlaid in the sheet vinyl floor used in front of every patient
room \¡/as insignificant to children. They questioned the location of diamond patterns
and described it as 'weird' as a result oitheir not being able to relate to it. Color and
pattern can be planned for way finding. For example, floor tiles in front of each
patient room doorway canbe differentiated (Malkin, 1992, p 251).

6 Using Themes on the Unit

Participants wanted to make the unit interactive and stimulating to distract them
from thinking about being observed and feeling nervous. Accoiding to them, using
themes to create a particular ambiance will eliminate the 'bland,' .ðu11,, and
'medical' feel of the unit as a participant stated, "It is nice to have a certain
ambiance when you open the doors." Themes suggested were in relation to natural
elements and outdoor such as 'forest,' 'ocean,' 'sky with stars,, and ,castle' (i.e.,
used in the HSC cafeteria). They also pointed out that themes must be age-
appropriate. Their main concern was changing the appearance of single iooms.
Having experienced confinement, they thought that designing singleiooms with
themes would provide a setting that they could explore, while on bedrest.

Interior components of a Patient-care unit: rmpact on the Experiences of
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SECTION 2: SUMMARY OF COGNITñ/E IvIApS

Single patient Roomtt
I 
t 

I 
Placement of Bed

I i q*tng compared participant's drawings, I noticed a similarity pertaining to the
| | ptu."ment of their beds. They positioned their beds close to the windowlithin the

| | 
sin9ll.tooT, either facing it or against that wall. Being on bedrest, they were unable

I I to walk to the window and because they were confined to their beds fór

| | 
alproximately a week, they felt the loss of not being able to go outside. Majority of

I I 
,h."T placed the beds close to the window, but fäcing the door. Interior (i.e.,

| | 
winaows looking into the corridor) and exterior winãows provide impoiant focal

I I ryl"ts for activity, because many people enjoy looking out on to a plàasant scene.

I I Yil9ows also help patients and visitors feel less isolated (Reizenstein, J., Grant, M.,
I I 

v"lr.kr:, M.,.1981. In Marberry, rgg7,p.1 t3). Aparr from wanting to'enjoy daylight
I I i"d being able to see outside, they also wanted to see those enteritrg th"ii rooms and

I I 
the activity+aking place in the corridors. One of the participants exllained her 

I

| | experiences with reference to the angle of the bed, "I don't like how the bed is aneled I

| | 
because I feel when I'm lying down I can't see who's entering or passing. It makJs it I

| | easier_to look out of the door, if the bed was straight." fne päient bed Jhould be I

I Rlaced so that_the child can face those entering thè room (Nialkin, 1gg2). While I

1 looki¡S out of the interior window, they may feel more a partof the resi of the I

I hospital and enjoy the opporh,rnity to people-watch. A Seãttle-based archirecture I

I ItI*, NB-BI, asked children at Rainbow Babies and children's hospital to draw their I

I ideas and they drew windows and bed first. Therefore, the windoùs installed in I

I latient rooms actually go past the ceiling line (Leibroolq 2000, p.200). Children I
j lenicted murals, display shelves, posters, and T.v. on the wail fãcing the bed. I

I Variety in aesthetically appealing components is one of the elements most noticeable I

I 
within a¡ individual room. Built-in niches to display stuffed animals (or any I

I 

Ë.rït 
possession) make the room seem less barren and more like home (Makin, 

I

) Privacy Curtain

Two participants included a privacy curtain on their drawings, around the bed.
Remaining participants explained the signif,rcance of privacy to their stay in the
single roorn, during the interviews. Cubical curtain oi privacy curtain is ãne of the
important textiles, together with upholstery and wallcovering, which can add to
residential feel of a patient room with its color, desigr¡ texruie, and soft and warm
tactile qualities (Gurian, M. In Marberry, 1997, p.lg6).

Interior components of a Patient-care unit: Impact on the Experiences of
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J Closet, Night Table, Overbed Table, and Shelves

By illustrating the bed closer to the closet, they indicated that, storage should be
accessible to them while on bedrest. A participant noted "closet at arms reach" on
her drawing. Although they found the night table and the closet useless while on
bedrest, by positioning their beds closer to one or the other type of storage, they
implied on the importance of including accessible componenti. fn.y preferred to
place their personal belongings on the overbed table that could be whåeled to them
by a staffperson. Also, being able to access their things from the overbed table
facilitated their control of belongings and independenóe. At least, one shelf was
included in the drawìngs of four participants beside their beds, as explained by one
of the participants, "Because when you're on bedrçst, you can,t get out of bed and
this way you can grab your things. I had to ask mom to get -y thitrgr from the night
table for me." Children experienced diffrculty in using the night table due to height
difference (i.e., between the bed and table) and angle of the bed.

4 Medical Equipment

The equipment panel is located on the angled wall, adlacent to the bed. Participants
showed a mural for that wall on their drawings indicating an idea to cover or ionceal
the exposed medical equipment. A participant noted "painting or curtain', and
"screen" in front of the equipment panel on her drawing. Accôrding to them,
concealing the equipment will transform the medical appearance of the room to an
amicable space. Apart from arlwork on the screen or on a hinged frame, closets with
wood finish appearance can extend the residential feel of a patient room.

5 Couch and Chair

On their drawings, participants positioned the couch facing their beds or depicted a
chair close to their beds. A participant remarked, "I thought the couch shouid be in
front of the bed and not the way it is now (i.e., perpendicular to the bed) so that one
can see and talk to whoever is there."

6 Washbasin

All participants either omitted the washbasin from their drawings or included it but,
out of their sight (i.e., not in front of the bed).

lnte¡ior components of a Patient-c¿¡e unit: Impact on the Experiences of
Child¡en undergoing treatment for Eating Disorders, Uy Snita Snem
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7 Wall Treatment (Wallcovering, Mural, posters, paintings)

Participants indicated a mural or posters on the wall facing the bed. A participant
commented on the present appearance, "We would be interested in muials thän what
is on now." A¡other participant ,ugg.rt.d, ',There should be lots of posters that
makes me feel comfortable. You could make the whole room out of murals.,, They
detested the wallcovering over the couch. Therefore some participants replaced it
with a mural or a painting on their drawings. While inquiring abóut the inclusion of
wallcovering, one of the participants stated, "'Walls would look interesting painted
rather than different wallcoverings and borders." Two participants descriñed a two-
to^ne color scheme (but neutral) that they wanted to incàrporate with the mural. One
ofthem suggested green to complimenta mural with a.Jungle,,theme. Neutral _

colored walls maximizethe visual impact of artwork or mural on a wall.
understanding how color affects user's perception of space is important, for
example, although blue accent wall is the most desirable among patients, its hue and
saturation or the way the color is used will influence their decis=iån (Vtalkin , TggZ).

8 Bathroom Space

While interviewing children about their drawings or layouts, they mentioned that
bathroom was used under supervision only They were not allowed to shower in
there. Therefore, they suggested using partial rpã". from the bathroom to expand the
single room. According to a participant, space inside the room "feels like evårything
is on top of you." Another participant suggested enlargíng the window space bf
making the bath¡oom smaller.

9 Personalization

Children used the night table and the overbed table to display and place their
personal belongings. They needed accessible shelves for ihe same pu{pose and to
sustain their independence as explained earlier. Some participants incårporated
display shelves or a counter on their layouts to replace the wãshbasin, fåcing the bed.
Shelves should be redundantly planned at avarieiy of reach ranges. An adjustable-
height shelf or counter can accommodate patients of any age anã abilitie, (Cu.p¡¡un
&. Grant,1993).

10 Space Layout

Participants left middle of the room vacant to include the spaciousness of the double
room. For children, it is important to keep the scale manageable that in turn helps a
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child to gain control over their surroundings. The optimal size of private patient
rooms is a topic of great controversy and ii frequently debated by medicai and
nursing stafi hospital planners, and designers çu s. ú"purtment of Health and
Human Services, 1984. In Carpman and-Grant, |SSS, p.tSi¡.

Lounge/Dining Areas (with Multipurpose Activity Space)

Activities

Having observed their layouts, an aspect common to their arrangement of activities
in the lounge, is separating T.v. from craft, sewing, and computer. participants
changed the position of T.V. to eliminate the cramled feeling that they experienced
being in the lounge (i.e., the location of the lounge chairs anã sewing/computer
tableù. To avoid glare from the windows, they pieferred to place thJ r.v. against
the windows or against the walls, unlike the present location (i.e., facing the
windows). They preferred to situate the pianå in the lounge, tirough tne| aistiked ttrecombination of T-V and piano together. Pool table and píng-pong table were shown
together in the multipurpose activity space People using thã iorng., waiting area ordayroom differ in age, sex, infirmity, ând how tirey wou"ld like toipe.ra timã wnite
waiting' Some like to people-watch; others want to read quietly or talk *iir, fri*¿,
or ¡elatives; still others want to watch T.v., work on crafts, or play with available
games' Therefore, it is important to make sure that the activitiei dã not conflict with
each other (Carpman & Grant, lgg3).

Furniture

Participants' drawings informed me that location of activities was critical to them
compared to the lounge chairs, coffee tables, and cupboards. Since children wanted
soft seating, they noted "sofa and sofa chair', on their drawings. The placem"ni or
lounge chairs depended on the location of T.V. Th¡ee arangements were seen on the
drawings that included against the angled wall (that s.pu.ut"d lounge from
multipurpose area), against the windows, and facing the windows. Most common
alrangement of seating was against the angled wall. According to Janet Carpman and
Myron Grant (1993 p.113), an interactive seating arrangement is an inward^facing
seating that is more likely to facilitate conversation. A_lio, if space permits, the
arrangement of seating should enable users to arrange themseives ù groups or
different sizes' Behind the original position of the Ti., staffstored wheelchairs, that
participants suggested could be utilized forcraft activity and cupboards containing
the resources to do craft_. Two participants drew a tablein the center of the lounge
for craft activity. They depicted squaie or rectangular tables in the dining
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area as a result of the discomfort they felt sitting at round tables joined in a straight
line.

Dividing Lounge Space

Because craft was performed on a dining table in the dining area, participants wantedto change its location to the lounge. another reason was tJseparate craft from pool
and ping-pong. All the layouts were consistent with respect to allocating space for
every activity. They.tried to open up the space near the windows uy praãirrg T.v. in a
separate spot in the lounge and further away from quiet activity aréa (suchãs craft).A unique situation for quiet activities suggésted by a participant was near the
windows overlooking the atrium as she rtãt.d, ..rpeóple 

are watching T.v. orplaying a game they will be preoccupied and *ouid nãt ,top to look outside.,, A
well-designed lounge could lure patients out of their rooms, decreasing passivity andfeelings of confinement, as hypoihesized by researchers at Bellewe Hãspital in NewYork (carpman & Grant,. 1993, p.25r) Th; authors state, ,.The key is to provide
environmental supporrr (i g., dividing space with partition o. 

"t,rriér, 
Jñrri*.;

for as many different activities as possible: quiet åctivities such as reading,
moderately active pursuits such as watching T.v., and more active ones such as
playing pool and ping pong." By separating noisy activities from quiet ones, children
can articulate the space better and it win raiilitate their concentration on a particular
activity.

Wallcovering, Mural, and paintings

Participants indicated mural in the lounge on the angled wall and the windows. In
the multipurpose and dining ¿lreas, *uti was showi on the windows overlooking
the kitchen and the angled wall facing the pool table. In Bellewe Hospital situated in
New York, two lounges, where surgical patients interacted, were selected for
redesign using scan murals. They are made by computer graphic process that
enlarges color photographs to fulr color, flooi+o-ceìling iäages. Accompanying the
murals were two-minute tapes of sounds appropriate to-the iÃages. on.ìouágË
became the 'harbor' Iounge with murals created from aerial phCIographs ofñew
York harbor. Patients could push the button to hear sounds oir"u !uds, lapping
waler, tugboats and foghorns. Being aware of required staff supervision *ïìle -
children used the kitchen, participants wanted to make the atmosphere of the dining
area enticing and lively, which is why, they thought of painting tire windows. On the
columns in the dining area,they suggestedusing paintings similarto the existins
ones. Regarding wallcovering, theyprefer.e¿ to see a boider in the di;iü;.;;-
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SECTION 3: SUMMARY OF pHOTOGffi

Single Patient Room

I Position of T.V.

Looking at their photographs of T.V., participants complained about the height at
which it was placed. They experienced neck àche and discomfort watching i.V.,
while on bedrest. A participant explained, "These are medical rooms so yõu're in bed
and you cannot get out offbed so all you can do is watch T.v. It is an awkward
position to watch it and my neck gets sore." Another participant commented, ,.you
can only watch if the bed is kind of lowered down or flat. T.v. should be a bit
lower." To facilitate watching T.V. in a comfortable position, bed's various controls
must be easy to understand and manipulate for patients confined to bed (Carpman &
Grant, 1993).

2 Closet, Night Table, and Overbed Table

Regarding the closet, only two participants took pictures of it and aimed at the inside
showing that it was never used. Children focused on the ni.ght table and the overbed
table. They informed me that overbed table was the most 

"ã-fortubte, 
flexible, and

accessible furniture to store and display personal belongings. They had to ask a staff
person or their parents to wheel the overbed table close to itr*L U"¿. Though the
night table was located near the bed, children felt inconvenient to reach foi their
things, when the back of the bed was elevated. Jain Malkin (lgg2) informs us
regarding accessible storage such as a headboard with built-ìn compartments or
shelves and easily adjustable overbed table to various heights. Opening drawers,
within the night table, was also undoable for children restricted to movement or
when attached to the heart monitor. One of the participants explicated this drawback,
"I could reach over to take out from the drawer but, I had to get my legs.. . couldn't
lie down. Every rime I did that I would get caught. They woúla yétt aime to go
back to bed. So, I felt it should be closer because the bed is tilted." According-to Jain
Malkin (1992, p.269), drawers and doors should require little effort to push Ãd pull
and handles need to be easy to grasp, unlike the absènce of handles on existing night
table. She also commented about the overbed table, "I find height really impãrtant.
So, I found this more convenient." Participants' pictures of the õverbed tablé also
showed its location, which was mainly parallel oi close to the bed and at arms reach.

J Poster Frame and Personalizing Space (Single vs. Double)

Single Room: Participants' pictures of the night table and the overbed table showed
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their personal belongings stored or displayed on both or one of them. They took
pictures of the poster and appreciated iìs iocation being opposite to the bed.

Double Room: Since children were oËbedrest when transferred to the double room,
they received more opportunities to personalizetheir space. Looking atthewpictures
of the double room, ít seemed that they were interested to personaliãe. They itilized
the laminated back panel over the desk to display photos, posters, and greeting cards
that was not facilitaied in the single room. rheyiried using tlrc top space on the
night table to display cards. Being on bedrest children loof for oppoiturriti., to
display get-well cards_and photographs, therefore, a Velcro-compatible finish can be
incorporated that would protect the walls from any damage (Trimmer, K. In
Marberry, 7997, p.48). The desk and the wardrobå *"r. ,i."à to place their personal
ir..-r ard in the single room, they had to use the overbed table tó keep their
belongings at arms reach. The same overbed table was also used to play cards, study,
or have meals.

Washbasin

Participants raised important issues with respect to location and inclusion of the
washbasin. They found the inclusion of washbasin a waste of space because patierrts
were restricted from using it and staff did not either. A participànt stated, ..I åid not
understand why it (i.e-, washbasin) was there. I did notr'rse it.; Another pu.ti"ifunt
expressed her views, "It always bothered me. I thought it is a waste of space båcause
this sink didn't work and neither did the soap." while I was interviewin! a
participant about her pictures, I noticed a V.C.R./T.V. cart covering the-washbasin in
one of her pictures. It was placed in front of the washbasin on purpose.

Medical Equipment

While talking about the medical equipment, two participants looked at thei¡ pictures
and commented that they were never used. One of them remarked, "ft is a påture of
medical props which are never used. So, I think they can be placed in a closet.,, I saw
a privacy curtain covering the medical equipment in another participant's picture.

Lighting

Appropriate lighting levels offer a sense of security and safety, while maximízing
visual acuity- Lighting alone can transform an institutional environment into a
welcoming space (Malkin, 1992). Children found the task light helpful during their
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stay. Having seen the pull-strings rtu"

fl.jïî:ll:.1.ï:1,]h* _sfe 
mishlhave exp.erienced ai"fficulty to control the light by

her' Light under the T.V. caused glare and escalated discomfort to a participínt,s
eyes as she informed me, "when you're watching T.v., light undernËath *äk., -"strain my eyes." Locating controls for wall flrxtuies wiíhin"patients,reach will
provide flexibility of turning offlights.

Single vs' Double: While inquiring about lights in both rooms, participants found the
lights (i.e., fluorescent) lright They prefered reading or doing-homework on the
bed in the double room instead of the desk that was lii with a ñuorescent light.
Apart from the desk, the room was lit with incandescent lights that were dim and
therefore, children described the double room to be dark. Ã participant stated, ..I
find the room dark. Even though there is one light over my bed, it is not 

"no.rglr.Fluorescent light, I think is better." Although higher lightíng levels .rnpo-.."
patients with increased confidence, mobili{y, uiafuncãon, ìt t.nd, to wash out
colors and texrures. Five types of ambient iighting should te planned in a medical
(or single) room: a) indirect ambient lighting (ma! include wall sconces or table
lamps) supplement.g. b-v natural light. b) Exãminátion light, either ceiling mounted
or portable. c) Task light or reading light over the bed for a.patient. d) dmfortable
lighting over the couch or daybed forã patient and visitors to read anâ perform
131k1 

e) Night líght (i.e., shielded) to provide a safe parh from rhe door to bed.(Malkin, 1992, &. Horton, J. In Marberry, lg97,p.f OS)

Window

Participants took pictures of the window in the single room. One reason behind this
was that they were confined to bed for approximat;ly a week and therefore they felt
deprived of outside life.

Lounge/Dining Areas (with Multipurpose Activity Space)

Painted windows (Lounge)

While comparing participants'pictures of the windows overlooking the atrium, the
painted ones made the lounge feel livelier. One of the pictures was focused on a
single painted window against the plain ones. The painted window blocked the view
of the atrium.
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Appearance of the Lounge (& Lounge vs. Dining)

The main aspects of the lounge that participants concentrated in their pictures were
the clutter on the sewing/computer tãbles and the crowded arrangement of these
tables with the lounge chairs near the cupboards. They also commented on the color
scheme' A participant remarked, "The biue looks diffárent (i.e., color of the ceiling)
and doesn't match I'm looking at the pink (i.e., peach) cupboards and that is more of
a clash. I like the dining more than thà lounge ;,^er, .Á,rirånment is harmonious
when all components fit together and are balànced so that no single element
overpowers the others. Thus, the patient does not have to ad.apttã the environment
or fight it (Malkin, 1992, p.i31). Same participant's views regarding the efÊect of
incandescent lights to the dull appearanðe of tile lounge were unique as she stated,"With a different lighting system, more people woullge t aÍtracted.to the loúnge. Ifyou don't feel like watching T.v., you courd still feel õmfortable.,'Lighting uïon"
can transform an institutional environment into a welcoming space. Lightin; design
for a successful visual environment must go hand in hand *itt tt . architectural
forms as well as with interior materials unã finirh"s (Horton, J. In Marb erry, 1997,
p.167)- Another participant commented on the unmaìching color scheme used in the
lounqe and suggeste{ 

119oæorating paintings on the walls"in the dining area as she
found them plain, and "dull.,) - -

Storage/Cupboards

Participants felt nervous to explore the cupboards since they remained closed.
Another reason was that, they were unsutå about being allowed by staffto open the
storage. One of the participants explained, "The storale was really like you åon't feel
welcome to open it. You feel as if it belongs to someone else andif you-open it, you
will get yelled at. Transparent doors woulJwork really well. Lookiig ut u"torä¿
closet,.one would probably think that there is some kind of medicine ór medical
things in there." Another reason that discouraged children from opening the storage
was the placement of the lounge chairs that obstructed opening of doo.ã. This was
clearly seen in one of the pictures taken by a participant.

Arrangement of Dining Tables

Participants' pictures showed two different arangements of round tables that
included tables joined in a straight line and in another instance, tables separated.
They were comfortable sitting at the iables when they were placed ,"purut"ly.
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Craft Activify

Amongst all the activities in the lounge and multipurpose are4 particrpants focused
on the craft table that was located in front of a closed door. Their pictures showed'
the craft material laid out on a dining table in the multipurpose area.

Nurses' station and corridors Leading to Nurses,' station

Wallcovering Border (Corridors)

Participants \ryere interested in the placement of wallcoverino
doors but detested the pattern.

Floor Pattern

Looking at pafücipants' pictures of the floor, I noticed a similarity with reference to
the diamond pattern in front of every door. It seemed that their folus was to point
out the importance of integrating pattern in a meaningful way.

Nurses'Station

Children acknowledged the central location of the nurses' station and its circular
design. They also preferred its situation because both corridors that contained patient
rooms merged into it.

Lighting

The indirect concealed lighting system used over the nurses' station provided a
subdued form of light and its blue color emphasized the ci¡cular station. participants
were drawn to it compared to the lounge anã the dining area, as a result of the '
lighting used that affected the appearance of both settiigs. Having observed the 2 x 4
fluorescent lights in the dining area, they appreciated thã phcement of fluorescent
lights on one side of the corridor.
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Bay Window

since the bay window was the only source of an outside view, they found it a cnticalfeature of the corrid-or. A participant commented on the appearanceof the corridorsin relation to lack of windows (i-e., apart from bay windoö an¿ concluded that theylooked dull given the consecutive plaìement of dóors and typical color scheme.Another participant suggesred pracing a bench opposite ro tí. bay window
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SECTION 4: SUMMARY OF PA

Single Patient Rooms (Sinele vs. Double

Description of E.D. unit and spending Time with their child

Parents described the color scheme of the unit as .bland,' ,ugly,, .barren,, 
and'subdued-' They were concerned about the peach color ihat loót.¿ ,pind' in ielation

to a male patient being treated on the unit. iherefore, they informed me ihat the
color scheme may be based on hues of blue, but musi be úright and suitable for both
genders' 4to, they wanted the unit to contain a warm feeling for the patients. Based
on experiences of being a nurse, one of the parents indicatedlhat, sinóe white
uniforms and white walls were taken over by color on patient-care units, patients
noticed the change and admired it.

. According to them, when participants were off-bedrest, they hardly spent time
in the lounge together. The main r.uron was that in addition to uiriting, lóunge was
also used by crisis patients, and staff, to conduct group activities and to check
patient's vital signs. Therefore, parents and childrãn pieferred interacting in the
atrium. Unlike the unit, they found the atmosphere oithe atrium 'friendiy, and were
able to find private spots that supporterd theirlnteractions. Janet Carpman and Myron
Grant (1993, p.251) stresses on two aspects of the lounge that may affect children,s
interaction and discourage them to disðover; one being"apatientlóunge at the end of
the hall and the other being a lounge shared with anotã"rìoit.

Privacy

Parent's perspectives with respect to privacy could be categorized under three
settings:

a) single room: TVhile using the couch, they found the privacy curtain helpful to
cover it and to maintain privacy in staffls pi"r.rr...

b) Double room: Given the situation with regards to this room being shared with a
roommate, parents were unable to spend time with children. Therefôre, they were
forced to interact in the corridor(s) ór the lounge.

c) Lounge: Due to the noise (i.e., of T.v.) and the only setting where E.D. and crisis
patients interacted, children and parents lost privacy tô spendlime together.

Parents informed me that children experienced stress and anxiety, when transferred
to a double room from a single room. According to them, loosing privacy, as a result
9f lhe compulsion to share the room and the absence of privacy curtain, ireightened
their nervousness.
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Couch, and Shape of the Single Room

Speaking about the shape, parents found it an intrusion to being close to the bed.
Given the peculiar shape, the couch was positioned perpendicular to the bed instead
of facing it, which obstructed parent's view of theit ånit,¿."rr. pu."ntr rr.ãür'"ï"i,
in the room to sit close to the bed or at times, sat directry on the bed. Moving the
chair closer to the bed narrowed the walking spu". urorrrd the bed and therefore
parents complained that the room felt tight ãr crowded. Together with the chair, the
overbed table and the heart monitor occ-upied floor space al weil.

Bathroom and Washbasin

Parents mentioned restrictions to using the bathroom that included staff supervision,
while children were on medical bedreit. They informed me that children experienced
diffìculty ald lost priv.ac¡, while being overseen using the bathroom. Wash-basin,
Iocated in front of the bed, and the bathtub, in the batã¡oom, were not operational
therefore, parents thought of it as a waste of space. They suggested using that space
within the single room.

Incandescent Ceiling Lights

According to parents, children strained their eyes due to the incandescent lights in
the double room- Although the desk in there was equipped with a fluoresceít iigt r,
parents informed me that children found the room ¿*t to do schoolwork or p"fror-
any other aøivity.

Lounge/Dining Areas (with multipurpose activity space)

Lounge was described as 'cramped,' 'messy looking,' and .unor ganized., parents
stated that the alrangement of furniture and placemãnt of the T.V. occupied space in
a chaotic manner. Their opinion about the appearance of the dining ur"ä *ur'
negative and included descriptions such us 'dir.ou.aging,' and .noiprivate 

or
enticing.'They suggested thãt the bland atmosphereãrtn.lounge could be changed
to cozy and relaxing, especially, by replacing the lounge chairs with couches.

Appearance and Layout
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Nurses' station and corridors Leading to the Nurses, station

Layout of the Unit

Three major aspects were discussed that parents mentioned based on what theyperceived being with their children:

a) Noise: They explained advantages and disadvantages of being in a patient room
close to the nurses' station. closer the roor4 staffwai able to attend patients, callimmediately, but it was also noisier. Therefore, on. of thà parents questioned thelocation of single rooms (closer) compared to double roo., that wðre further awayfrom the station, but in a quiet area.

b) Conversational areas: Parents and children lost privacy, while spending time in
the double room or the lounge. Before children *".. p"r-itted to be oËunit, they
were limited to spending time in their rooms, lounge, or the corridors with.their

l-"iiltÌ^lf1:Pt.,parents suggested accommodating conversational areas or spotsln tne corndors.

c) Parents stressed on using suitable color schemes and age-appropriate themes to
convert the sterile appearance of the corridors in to a rrieãaty^aimåsphere. If the
patient-care unit houies adolescents, juvenile images may feel out of place.
Artwork for themes should be selected according Io *nuí patients like to look at
especially to avoid any discomfort or stress (carpman &, ëhant,1993).
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SECTION 5: SUMMARY OF STA

Single Patient Rooms (single vs. Double

Privacy

As stated by the nurse and the occupational therapist, E.D. children hardly received
p.tivacy, while being treated on the unit. Since théy were under supervision all the
time, once ofËbedrest and transferred to the doubíe rooms, wheneìer possible they
preferred to spend more time in their rooms rather than the lounge. Ståffpersons
informed me that E-D. children might be susceptible to harminglhemselves, when
alone. This was the reason for accommodatingìwo patients in a double room.
Participants were observed after meals (i.e., approxiLately six times a day) for an
hourwhich was why, staffpersons pointed out, that childien being ,up"*írrd had to
remain in the lounge and were not permitted to be in their rooms, ãining, and
multipurpose space alone. According to the occupational therapist, ,o-ã children
Yere 91-resources (i.e., fluids) and not closely obìerved by staiïtherefore, they had
the privilege to interact with the activities in ihe above-méntioned settings. rhä
reason behind this was the location of double rooms, dining, and multip,lrpor. u."u,
which was outside the realm of staffs supervision from the"nurses, station.

Though children experienced difficulties adjusting to the single rooms because
of being closely watched, as stated by the occupationaì therapist,ih"y *rr.
uncomfortable during their transfer to the doubie rooms. Although pátients may like
having a view from the hallway, they do not necessarily want p*pi.looking ai
them. For stafi the door and interior window can ease monito;ing'of the patLnt
(carpman & Grant, l9g3). staffpersons provided two reasons that affected a
patient's transfer. one being patient's acute conditions and second being the
availability of rooms. Children, who were medically stable, had to be trãnsferred, to
provide a single room for an incoming medically unstable patient. Accommodatíng
crisis patients also impacted the availability of rãoms, as informed Uv trpiurr". r" u
situation, where none of the double rooms were vacant for crisis patients, staffhad to
accommodate them in single rooms.

Furniture (Single Room & Double Room)

According to the nurse, the furniture in both rooms felt and appeared stiff not co4r.
While discussing children's ability to personalize their space being on beárest, the
occupational therapist remarked about the absence of acðessiUle sõrface space to
display_pictures or greeting cards and shelves to display personal belongings. She
stated that children \¡/ere not permitted to hang or stìck-túings (i.e., pictõrei cards,
posters) on the walls. A¡art from dispraying personal belongings, they were not
allowed to decorate their rooms with flowerpots since there was a risk of their
drinking water from the pots to weigh *o.*. Inclusion of washbasin in the single
room confused the occupational therapist and found it waste of space.
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The reasons she raised pertained to children's restriction from using washbasins andstaffs ability to use the washbasin at the nurses' station to check pa:tients. She
d.escribed the shape of the single room as .strangely built,' .long,; 

and .narrow,, 
butshe stated that "may be rt was the only way they (i..., prurroi.rg ãept ) were ablÉ toget maximum number of rooms." AIso, shã *"ntìo"é¿ that children did not receive

m¡rch space to store their things in the single room.

Lighting

Staff persons found single rooms brighter than the double rooms. Especially forchildren to study in double rooms,. the occupational therapist remarked that desks arenot well lit (i.e., existing fluorescent light còvered with rrälance¡. In a single room,
the nurse expressed staffs requiremenifor a night-light to supervise a patient at night
because they used the fluorescent lights that arã brigît. she suggested incorpo ratiîg
the night-light within.the lighting syit.- insread of"addinjir separarely (i.e., smallplug-in lights) to avoid any hazardio children

Bathroom

The nurse informed me that when children were on bedrest, they were taken to the
bathroom on a wheelchair. The occupational therapist state; that children were notpermitted to use the shower and had io keep the door ajar fora staffperson to
supervise them using the bath¡oom.

Temperature & Ventilation

Staffwas unable to regulate the temperature of the unit and the nurse described theventilation system 'horrible.' She rernarked, "It varies from room to room. We found
something blocking it and had to be opened up because it was so hot in those
rooms."

Lounge/Dining Areas (with Multipurpose Activify Space)

Spend Time During Bedrest and Off-Bedrest

The nurse provided a suggestion to facilitate art for children on medical bedrest. She

::llffit:ilï_l*_Tr 
*If there was some tvpe of device within a night table that they

could do art or write on, hoping that they would take it out for use]Something that
collapses or folds that could be removed at will. If it is on the wall, it is not
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useful in the single room because patients cannot reach it. Maybe even devised with
the bed because we always thought of wanting to do more activities for children on
medical bedrest. Anything that allows them to concentrate...magic marker or
something not permanent." According to the occupational therafist, using a theme to
design single rooms with a murar, opposite to the ùed, would u" *o.tir*t il".

She also expressed her ideas to provide some form of activity for children in
double rooms that included a reusable surface, where children can draw and paint
constantly. Staffpersons informed me that they encouraged children to interåct with
the activities in the lounge to reduce time they spent aloie. Another activity, she
stated would interest E.D. children is taking care of plants. "plants in the lãunge
would be great. You have a nice box near the window, where children can pllnt.,,
She commented about paintings on the windows overlooking the atrium, "\ ¡ithout
that, the lounge would not be as cheerful." The occupational therapist elaborated on
the craft activity taking place in the dining area, "If children wanted to do arts and
crafts, they have to go to the kitchen (i.e., for water). This presents problems because
the door is locked." She notified me about the observation or the 'fiih bowl' room
that was formerly used as a lounge "where they have extra beds (i.e., extra space for
medically unstable E.D. patients) was meant to be for activities wfrión is why, there
is a sink in there. It was fairly aprivate spot to do craft and ideal to get -.rry.',

2 I Dividing Lounge into Smalt Activity Areas
I

I 
Staffpersons explained the reason behind positioning sewing, computer, T.v., and

I |tun? 
together.in the lounge, "The art room ended up being used aJ a patient room.

I ìo, th?t? activities have to be cramped all in one plaìe. ThLe is no specific place to
I 9: *"T but dining tables were used for that purpose. Another reason why lois of
I things happen in the T.V. area is because we can see them from the.rurrår' station.,,

I 
To eliminate restrictions on using the dining and multipurpose space without a staff

j Rerson(Ð, lf: lu.:" suggesred incorporating tull windóws (i.e., åeiling to floor) thar
I 
would avoid blind spots and facilitate full view of the patient(s) in all-th¡ee, u"iirrity

I areas.

The occupational therapist informed me the significance of dividing the lounge
into small workspaces, which would allow privateipots for children to concentrate
and get involved in a particular activity without being interrupted, especially because
of noise. I inquired about their main concern in relation to thá obstruction that might
take place due to dividing the lounge and she suggested "But you can create sort of
areas or clusters of furniture or spots.- She pointed out an example of a crowded
activity - "Vy'e just got a computer for the children. It would be nice if they had a
separate are4 where they can work but again it ended up in a major traffic area (i.e.,
next to the cupboards) " The multipurpose nature of large dayroóms (waiting area or
lounge) and the inability of a large space to support u *ìd. range of behaviois has

Interior components of a Patient-ca¡e unit: lmpact on the Experiences of
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caused researchers to study ho* io
staffs ability to observe patients (Malkin, 1992, p.272).

Lounge Furniture

Staffperson described the furniture as "clinic al,, ,notvery 
contained,, and ,not

ço4 
-' 

They agreed to the factthatthe furniture needs to úe durable but must also becomfortable for patients, who spend several weeks on the unit. They utro ,fot 
"about the locked cupboards thai needed a different type ofcoverage for the doors.The nurse explained, "We have had patients vomit óver here. If the doors weretransparent, I could see them and they (i.e., chirdren) could look at things insiJewithout having to go through it.,,

Flooring

The occupational therapist found carpet to be a comforting floor finish compared tosheet vinyl and suggested using it inìh" lounge. unlike hJr opinion" the nurse *;;"opposition to using carpet in any area of the r-it u, a result of the maintenance
problems they experienced. She explained, "You have it cleaned and after a few
months, the odor still remains.,,

Curtain Wall (Dining Area)

I inquired from the nurse if the curtain wall between the dining and the multipurpose
space was ever used and she elucidated, "Don't remember using it...because ti",yp.
of patients we have...to segregate them. you really need to supervise them.,,

Nurses' station and corridors leading to the nurses, station

Treatment of E.D. and Crisis patients on one unit

The nurse explicated the importance of treating E.D. patients in a separate unit orsection of the unit, different f¡om crisis patientr. this^*as mainly beìause crisispatients get distracted being with E.D., àspecially in the lounge. she stated that crisispatients have different requirements in relation tã treatment compared to E.D.
patients.
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Design of the unit compared to the Atrium

According to the nurse, HSC had an increase in patient population since the atriumwas built that affected the requirements of patient-cu.. rniir. The occupational
therapist elaborated on this isiue "I think, *rrø rrupp"il;;, they (i.e., planning
Itpt.) consulted people couple of years back befoie we ended up here. But, by thetime we got here, they realized thát some of the patient needs were different. Wewere budgeted for small number of beds and now we,re uurriing uì ,å"-r.;;'snå
mentioned that the expenditure for designing the lobbtof;;e atrium should have
been balanced with designing of patient:_care units.

Interior components of a patient-c¿¡e unit: Impact on the Experiences ofchild¡en'ndergoing rreatmenr for Eating DiJorders, uy sni?a snettr
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SECTION 6: SUMMARY OF OBSERVffi
Single Patient Room

Personal Space and Privacy

while observing participants in their single rooms, the most common aspect, I
noticed, was the open door. since staffrestricted frequent usage of curtains,
participants sparingly used them around the bed. To facilitate close observation of
children on bedrest, staffhad to enforce the above limitations. one of the
participants was treated in a single room facing the nurses' station. Unlike the single
rooms situated outside the realm of staff s supervision from the nurses' station, this
room contained a window adjoining the door and overlooking the corridor. To cover
the window and obstruct visitIç wrlruow ano oDStrufi rrttttoat faorn looktng intida. rh" rrtilir"d th" Dtiuu"y
P4@, by holding it in place with a medical wire tube on u rhJf.-ffiffiitt"d
her to do so, as long as the door to her room remained open to allow supårvision,
while she was on bedrest. Once ofÊbedrest, I always noiiced her room ãoor closed
as she was permitted to and it seemed that she wanted to maintain her privacy.
Though oflbedrest, she was being treated in the single rpom, but was iransférred to
the double room after certain period of time.

While observing participants in the double room, I saw one of them knitting and
interacting with her relatives in the corridor as a ¡esult of her roommate's presence in
her room. Staffneeded to check patients' vital signs therefore they requesied her
relatives to vacate the lounge chairs. Children's privacy, while spánding time with
their parents or family, was affected by circumstances similar to those mentioned
above. Corridors were the only resort during such conditions, since there was no
other space that maintained privacy on the unit. According to Janet Carpman and
Myron Grant (1993, p.1 1 1), a waiting area or a lounge urðd fo. various purposes,
that the setting may not be able to accommodate given its size and arrangement of
components, will force some patients and visitors to stand or move into the hallway.
This is likely to increase stress and general discomfort to users.

2 Loss of Control (single room)

Since participants were attached to the heart monitor and confined to their beds, they
had to use the nurse-call button to call a staffperson to use the bath¡oom, to elevate
the back of the bed, to control the lights in the room, to wheel the mobile table closer
to the bed, and to control daylight with roller shade on the window. While I was
observing one of the participants on bedrest, he stretched out towards the night table
to answer the phone, but was uncomfortable due to the elevated back of the bed. As
stated by Jain Malkin (1992, p.Bz), "Keep mattress and night stand at equal heights
so that the patient can slide a hand across the mattress to tÀe nightstand to tocate
objects." Another instance, when he felt discomfort being on bãdrest, was while
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reading amagazina He tried to adjust himself in a comfortable position but was
incapable to do so because the back of the bed was slightly raised. Having observed
him struggling for a while to find a comfortable positiãn, i volunteered to raise the
back of the bed. This helped him to comfortably read the magazine. A_fter this
instance, once again he wanted the back elevatéd, but waited for nis *ott erìã ¿o it
as she was away.

I observed another participant stretching out to grab the T.V. remote, which was
placed in a holder under the task light She *u, unutl" to take the remote out of its
holder without stretching or while lying on the bed. Controls that are easily operated
by patients lying or sitting on the bed must be considered and should b" pía""d ut un
accessible height (carpman &. ctrant,lgg3) As a result of above_mentioied
situations or in accessibilities, children felt loss of control and independence.

Adjusting to the Unit

During my observation of participants, two parents informed me about their
children's anxiety, when they heard the news with reference to their transfer from
single rooms to double rooms. Since these children were close to feeling settled in
single rooms, they were nervous to experience adjusting in another rooã again.
Also, they were overwhelmed to share the double .oo.rr--ith a roommate. The
impact of the environment is greatest on patient populations who are most
vulnerable and who can exert limited conìrol o,ré. rhurrging it.

Position of Medical Bed

one of the participants, I observed, usually faced the window, while lying on the
bed' on the other side of the bed, I saw a heart monitor. Because of the placement of
monitor, he preferred to face the other side to avoid the monitor. AnothËr reason was
location of the couch. His mother used it, therefore he faced the window, where the
couch was positioned.

Position of Couch

I was unable to observe a participant, while sitting on the couch. During my
observation period, I saw the participant's motheisitting on a chair close to the bed
twice on the same day, while he was having his meal. Iiis family was visiting him
once and I was permitted to carry out my observation. His sistei chose to wolk with
him on the bed rather than the couch that was vacant. He was able to interact with
his mother a lot more when she sat on the chair close to the bed. This was also
obvious when he hardly interacted with his father sitting on the couch. He placed his
belongings on the couch. Another participant preferredìo use the couch to place
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her belongings. They wanted to be able to see their belongings, while on bedrest andit also made the room feel less barren and more like homel I saw her sitting on the
couch while interacting with an occupational therapist. In the midst of my
observation' one of the parents of a pàrticipant informed me that she was unable to
spend the night with her child because her child was treated in 'fish bowl, (i.e., room
with four extra beds). Since this room did not accommodate a couch or a dàybád, she
was given choices to use the waiting lounge in the surgical unit, but she refused.
She wanted to stay close to her child.

Personalize Space and Storage

single Room: In relation to storing items or personar belongings, children and
parents ignored the closet. The night table wãs used to displaylersonal itemb and to
store the same in the first drawer. One of the parents infoimed me about the need for
shelves. "There aren't many sherves to display his toys and cards.'l ih;t ;i;;;ä:
the overbed table to have meals and place personal iiems, which was wheeled closer
to their beds by a staffperson ot patðnts. Observing their surroundings, I noticed
majority of their belongings were on the overbed tà-ble, on the couch]and on the
floor- They were barely able to reach the first drawer of the night table and open it,
while on bedrest. One of the participants, while off-bedrest, crãated a swing, out of
fab.ric, and hung it around the shelf with her soft toy in it. They personalizeã their
beds by using comforters and different pillow.ou*rr.

Double Room: compared to the single room, participants received more
opporrunities to personalize their double roorn Sincã they were oflbedrest, they
were able to use the deslq wardrobe, drawers beneath the bed, and night table.
Participants used the laminated surface over the desk to display gr""tîng cards and
pictures, which was missing in the single room near the bed.

Lighting (artificial and naturat)

Single Room: Common type of fluorescent light used, that I observed in participants'
rooms, was the task light. Staffutilized the light to check patients. While I was
observing a participant reading a booþ I notióed that he was uncomfortable. Light
over the couch, and the other light over the washbasin, were on, whereas, the task
light was off. He looked at it, but did not turn it on. It seemed that he was unable to
reach the pull-strings or he was unaware of the technique (i.e., pulling the strings) to
tum it on. Easy-to-use and soft, residentþatient roorn iighìing designi should be an
environmental attribute that can easily be manipulated (tvtarbL ty,lsel¡. Usually I
saw the window shade rolled halfway or fully up in chiÌdren's rooms unless they
were sleeping. One of the participants was alrvays seen facing the window, whiie
sleeping.
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Double Room: During my observation of participants using this room, I noticed thatalthough the ceiling lights were on, the room rooked dark itnight. In the day, thenatural light brightened the room. I saw a participant working on a chart on thewindowsill instead of worHng on the desk with the fluorescent light.

Washbasin

Having observed the participants in the single room, I did not see anyone using thewashbasin or the bathroom. Neither did I sãe u prryri.iu" or a staffperson using it.An overbed table was praced in front of the *usnúusin qr.e., couering it) in aparticipant's room andr rearized that the table *u, ptu".Jit"r" on purpose to keepthe washbasin out of sight.

Bathroom

Although there was a bathroom within the single room, children were not allowed to
Yt" tJ without supervision- Each single room was equipped with a nurse-call buttonfor the patients to notify the staff, iflhey wanted to use it.

Distraction while undergoing treatment in the single room

During my presence, participants revealed negative feelings about being on bedrest.Aparticipant's parent stated her son's feelings in orr. 
"onui.satiorq 

,.He 
says he is inprison' Also, he says that he is being punishãd because according to him, he feelsfine but, staff says that his heart ratð lsn't stable." The same participant stated, ..I just

want the heart monitor off me." IIis personal hockey items were displayed on thenight table that he often stared at. This display may'haveb".n u distraction for himfrom thinking about his treatment. The poit.i frame in front of the bed was vacanr
and he chose a poster of "Bengal tiger' irom the volunteer,s cart. Another
participant, I observed, was converiing on the phone said, iI just want to get offthebed'" She chose a poster of 'Dalmatians' to ,.plu"" existing poster of wildlife, whichwas placed behind the faucet of the washbasin. The posterãà." was missinj'in t 

",room- After she was off-bedrest, she displayed her ,àrt toyìn a hand_made swino
around the shelf in front of the bed
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Lounge/Dining Areas (with Multipurpose Activity Space)

spend rime, Activities, rnteract with patient Rooms vs. Lounge

single Room: Being confined to their beds and under restricted movement,
participants interacted with their personal jtems disphyJ on the night table, playedwith their soft toys, watched T.v., worked on u pu)il",watched the activity takingplace in the corridor(s), rooked at the window, tårt.a on tt 

" 
phone, and srept most ofthe time. One of the participant's mother remarked, ',All he does is watch T.V."while I was observing his family, he changed the T.v. ,rru*"r to News and hissister reacted saying, "you're so bored. wh; happened to the simpsons?,, He wasconversing on the phone one day and stated, ..I'vå got nothing to do.,, Anotherparticipanl I observed, also remarked the same while conversing on the phone.

Lounge: Mostly children came to the lounge for a change of atmosphere, but stayedfor a short while. watchìng T.v. was u populu. activity ã-ong participants, onceofÈ,b.efrest m?l permitted by stafforìnìh" p..r"""á oru rtuffperson, ch¡dren

l^:*i]T::ijl-*j]l ry"] ?"{oj:*-lo,,e tabres i obr"*.Ja participant sitting on alounge chair in front of the r.v. oiten and. realizedrhat he;;;;;;r,u""rï;.,
but looking at the nurses' station. The reason behind this was staffcaring outsupervision from the station. In the single room, the day he was oËbedrest, staffallowed him to interacr with the loungel but he,rnrr.Jio go th"... Another
participant went straight to-the sewing table, and after finding what she was lookingfor, left the lounge. Nexr day, I saw ñer kniiting in hersingrãroo.. rrrouÀr, ãmbedrest' she was still treated in a single room. I also observãd the third p"rîi"ip"*knitting in the corridor.and conversiãg with her relatives. participa*, *;oy"á
spending time in Marnie's lounge, which was situated oÊunit, tÀererore a starperson accompanied them.

Storage/ Cupboards and Sewing/ Computer Tables

The lounge appeared disorganized with sewing and computer tables situated in thecorner and obstructed by lounge chairs. 
_Craft 

ãnd sewing materials were spread out
on the tables and cluttered on the floor. Behind the tablei were the cupboards thatcontained resources for c¡aft and sewing activities. The tables blockeå tt e cupUoa.A
doors' In front of the cupboards were the lounge chairs that cramped the walking
space, making opening of doors difficult for children.I rarely saw children
attempting to explore the cupboards. one. of the participants experienced difficulty
searching for the rype of wool she needed from tire 

"upiouic. 
À participant, p-"n,notified me that her daughter felt nervous to be in the iounge a, sh" øuna it missy.Furniture posítíon is the single most highly correlated f"utu"." de-institutionalizes the
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environment and therefure its arrangement and finishes are significant to a patient,s
experience of a medical care setting (Malkin, rggz, r7r). A waiting area or a lounge
that is oversized or underused wastãs'space and resourcás (Carpman & Grant , lgg3).

Lounge Chairs

During vitals checlg yvhen a participant was lying down on a lounge chair, he
bumped his head to the metal handies. He feli uniomfortable to sit on the chairs
because I observed him getting up and sitting down repeatedly Children r,uiáiy ur"a
the chairs unless they were with visitors. Jaii Malkin (tsoz, p.r7r) craims that
chairs with arms and cloth covers are highly rated by ùr"., årn.alth care facilities

Lighting (Lounge vs. Dining area)

Incandescent ceiling lights and the wall sconces were always on in the lounge.
During the day, there was enough light from the atrium to úrighten the lounle.
unlike the brightness in the daytime, at night, the windows loãked dark becãuse
there was no light entering through the atrium. Lounge appeared dull in comparison
to the dining area (i.e., 2x4 fluorescents) because of the åim ceiling lights. It was
appropriate to watch T.v. but, not to r.ád o, perform activities.

Round Tables (Dining Area)

I.observed participants in the dining area having their meals. Children were sitting at
three separate tables. I remembered a participarit complaining about the limitation ofleaving the dining area alone, after finìshing meals. oìring my observatior¡ I noticed
the same participant walking to the pool table after complit 

"gh" ;;túüã no,
leave the multipurpose space. Jain Malkin (lgg2, p.72) explarned, .,chiídren 

need
something to do while waiting or they can becomé cisruptive to others.

Nurses' station and corridors Leading to the Nurses' station

Noise

V/hile I was observing participants in the single room, I could hear loud noises from
the nurses' station. These rooms were closerìo the station compared to double
rooms. The sound of a nurse-call bells was loud enough to disturb a patient
sleeping, given the restriction to keep to door ajar. I co"ut¿ also hear fi'e doors at the
entrance of the unit, open and close several times. Texture in the form of carp"iing,
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wall fabrics, and acoustical tile can be used to reduce ambient noise levels (Malkin,
re92)

Corridor(s)

I observed one of the participants conversing with her relatives and knitting as she
walked up and down the corridor. Some children were around the nurses' iation
chatting and applying nail polish. On of the staff persons at the station told them to
leave and stated, "You aren't allowed to hang uto,-d the station. So, please go to the
lounge." Janer carpman and Myron Grant liel:, p. 163) expricates íoì, orpii,ra"y
experienced by patients and visitors, "It is often difficult foi patients and visitors to
choose another setting for private conversation within a health care facility apart
from patient rooms and the lounge that is likely to be crowded.,,
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COMPARATIVE AI\ALYSIS

Having compared children's experiences within each source (as mentioned on

p.46 under 'Data Analysis') of information, significant categories and themes in relation

to critical interior components of E.D. unit that had an irnpact on children's experiences

developed. Children's responses and the information gathered through my observations

were elaborately transcribed, rvhich evolved categories and themes that helped to

eliminate irrelevant information.

To enhance validity of these categories and themes, I used triangulation to

compare the sources of information in the following manner: a) Children's person

centered interviews to their cognitive maps, photographs, parents' interviews, and staff s

interviews; b) Parent's interviews to staffls interviews; c) M.M.'s observations to his

interviews and his parent's interview, d) K.F.'s observations to her parent's intewiew; e)

M.M., K.F, and M.c.'s person centered maps to field notes; and f) children,s

observations to staffls interviews. The comparative information was categorized as

follows: Single Patient Room (single vs. double), Lounge/Dining Areas with

multipurpose activity area, Nurses' Station, and Corridors leading to Nurses' Station.

Initially, when I inquired about children's understanding with regards to the

appearance of HSC compared to other hospitals, they instantly. expressed their views

about the atrium instead of patient rooms on the E.D. unit. They found the windows in

the lounge important because they could look out on to the Atrium. Also their description

of the Atrium included words such as "lot cheerier," "big and spacious,,, ..bright,,, 
and

"open." They delineated the app€arance of the Atrium as such, 'IBeing down there

definitely doesn't feel like a hospital.,'
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According to the staff, the type of patient population treated in HSC changed

since the Atrium was built. This also included E.D. patients' and staff s requirements that

restricted children from leaving the unit for many days, which was why the need to make

the E D. unit an interactive place increased. It explained, why children preferred the

Atrium compared to the unit. The possibilities for them to interact with the Atrium, while

being treated for 8.D., were low. They were permitted to be ofÊunit during their

treatment with a staff person or their parents, which also depended on their physical

conditions as perceived by staff.

a) Single Patient Room (& singte vs. double):

Privacy. Based on the information I received from the staff, E.D. children have a

tendency to exercise, and sometilres vomit, after eating. Therefore, they were constantly

supervised. The staff provided input about children resenting their stay in the single room

since they were closely and constantly observed. Privacy was important to children in

pubiic spaces. They preferred to use the privacJ¿ curtain (Figure I, on p.9BA) in the

single room, especially to change, and pulled it across the open door to sustain their

privacy. Since they were under supervision, children found the privacy curtain a critical

component of the single room. According to the children, staff wanted the door open to

observe them. Therefore, the staff restricted children from using the privacy curtain often

since it obstructed stafFs view of the patients. Some children were pennitted to use the

privacy curtain and close the door whereas others were not, during the bedrest stage.

Having consulted with the staff and through my observations,'I realized that, restrictions

to using the curtains and closing the door were based on the critical conditions of the

child and if he or she was alone in the room. As soon as children recovered (vital signs
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had stabilized), they were allowed to use the curt¿in and were able to shut the door. These

restrictions also depended on their age. Whiie I was observing participants on bedrest,

initially I noticed the door of their room open all the time with the blinds covering the

door view panel. One of the participants was a tweive-year-old boy and while he was off-

bedrest in the single rootn, he was able to half-close the door, but was still supervised

especially when he was alone. Another participant was fifteen-years-old and treated in

the single room opposite to the nurses' station. She used the curtain to cover the window

(without a shade) overlooking the corridor to obstruct visitors from looking inside. Once

she was off-bedrest in the single room> she was able to close the door and staff observed

her from the view panel. The other participant, who was fourteen-years-old, was also

treated in the same room with the window overlooking the corridor and the nurses'

station. She used the curtain to cover the window and maintain her privacy. Parents also

used the curt¿in to cover themselves while sleeping/relaxing on the couch. Although

there were restrictions on using the privacy curtain, two partici pants (Figures CM#4 &

CM#l I on pp.99A & 998) showed the curtain on their layouts of the single room,

whereas rest of the participants confirmed the significance of the curtain to their stay

during the interviews. Children stated that they experienced discomfort when staff

entered their room unexpectedly, especially when they were lying on the bed or sleeping.

Therefore, the curtain was helpful dwing these situations (i.e., with staffls permission).

; Though they were

supervised closely while on medical bedrest and were attached to the heart monitor, some

children preferred the single room. Much of their experiences after stepping on to the unit

were related to the words "nervousness," "anxiety," and "overwhelmed," that they used
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to describe their feelings. Since children were already neryous to be in the hospital, being

alone in the single room for the first few days reiaxed them and reduced their anxiety.

They wanted to be with their family without sharing their space with another patient.

Also, children were critically ill and confined to the bed to be able to interact with anyone

or their surroundings. Single rooms provided accommodation (couch) for their parents.

Having their parents close was extremely important to children because they were

uncomfortable given their restrictions to movement. They were dependent on their

parents or staff for their needs.

Staff persons informed me that E.D. children might be susceptible to harming

themselves, when alone. Therefore, children were transferred to double rooms and they

had to share the room with a roommate. They gradually settled in the double rooms but

' experienced difficulty in maintaining their privacy because these rooms lacked a privacy

curtain. Children informed me that during bedrest, in a double room @igure 3 on

p'100A), they would loose the privacy and personal space that they had in the single room

to spend time with their parents. Having seen their children experience anxiety when

transferred to a double room, parents stated that the inclusion of a curtain is necessary.

According to them, the layout of the double room should be planned for two patients,

while sustaining privacy and personal space.

Participants and parents suggested incorporating a private area on the E.D. gnit,

apart from the patient rooms and the lounge, grven the constant supervision carried out by

the staff and the distraction caused by crisis patients using the lounge. Considering the

presence of a roommate in a double room and the visitors and crisis patients in the

lounge, children and their parents resorted to using the atrium, if permitted by the staff.
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Personalizing their space:

o Single Room

Children wanted to personalize their space but were discouraged to do so because there

were no accessible shelves in the single room (Figure 2 on p.98A) within arms reach to

display their items. To display or access their personal possession(s) in the available

furniture (i.e., a night table), they had to stretch to reach it, although they were restricted

from any movement while connected to the heart monitor. Since they were

uncomfortable to retrieve their belongings on the night table and in the drawers (Figure 6

on p.l0lA and Typical Layout of Singte Room in AppendLr 17, on p.200),they oreferred

to place most of their personal possessions on the bed, for easy access. participants

experienced difficulty using the night table given the height difference to the bed, and the

angle between the bed and the night table. Participants (Figures CM#13 & CM#7 on

pp. I0l B & I0I C) indicated a shelf near their beds, on their layouts, and emphasized the

need for accessible shelves in the interviews.

Since they were unable to shift the night table in a comfortable position during

bedrest, they found the overbed table (Figure 9 on p.I7lDl convenient and useful to

place personal items and for other purposes such as having meals. Unless someone

wheeled the overbed table close to the bed, children had to stretch out to use the night

table. Given the absence of a bulletin board, I noticed a display of photogr aphs (Figure:

Observation #I on p.l0lE) on the floor by the medical equipment panel facing the bed

but covered with the heart monitor, photographs and cards stuck on the laminate back

panel over the washbasin (Figure 7 on p. I0l A), and photographs and cards aiso displayed

on the overbed table and pasted on the wall over the night table (Figure: Obseryation #I

I0l
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on p.I}IE) where children were unable to see. A participant's artwork (Figure II on

p.l02B) was displayed on a metal paper napkin dispenser near the washbasin. Staff

restricted children from hanging or sticking pictures, cards, and posters on the walls.

They suggested providing a bulletin board or laminate-clad wall space and shelves within

easy access for children on bedrest. Children also suggested display shelves in front of

the bed where they could enjoy seeing their personal items. The overbed table that can be

used for variety of activities was used for the display of personal belongings.

Apart from wanting an accessible shelf near the bed, children wanted to display

certain items in front of the bed, where they received a better view of their display. While

observing children's rooms, I saw dolls displayed on a shelf over the couch, facing the

bathroom (Figure 10, on p.I02B) and a soft toy hanging on a shelf (Figure: Observations

#2 and #3 on pp.I02C & I02D) near the washbasin. Children delineated a circular table

ortabletop space and shelves in place of the washbasin, situated opposite to their beds, on

their layouts (Figures CM#], CM#9, CM#13, cM#lt, & CM#15 on pp.IL2E, 102F,

I0IB, ggB, I02G).

. Double Room

In the double roonL children were oËbedrest and therefore they were comfortable and

received more opportunities to personalize (Figures 12, :.3, & I5 onpp.I02J & I03A and

FÌgure: Observation #3 on p.I02H) wherever and however they wanted to. The length of

a child's stay in a particular type of room, and their critical health conditions, also

affected their personalization of space. Even though, they were on bedrest for a short

period, inaccessible storage, shelves, and tabletop surfaces discouraged and limited them

from personalizing their space. Apart from using desks and its laminated back panels
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(Figure 14 on p-103A) in double rooms to paste cards and photos, some children

displayed flower vases and potted plants (Figure 3 & I6, on p.l00A) on the windowsills.

Staff informed me that a patient received permission to keep flower vases and potted

plants in the double room only if they were satisfied with the child's recovery and if there

were no signs of him or her drinking water from the vase.

. Single Room

Participants were dissatisfied with the location of the bed and wanted to position it close

to the window, but also preferred to receive opportunities to see what was happening in

the corridor. Having compared their drawings, I noticed a similarity pertaining to the

piacement of their beds, which was common to their interview responses. They

positioned their beds close to the window on their layouts (Figures'CM#S, CM#13,

CM#7, CM#ll on pp.l03B, I0lB, ITIC, ggB), either facing it or against the wall with

the window. Majority of children placed the beds against the window, but facing the

door. Children explained that they were unable to walk to the window whiie on bedrest,

and were confined to their beds for approximately a week. During their treatment in the

hospital they missed being outside. Also, they wanted visual control of people entering

their rooms' While I was observing participants, I noticed one of them usually facing the

window while lying on the bed. Because of the placement of the heart monitor opposite

to the bed, children preferred to face the window to avoid looking at the monitor.

Children suggested increasing the window space, as it was the only source of natural light

and outside view. Participants also captured close-ups of the window showing the view of

the buildings outside (Figure I 0, on p. I 028).
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The shape and size of the room (See Typical Layout of Singte Room in Appendix

I7 on p.200) were also critical to children's comfort while they were on medical bedrest.

Children considered the size of the single room appropriate for one patient, but found it

tight when they had visitors. According to the children, the shape of the room affected the

space and the placement of furniture. Children left the center of the room open on their

layouts (Figures cM#7, cM#5, cM#], cM#|3, cM#|5, & cM#g on pp.lTlc, 1038,

1028, l0lB. 102G, 102F) to reduce the cramped appearance of the single room. Staff

describedthe shape of the room as "strangery built, "long", and',narro.w,,, but explicated

their view stating that it was designed by the planning department probably to maximize

the number of rooms on the unit. Parents found the shape of the room "peculiar,' and

"narrow", especially when they moved the chair to sit closer to the bed. While observing

children, I noticed that the shape of the room reduced the walking space around the bed.

The shape of the room and the overbed table and the heart monitor occupied the floor

space within the patient rooms that affected the circulation space.

The couch (Figure 10, p.l02B) was positioned perpendicular to the bed, which

obstructed parent's view of their children. Since children were on bedrest, and restricted

from sitting on the bed, they experienced difficulty interacting with their parents on the

couch. They found the placement of the couch inconvenient (during bedrest), and

therefore, on their layouts (Figures CM#S, CM#13, CM#7, CM#g on pp.l03B, I0lB,

I}IC, I02F) participants positioned the couch opposite to the bed. Some participants

alsodepictedachair (FigurescM#4,cM#I3,cM#ll onpp.99A, I0lB,99B)closetothe

bed. I was unable to observe participants, while sitting on the couch. During my
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observations of the participants, I saw their parents using the chair to sit close to the bed.

I noticed greater interaction between the children and their parents using the chair,

compared to families or visitors who used the couch. Children suggested providing more

chairs instead of only one because sometirnes visitors sat on the bed to converse

comfortably.

Inclusion of the washbasin (Figures 7 & II onpp.lTlA & I02B) inthe singleroom

was insignificant to the children, the parents, and the staff. Children informed me that the

water supply was completely shut off from the washbasins, in the single rooms, as

required for children's treatment (E.D.). Some participants stated that seeing the

washbasin while on bedrest made them feel uncomfortable. While observing children, I

did not see anyone using the washbasin. Since it was not operational, children, parents,

and staff thought that it was a waste of space to include it in the single room. Staff

persons informed me that medical staff used the washbasin at the nurses' station before

visiting patients. Having compared children's layouts (Figures cM#5, cM#1, cM#g,

CM#ll onpp.l03B, 1028, 102F,998)ofthesingleroom, Inoticedthatthewashbasin

was omitted. In some layouts, the basin was placed out of their sight, but still kept in the

room. In two children's photographs of the single room, I noticed the overbed table and a

T.V.[V.C.R. cart covering the washbasin. Apparently, both participants wanted to avoid

looking at it, while on bedrest.

Double Room

Unlike the single (See Typical Layout of Single Room in Appendix 17 on p.200)

room, the double room (Appendix I8 on p.201) was spacious. Children's length of stay in

the double room was longer than their stay in the singie room. Children were able to
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interact with the unit since they were off-bedrest. Participants described the double room

as."spacious" and "big."

Medical Equipment Panel: Since the medical equipment panel (Figure I7 on p.l06A) was

closer to the bed and children did not see the staff using the equipment; children

suggested placing the equipment in an accessible cupboard or concealing the equipment

panel with a screen. Children questioned the requirement for exposed medical equipment

in a single room, since it was never used on them. By concealing the equipment, they

stated the room will appear "less medical," and will transform the single room into an

amicable space. Participants showed a mural, for the wall with the equiprnent panel, on

their drawings depicting some form of artwork to conceal the equipment. (Figure CM#l I

on p.998).

Losins Control: Children were uncomfortable.and experienced difficulty being on bedrest

due to loss of independence and control over their surroundings. They were unable to

tum sides on the bed, to reach out for their belongings on the night table, to control the

task light, and to move the overbed table in a comfortable position. When their vital signs

were monitored, with a heart monitor, they were restricted from sitting up and stretching

without permission. To retrieve their personal items in the drawers or on the night table,

children had to sit up and stretch to reach the storage unit, although they wère restricted

from doing so. The angle and the difference in height of the bed compared to the night

table, with side rails standing up, obstructed children from reaching out for their personal

items. Children were uncomfortable, given the inaccessibility of the night table.

Having to call a staff person to elevate the back of the bed was a hassle for

children because they were unable to do it themselves. I observed one of the parficipants
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trying to reach the night table and phone, but was uncomfortable to pick up the receiver,

as a result of the elevated back. Same participants struggled to find a comfortable

position to read with a partially raised backrest on the bed. Waiting for a nurse to crank

down the back rest to rest was also a hassle because children felt uncomfortable to sleep

with an elevated backrest. Participants suggested incorporating an accessible tum handle

or a touch-button feature to control the elevation. Looking at their photographs of the

T.V., participants complained that they experienced neck pains watching it, while on

bedrest. Given their inability (i.e., due to restricted movement) to control the elevation of

the bed, they wanted the T.V. placed lower because they were comfonable to watch it

only if the back of the.bed was partially raised.

Controlling the roller shades on the window was also an issue because

participants were unable to regulate the amount of daylight they required in the single

room. According to the children, closing the shades is what they would usually do by

themselves at home and during their treatment they had to depend on someone else to do

it. Since they were restricted from using the privacy curtains frequently, controlling the

shades would be the only alternative for them to block daylight as required, especially to

sleep while confined to their beds.

Participants were closel]¡ supervised in the single room and in the lounge and

dining areas. Children stated that as soon as they were on the E.D. unit, they were

attached to the heart monitor and while they were constrained to the bed, the door of the

their room had to remain open to facilitate supervision. This evoked negative feelings and

they found adjusting to the single room difficult Children continuously experienced

anxiety, even while they were ofÊbedrest because they were observed having meals (i.e.,
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approximately six times a day) and after mealtimes. Staff informed me that

108

children

being supervised had to spend time in the lounge after mealtime and were not permitted

to be in their rooms, in the dining area, and the multipurpose space, alone. Through my

observations, I realized that except for the lounge and corridors, the settings were outside

the realm of staffs supervision from the nurses' station. While I observed children

having their meals (with the staff s permission), one of the participants walked to the

pool table, after finishing his meal, and spent time in the multipurpose activity space,

while being observed (Figure: observation #4 of lounge on p.l0BA).

Light controls were inaccessible therefore, if they wanted to turn a light on or off,

they had to depend on their parents or staff. Two participants complained that the light

(Figure 7 on p.l)IA) over the washbasin hurt their eyes while watching T.V., but they

were unable to turn it off by themselves since the control switch was inaccessible. The

task light (Figure 18 on p.l06A) over the bed was equipped with pull-strings to turn the

light on or off, but I noticed the strings stuck behind the light in a picture taken by one of

the participants. Apparently, it created difficulty for children on bedrest to reach for the

pull-strings. While observing a participant on bedrest, trying to read with the lights over

the washbasin and the couch on, it seemed that he wanted to use the task light over the

bed, but was unable to pull the pull-strings to turn it on.

Parents informed me about their children's anxiety when they heard the news with

reference to children's transfer from a single room to a double room. One of the parents

explained that each change caused anxiefy, which included moving to the double room

and having to share it with a roommate. They felt settled in a single room and therefore

were nervous to adjust to the double room (new setting).
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. Single Room

The closet (Figure 29 on p.I09A) and, the drawers (Figure I0 & 26 on pp.I02B & I0gB)

underneath the couch were out of children's reach and considered useless. participants

illustrated the bed closer to the closet on their layouts to depict that the storage should be

accessible to patients on bedrest. Having interviewed children about their pictures of the

single room, I discovered two participants captured the inside of the closet showing that it

was never used. They also focused their pictures on the night table (Figure A30 on

p. I 09C) and the overbed table (Figure 9 on p. I 0ID) .

While interviewing and observing participants, I noticed personal belongings

stored on the night table, but it seemed that they needed assistance to place things on the

table. Since they were attached to the heart monitor, they were unable to reach out or

place things on the night table. According to their experiences, the only way they could

access and store their belongings in the first drawer was by stretching and reaching for

the night table. Children were unable to access the drawers because of the height

difference between the night table and the bed, and because the drawers were not

equipped with pull-handles. Since they were restricted from movement, children

indicated the need for a shelf near the bed by drawing it over the night table on their

drawings (Figures CM#13 & CM#7 on pp.I0IB, I0IC). While observing participants, I
noticed that their personal items were cluttered on the couclr, the overbed table, and on

the floor, next to the night table (Figure: Obserration # I on pp.I0IE and Observation #

2 &#s onpp.I02C, I02D).

As stated by participants, they wanted to be able to see their belongings, so they
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preferred shelves instead of enclosed storage. They needed open shelves to display their

personal items that distracted them from thinking about their treatment.

Children informed me that the overbed table was the most comficrtable, flexible,

and accessible furniture to store and display personal possessions. They used it for

various purposes such as playing cards, working on a pùzzle or schoolwork, having

meals, and even storing items in the built-in drawer under the overbed table. Since this

table was mobile, it provided the flexibility to position it over the bed or on the side.

While interviewing children about their pictures, I noticed the overbed table placed near

the bed (Figures 30 & 9 on p.I09C, ITID). A participant also included the overbed table

in her drawing near the bed, (Figure CM#l on p.I02E). During my observations, I saw

participants using the overbed table to have meals and, (Figure: Observqtions #2 & #3 on

p-102C, I02D) at times it was positioned parallel to the bed at arms reach to place

personal items on it.

o Double Room:

Compared to their stay in the single roonq children were oËbedrest and able to interact

with the components of the double room. Most children used the wardrobe to store their

belongings unlike the single room where they were unable to use the closet.

Childrendescribedthefluorescentsas..bright

lights" and the incandescent lights as "dull lights." Compared to the incandescent lights

in the double room (Figure 3 onp.l00c), they preferred the bright lights in the single

room (Figures 7 & 18 on pp.ITIA, 106A) to perform activities such as reading. Staff

found the single room brighter than the double room. Participants also found the
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fluorescent lights efficient but not ambient. Whereas, they found the incandescent lights

depressing.

The task light in the single room was beneficial to staff and children. Children

appreciated its iocation because they could perform activities without experiencin g any

glare' They preferred having it on more often compared to other lights within the room.

Participants captured the task light in their pictures. Some participants drew the light over

the bed on their drawings of the single room (Figures cM#5, cM#1, cM#4, cM#15,

CM#ll, & CM#g onpp.l03B, 1028, ggA, I02G, ggB, I02F).

While observing children, I mostly saw the task light on in the single rooms. The

liqht under the T-V. (or over the washbasin) produced glare and children complained that

it hurt their eyes, especially while watching T.V.

A-lthough participants described the incandescent lights in the double room "dull,,,

they favored this type of lighting for sleeping and relaxing. According to the parents, staff

and children, this lype of lighting limited children from performing activities. parents

informed me that children strained their eyes due to the absence of fluorescent lights and

found the room dark. Staff stressed on the need for good lighting in the double room

because the task light over the desk was not bright enough for children to study in that

room. Sometimes children preferred reading or d,oing homework on the bed and were

uncomfortable using the one source of incandescent ceiling light.

Participants and staff wanted to see a balance between fluorescents and

incandescent lights in both rooms but they also emphasized on the importance of

positioning the lights to avoid glare and dull atmospheres. They suggested incorporating

table lamps or wall sconces near the bed in both rooms especially to facilitate reading in
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the double room. Participants and staff needed a night-light in the single room. Staff

expressed their requirement for a nightlight to supervise a patient at night because they

had to use the fluorescent lights that were bright and disturbed patients.

Children preferred daylight to artificial lighting. Participants wanted larger

windows to get a better view and more light into the single room. V/hile observing a

participant in the double room, I saw him standing near the window, working on a chart

that was placed on the windowsill, with all the lights off He preferred workihg under

natural daylight versus the dull incandescent lights.

Ceiling (Single Room): Participants described the acoustical panels as "a school ceiling.,,

It made the ceiling appear institutional. During the interviews and observations, I noticed

participants staring at the ceiling. Children delineated creative ideas to change the

appearance of the ceiling and to make it interesting rather than looking at plain acoustical

tiles. They wanted to use their ideas in conjunction with the theme they preferred to see,

while on bedrest- For example, a participant suggested "painting clouds" that would make

her "feel more outdoors," another participant suggested "constellation to accentuate the

space theme" or "paint the ceiling blue (Figure 34 on p.I268) hke the one in the lounge,,

to create an "illusion of an ocean." The most common theme children wanted to see on

the ceiling was a "starr¡r night" or "constellation.,'

Bathroom (Single Room): Although each single room was equipped with a bathroom,

children were not permitted to use it without permission. Under supervision, children

were allowed to use the flush toilet only. Staffinformed me that they were not allowed to

shower in the bathroom. The bathroom remained locked throughout a child's stay and

was accessible only with staffs permission
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Children had to use a nurse-call button whenever they needed to use the

bathroom. Parents and staff informed me that participants were supervised while using

the bathroom by keeping the door slightly ajar. As a result, children lost privacy. Staff

stated that when children were on bedrest, they were taken to the bath¡oom on a

wheelchair.

Parents and children expressed their views pertaining to using the unused space in

the bathroom (i.e., the tub) to expand on the space in the single room. Children wanted to

enlarge window space and eliminate the cramped feeling given the arrangement of

furniture. Staff agreed with the ideas of parents and children, with respect to using the

unused space (i.e., bath tub area) in the bathroom to expand the single room.

Color Scheme and Wallcovering (Singte vs. Double)z

. Single Room

Having spoken to children regarding their views about the appearance of the patient

rooms, I found a corurection between their thoughts that described the color scheme as

"pink" (Figures I0 & 3 on pp.l72B, l00A), although it was peach. They detested the

color scheme because the walls in the corridors, lounge, dining area, and.patient rooms

were finished with the same paint color. The fumiture was finished with laminate that

was slightly darker than the wall color. According to children, a different color

(complernentary color) needs to be incorporated to break the monotonous color scheme,

to transform the appearance of the rooms. Though the walicovering (Figure 2g on

p.I09A) over the couch intemipted the monotonous look, and children found it a critical

aspect, they did not appreciate the pattern.
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Parents were concerned about the "pink" color in relation to a male patient treated

on the unit. Children preferred to see "blue" or "green walls," as noted on their drawings

(Figures CM#4 & CM#l I on pp.99A, 998). During the interviews, the common color I

discovered amongst their responses was blue. This coincided with the color that parents

wanted the color scheme based on, which was hues of blue. Two children noted the color

scheme they wanted to see on their drawings that was based on the dark and light shades

of the same color. Parents and children wanted to see a bright color scheme, avoiding

dark colors.

The reason behind children's dislike for the color was the application of the same

color hue in every setting on the unit. They wanted the single room to appear different

from the double room, lounge, dining area, and the corridors. A parent, who had the

experience of being a nurse, indicated that, patients noticed when white uniforms and

walls were taken over by color on patient-care units, and admired it. Children suggested

using accent walls, artwork, and wallcovering to eliminate the bland appearance of single

rooms' Children were on bedrest and unable to involve themselves with activities

therefore, they wanted the appearance of the single room to be stimulating but not tiring.

Five participants indicated using wallcovering (Figures cM#4, cM#ll, cM#5, cM#],

CM#]5 on pp.99A, 998, 1038, 1028, I02G) on their layouts. Children wanted to see a

wall border instead of a full wall covered with wallcovering. A male participant

suggested using a hockey-related pattern compared to female participants (two) 
.who

wanted to see a floral pattern. Both participants would like to have seen a geometrical

pattern. Participants voted for painted walls (i.e., including complementary colors or

contrast for accent walls) over wallcoverings to actrieve interesting atmospheres.
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o Double Room

Compared to the single room, children found the double room bland. They described the

color scheme to be typical of general hospitals. The difference between both rooms was

the inclusion of wallcovering in the single room.

While I observed children, they revealed

negative feelings about being on bedrest and confined to bed. One of the participant

stated that he was being "punished" and wanted "the heart monitor off." Another

participant, I observed, stated similar feelings while conversing on the phone.

The framed poster (Figures 38, A3g, & 4I on p.I I5A) allowing the flexibitity to

change posters and the display of personal possessions distracted participants from

thinking about their treatment and helped them to decrease their anxiety. In comparison

to a plain wall, the poster made the room feel lively. They expressed their views about

incorporating posters or murals on the wall in front of the bed where they can keep

staring, even when they were completely bored. One of the participants explained that

she looked at the poster (Figure 39 on p.I I5A) in her room, while she was on bedrest and

noticed a "face" looking at her. She looked at it continuously and was engrossed in it. As

soon as she was oflbedrest, she went close to the poster and figured that the face was a

"monkey." Two children informed me about their ideas to personalize the poster frame

by being able to slide photographs or posters that patients can bring from home.

Apatt from looking at the poster, children found murals or afwork interesting that

would preoccupy and deviate one's attention from the medical surroundings. Children

indicated a mural for the wall facing the bed on their drawings (Figures CM#5, CM#1,

cM#4, cM#7, cM#15, &cM#II onp.I03B, 1028, ggA, l0Ic, 102G,998) ofasingle
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room. Some participants replaced the wallcovering over the couch with a mural or a

painting on their drawings. One of the partícipants stated that she was fascinated with the

oil painting in the dining area (Figure 40 on p.l I6A) that contained hidden things, which

enticed her to explore the painting. Another participant informed me about the mural next

to Marnie's lounge, which was ofÊunit that she thought, would distract an individual and

allow him or her to stare at and explore for a long time. Children suggested using themes

for the wall opposite the bed and probably continuing it to the ceiling. Themes included

"'enchanted forest," "under the sea," or'"space." One of the participants indicated a green

color for the walls on her layout to complement her theme 'Jungle."

b) Lounge/Dining (with Multipurpose Acrivity Space):

Interaction with Surroundings (Medical Bedrest and Off-Bedrest): Under confinement,

children could involve themselves in limited activities. This included looking at the

window, watching T.V., sleeping, talking on the phone, admiring personal items on the

night table, staring at the ceiling, looking out onto the corridor, and staring at the poster

in front of them. Once they were pennitted to sit and were attached to the heart monitor

infrequently, they could use the overbed table to play cards, work on apuzzle,read, or do

homework. Parents informed me that watching T.V. and talking on the phone were the

most common activities. Children found the window a critical component of single rooln,

since it was their only connection to outside life. This coincided with their delineating a

bed near the window on their layouts.

Participants' responses to how they spent their time being on bedrest were mainly

related to "feeling bored." Observing participants, I discovered a pattern with respect to

their involvement with certain activities. Usually they rested, but they also watched T.V.
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or played with their soft toy. They immediately lost interest in T.V. and soft toys because

of the repetitious nature of the activities. Even when, they were allowed to sit on the bed,

participants were still limited to certain activities such as working on a puzzle or arlwork.

One of the staff persons provided a suggestion to facilitate art for children on bedrest. Her

ideas included a reusable device that allows a child to draw but should be collapsible or

folding and attached to the bed for easy access. The other staffperson thought that using

a theme to design single rooms with a mural, opposite to the bed, would be worthwhile to

preoccupy children. Similar to this idea, one of the participants suggested

accommodating a drawing board as an activity that they could perfonn with limited

movement.

Once children were off-bedrest, they used the lounge, but not as often as I

expected. Mostly children came to the lounge for a change of atmosphere and stayed for a

short while. Their responses revealed infrequent intpractions with the craft table, sewing

machine, and games in the cupboards. Unless children were being supervised, I saw them

in the lounge for a short period, especially to get wool from the sewing table for knitting,

glancing through magazine(s), casually playing with the piano, and studying the craft

display on the piano. They never sat on the lounge chairs to carry out a particular activity

but after having observed the lounge quickly, they returned to their rooms. I observed a

participant (Figure: Observations #1, #6, & #7 of tounge/dining areas on p.l l7A, I I7B,

llTC) sitting on a lounge chair in front of the T.V. I noticed him staring at the nurses'

station, not interested to watch T.V. He repeatedly got up and sat down looking at the

nurses' station. If the pay phone in the multipurpose area rang, he would rush to answer it

ánd then, return to sit on the lounge chair again. He selected the same spot on the chair,
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where he received acler view of the nurses' station. Irealized,that staff at the nurses,

station was supervising him.

Ping-pong, T.V., and pool were popular activities that participants spoke about

during the interviews (See Typical Layout of Lounge/Dining Areas in Appendix 19 on

p.202). While I observed participants, I saw some girls playing ping-pong a couple of

times in the presence of a staff person. All participants showed T.V. on their layouts of

lounge/dining areas. Participants also placed a pool table in the multipurpose activity

space on their drawings (Figures cM#6, CM#2, CM#3, cM#16, cM#12, & CMI7 on

pp.l I8A, I IBB, I l8C, I lBD, I IBE, I l8F). During my observations of the children in the

dining area,I saw them gathered around the pool table chatting with a staff person. The

reason behind its placement in the multipurpose area is facilitating supervision of

children after meals while they interact with the pool table. Therefore, participants

preferred its location to provide an activity that, they could get involved, while waiting.

Staff explained the inclusion of various activities in the lounge that congested the

space near the lounge chairs and cupboards. They wanted to facilitate supervision from

the nurses' station but the multipurpose space together with the dining area was outside

the realm of their vision. Therefore, staff informed me that they have to encourage

children to interact in the lounge and be able to provide as many activities, as possible.

As a consequence of this issue, participants not under supervision were discouraged to

interact with the lounge. Pool and ping-pong table could be used under supewision.

Given the unorganized and messy appearance of the lounge, they felt stressed to be there

and preferred to be in their rooms. Parents and children informed me that their privacy

was invaded while spending time in the lounge. This was mainly due to noise, staff
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carrying out supervision in their presence, and the presence of crisis patients. Through

my observation and the information I acquired from parents, staff used the lounge chairs

to check children's vital signs and carry out group therapies. Therefore, parents and

visitors avoided using the lounge often. Dining area was used for meal times, which was

why they stayed away from spending time with their child in that space. I noticed a

participant playing a game with his relatives on a dining table, which was the only time I

saw him using the dining area to spend time with his relative s (Figure: Observation # 5

of lounge/dining areas on p.l I9A). Staff admitted that the lounge did not contain privacy

of children interacting with their farnilies.

Some children provided suggestions with respect to activities that they would like

to interact with' such as chess table and a separate reading section or a small library.

Also, one of them suggested providing music via intercom that probably can be used to

notify children about meal times. one of the staff persons stated that E.D. children would

be interested to take care of plants. She suggested inco¡porating a large box near the

windows in the lounge, where children can plant. Children also remarked about a

Mamie's lounge (Figures 61,62, 63,64, & 66 on pp.llgB, I\gc) where they enjoyed

interacting with the activities unlike to the lounge.

Children, who were permitted to be ofÊunit after they were medically stable,

favored and interacted more with the atrium compared to the lounge and their patient

rooms' Those who were not allowed to be ofÊunjt were limited to spending time in their

rooms or the lounge. Parents stated that children found the atmosphere of the atrium

"friendly" and were able to find private areas that supported their interactions.
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Children and parents described the lounge as

"cramped," "messy looking," and "unorg anized,." They favored the separation of the

dining area from the lounge with an angled wall, but disapproved of the openness

between the dining and multipurpose activity space (See Typical Layout of

Lounge/Dining Areas in Appendix 19 on p.202). Parents found the dining area ..not

private or enticing," but "discouraging" for children who have eating problems. Children

raised concerns about being seen by visitors during meal times and they informed me that

staff never used the existing curtain wall to maintain privacy (Figure 5I on p.l20A and

Typical layout of lounge in Appendix I9). Staff adrnitted that they never used it and the

reason they provided was to avoid segregating children in the dining area from those in

the multipurpose space because usually only one staff person supervised both areas.

' Participants resented the placement of Nintendo (Figure 37 on p.ll6A and Typical

Layout of lounge/dining areas in Appendix 19) becaase crisis patients interacted with it

and sometimes they played Nintendo during meal times. This was why they wanted some

form of separation between the dining area and the multipurpose activity space. It was

evident through my observations of participants having meals. One of the participants

changed her seat that faced the lounge to another chair that allowed her to position her

back towards the multipurpose area and the lounge. Other participants selected the chair

in the same position (i.e., back towards lounge) as the above participant (Figure:

Observation #4 of Lounge/Dining Areas on p.I0gA).

Participants' drawings informed me that location of activities was critical to them

compared to the lounge chairs, coffee tables, and cupboards. Since children wanted soft

seating, they noted "sofa and sofa chair" on their layouts. Children questioned the
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location of the T.V. that affected the placement of the seating area îear the windows.

Parents thought the same regarding the placement of the T.V. in relation to the

alrangement of lounge chairs. They commented that both components made the

appearance of the room look unorganized. On participant's layouts, I discovered that their

placement of lounge chairs depended on the location of the T.V. Three arrangements of

lounge chairs were seen on their drawing: a) against the angled r,vall; b) against the

windows (as existing); c) facing the windows (Figures CM#10, CM# j6. on pp.llBF,

I I9D) Most common locations for ihe sitting area and/or T.V. were against the angled

wall (Figures CM#2, CM#, I 2, CM# I 4, CM#8, on pp. I I BB, I I BE, I 2 I A, I 2 I B).

Children wanted to open up the space near the lounge chairs and cupboards,

which was crowded with coffee t¿bles and sewing/computer tables. The lounge chairs

' obstructed opening of the cupboards. Since the cupboards contained craft and sewing

materials, the sewing table was located next to it. Considering the placement of the

sewing table in the lounge, children were confused about the iocation of the craft table in

the multipurpose area. Staff explained that the position of craft table allowed children to

obtain water from the kitchen under staffs supervision since the kitchen door remained

locked. One of the staff persons remarked that the placement of the computer table in a

cramped area (iounge) discouraged children from using it.

Regarding the round tables in the dining area, staff usually joined the tables to

facilitate supervision of all children having their meals. Participants complained about

feeling uncomfortable to sit for meals at the round tables. They informed me that, a child

sitting in between two tables (i.e., where it joined) felt inconvenient and left out of

conversations. Participants stated that they were comfortable with the tabies separated. ln
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comparison to round tables, they thought square or rectangular tables would look

organized, can be joined without odd corners, and facilitate supervision of all chiidren

together. Children depicted square or rectangular tables in the dining area on their

drawings (Figures CM#I4, cM#16, cM#\2, CM#10, cM#2 on pp.l2lA, IIgD, IIBE,

I I8F, I I8B).

Dividinq Space (Lounge): According to the children, the lounge appeared unorganized.

This unorganized space included the space behind the T.V. occupied with extra

wheelchairs (Figure 52 on p.l22A) and T.V./V.C.R carts leaving the area near the

windows for sewing and computer tables, which was always cluttered with craft and

other resource material. The main aspects of the lounge that participants concentrated in

their pictures were the clutter on sewing/computer tables and the cramped arrangement of

these tables with the lounge chairs near the cupboards (See Typical Layout of the

Lounge/Dining areas in Appendix I9).Having experienced the lounge, they wanted to

divide it into activity areas and arrange furniture needed without it getting in the way of

opening storage or occupying walking space. One of the staff persons acknowledged the

significance of dividing the lounge into small workspaces that would allow private spaces

for children to concentrate and get involved in a particular activity, without being

intemrpted. I inquired about stafFs main concern in relation to the obstruction to their

general supervision frorn the nurses' station in relation to dividing the lounge. The staff

person suggested using clusters offurniture to create activity areas. A¡rother staffperson

expressed her ideas to use full windows overlooking the lounge and dining areas to

facilitate supervision from the nurses' station. She stated ceiling to floor windows are
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preferable compared to the existing layout that hinders their supervision and results blind

spots.

Two important aspects of the existing layout brought participants' and staffs

attention to divide the lounge: a) location of craft table (Figure 43 on p.l23A and Typical

Layout of Lounge/Dining Areas in AppendLr 19) and b) noisy activities versus quiet ones.

Because craft was performed on a dining table in the dining area, partícipants wanted to

change its location to the lounge. They had to clean the dining tables for meal times,

while they were in the middle of doing craft. Another reason was separating craft from

pool and ping-pong. Knowing that they were not allowed to be in the multipurpose

activity area without a staff person, they suggested placing a separate table in the lounge

for craft within a designated area. Th¡ee participants depicted the craft table in the

lounge. One of the participants showed it in front of the window overlooking the atrium.

It seemed that the other two participants \ /ere aware of staff supervision therefore they

placed the table in front of the open doorway facing the nurses' station (Figures CM#2,

CM#8, & CM#14 on pp.l IBB, l2lB, I2lA). Children thought the area behind the T.V.,

where T.V./V.C.R. carts were stored, was a waste of space and suggested placing a craft

table in that area. The location of the cupboards in connection to the craft activity

confused participants. According to them, the cupboards should be positioned where the

craft activity took place, as it contained craft materials. Some participants replaced the

existing location of the cupboards with a piano, T.V., or a 'sofa' chair (Figures CM#6,

CM#2, CM#14, CM#12, & CM#10 on pp.l I8A, I l88, I2lA, I IBE, I ISF).

Children wanted to separate noisy activities (i.e., ping-pong, T.V., and Nintendo)

from the quiet ones (i.e., craft, sewing, and computer). Their suggestions included
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positioning Nintendo with T.V., separating piano and T.V., and placing craft, sewing and

computer tables in an area separate from the area consisting of a T.V. Parents found the

T.V. and the piano unsuitable together. Four parlicipants indicated placing the piano in

the dining area but as a consequence of their limitations to interacting with that space,

most participants depicted the piano in the lounge on their drawings. A unique situation

for quiet activities suggested by one of the participants was near the windows

overlooking the atrium.

There was a

similarity with reference to the descriptions of lounge furniture (Figure 65, on p.l2aA)

being "uncomfort¿ble," "clinical," and "not cory" between staffls, children's and

parents' responses. According to the staff, they informed the plaruring departrnent

regarding their dissatisfaction with lounge chairs because they expected durable but

comfortable furniture for patients who spend several weeks on the unit. Paticipants

disliked the covering material (finish) of the lounge chairs, as they were uncomfortable

sitting on them. Parents suggested that the cold atmosphere of the lounge could be

changed into a cozy and relaxing space, by replacing lounge chairs with comfortable

furniture (such as couches). While I was observing children being checked for their vital

signs by a staff person in the lounge, one of the participants bumped his head to the metal

arms of the lounge chairs, while lying down. The length of these chairs was short and not

appropriate to lie down.

Participants found the coffee tables low and difficult to work with while sitting on

the lounge chairs. During my observations, I noticed children sitting on the floor to do

homework and carrying out an activity on one of these tables. I also noticed table clothes,
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made by previous patients that personalizedthe coffee tables. Participants mentioned that

it supported the "non-medical appearance" thatwas significant to their stay on the unit.

Some participants incorporated an activity table in the lounge on their layouts. An

unexpected idea, that, one of the participants expressed was using folding tables that

would allow flexibility in utilizing space for various activities not requiring tables.

Participants stated that each activity should be performed on a separate table to allow an

individual to enjoy carrying out the aúivity without being distracted.

Storage/Cupboards flounge): Children and stafffound the cupboards (Figures 44, 46, 47,

& 53 on pp.I23A, I25B) disorganized and inefficient to retrieve stored items. They

appreciated the inclusion of storage because without it, lounge would look even more

congested and messy. The participants informed me that the storage usually remained

locked, which was why children were unable to provide accurate information about its

contents. Those who grabbed the chance to look inside, when the cupboards were open,

described the interior to be messy.

Staff explained that cupboards were locked to discourage patients from going

behind the doors and vomiting. During my observations, I rarely saw children attempting

to explore the storage. In front of the cupboards were the lounge chairs that cramped the

walking space, resulting in a difficult situation to open the doors of the cupboards. I

observed a participant searching for a particular type of wool from the cupboards and

experienced difficulty to remove things from it because the sewing table was stationed in

front of the cupboards. Participants and staff suggested a see-through material for the

doors so that children could see the contents without opening the cupboards. Staff
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suggçsted that "transparent doors" would facilitate supervision and allow the child to

look through it without opening the doors.

Windows overlooking the Atrium (LoungelDiningl Windows were the focal point of the

lounge and significant to children's experiences. Initially, when i inquired about the

appearance of HSC, compared to previous hospitals they experienced, the only

component on the unit that they favored was the stretch of windows in the lounge.

According to the participants, paintings (Figure 55 on p.l26A) on the windows made the

lounge interesting, comfortable, and non-medical. One of the pictures was focused on a

single painted window against the plain ones. Having compared plain windows to painted

ones, one of the participants informed me that paintings obstructed the view of the atrium

and prefened every alternate window painted. On the other hand, painted windows

looked interesting and livelier at night, given the absence of daylight.

: Children found the

appearance of the lounge (Figures 34 & 46 on p.1268, l25A), with reference to the color

scheme, same as the patient rooms. They found the color scheme (color of the ceiling,

walls, lounge chairs, and storage) un-matching. Looking at their pictures, children

mentioned that they liked the blue color of the ceiling, but it clashed with the color of the

walls and the lounge chairs. Two participants noted the color scheme they wanted to see

in the lounge and dining areas on their layouts, which were mainly hues of blue or green.

They liked the blue color of the dining area (Figure 37 on p.I l6A).

They suggested incorporating a mural based on a theme in the lounge and

changing the appearance into an elaborate setting. On their layouts, participants indicated

a mural that they wanted to see on the angled wall and the windows. This was mainly
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because they had to spend time in the lounge, mostly to stay in view of the staff at the

nurses' station. Staff also carried out group therapy sessions and monitored vital signs in

the lounge. Therefore, participants wanted to see an accent wall or artwork to make the

atmosphere livelier and playful. One of the participants expressed her ideas to paint board

games on activity tables, as she found games with missing pieces.

Participants described the appearance of dining area as "not friendly," "bland,"

and "boring." Feeling stressed to be on the unit and being observed while having meals,

the sterile atmosphere of the dining area heightened their anxiety. The oil paintings

(Figure 50 on p.I20A) made the dining and multipurpose areas slightly conducive but did

not relieve and/or distract children from thinking negatively. Staff introduced one of the

paintings with angels and therefore a participant stated that she found it interesting, as

every time she was in the dining area, she kept looking at the painting (Figures 37 & 35

on p.l l6A, I268). Participants also preferred to see mural(s) on the windows overlooking

the kitchen and on the angled wall facing the pool table that, they indicated on their

layouts to provide a stimulating atmosphere. On some of the participants' layouts, there

was an indication for a wallcovering wall border in the dining area.

The ceiling in the lounge was painted blue

(Figures 31 & 35 on p.1268) compared to the acoustical panels in the dining area.

Majority of the participants believed that the blue ceiling comforted them and eliminated

the sterile appearance that was apparent in rest of the areas on the unit. They wanted the

ceiling in the dining and multipurpose areas to look the same as the lounge, since they

were con-nected with a passageway. Two participants disliked the color of the ceiling and
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one of them wanted ceilings to look different because each space was designated for a

particular function.

Windows in the lounge provided abundant natural light therefore it was bright

during the day. In the evenings and at night, lounge appeared dull because of the

incandescent lights (Figures 34 &35 on p.l268). Fluorescent lights exa) in the dining

area were bright and perfect for children wanting to study or perform activities.

Unfortunately, they were not permitted to use the dining area unless they were with a

staff person or their parents or guardians. Though incandescent lights were appropriate to

watch T.V., participants needed good light in the lounge to perform activities (e.g.,

reading, doing homework). A participant's view regarding the effect of incandescent

lights to the dull appearance of the lounge was unique as she stated, "with a different

lighting system, more people would get attracted to the lounge.,,

c) Nurses' station and corridors that lead to Nurses, station:

Appearance of Corridors: Having experienced previous interviews in the patient roolns

and in the lounge/dining areas, children pointed out certain interior components of the

corridors themselves that they liked and disliked, without aîy probing. The

commonalities that I found in their description of interior components was in relation to

the bay window, the consecutive arrangement of doors, the color scheme (Figure 4 on

p' I 2BA), the wallcovering border around the door-frames, the floor pattern, lighting, and

noise.

Participants enjoyed natural light from the ba)¡ window (Figttres 4 & 5 on

p'128A), especially because it was the only one in the corridor. Having seen their pictures

of this window, it seemed that they found it a critical feature of the corridor. According to
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them, it also provided a sense of orientation with respect to which part of the hospital

they were being treated in. Being on bedrest, they were unable to explore the unit

therefore they appreciated the inclusion of bay window and windows in the lounge. Since

the corridors did not consist of interior windows, children concluded that they appeared

dull and uniform because of the consecutive placement of the doors and typical color

scheme. Two participants and a parent suggested placing a bench in front of the window

to accommodate visiting, apart from the lounge and patient rooms. Also, it was a get

away for children who wanted to be alone, at times because they were continuously

observed in the patient rooms, lounge, dining and multipurpose activity areas.

During my observations of children around the nurses' station chatting, a staff

person told them to go to the lounge. Prior to this incidence, I saw a participant

conversing with her relatives and knitting as she walked down the corridor. parents

suggested accommodating conversational areas or spots in the corridors to provide an

alternative to patient rooms and lounge because they lost privacy in both settings.

The appearance of the unit reminded them of a "medical floor." They described

the walls as "plain and dull" because the color scheme was same as what children

experienced in their rooms, lounge, dining area, and multipu¡pose activity space. A

participant stated that design of every setting that revolved around the same color scheme

made the unit appear sterile and boring. They wanted to see variety and .therefore,

placement of wallcovering border (i.e., same as the wallcovering in single room) around

door-frame s (Figures 4 & 57 on pp. l 28A, I 2gA) was appealing to them and a significant

feature according to a participant as she explained, "An interesting border to look at,

around the outside, can change how the room feels." Children detested the pattern of the
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wallcovering, as they found it complicated and unattractive. The similar color schemes of

the patient rooms and corridors, and the consecutive arrangement of doors and view

panels generated cold and negative feelings in children.

Having experienced 2x4 fluorescent lights in the center of the ceiling (dining

arca), children found the placement of fluorescent lights (i.e., perimeter lighting) on one

side of the corridor soothing (Figure 56 on p.I26A).

Comparing participants' pictures and responses regarding the diarnond pattern

(Figures 56 & 58 on pp.l26A, 12gA) in front of every patient room, I discovered that the

floor pattern held no meaning to them They described the repetition of pattern to be

"meaningless" and questioned its location as a result of their not being able to relate to it.

While I was observing participants, I could hear loud noises from the nurses'

station, given the restriction to keep the door ajar. These rooms were closer to the nurses,

station compared to the double rooms. Parents questioned the location of singie rooms

because closer the room to the nurses' station, staff was able to attend patients' call

immediately, but it was also noisier.

I explored staffls perspectives with reference

to the inclusion of washbasin. One of the staff persons informed me that the planning

department consulted them a few years back before they transferred to the unit. After

they moved, the planners realized that some of patient needs were different. She added

that they were probably budgeted for small number of beds and at present they are

overloaded. She also mentioned that the design of patient-care units should be given more

importance in comparison to the atrium lobby.
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Using Themes on the Unit: Participants wanted to transform the unit into an interactive

and stimulating place to distract them from thinking about being constantly observed and

feeling nervous. According to them, using themes to create a particular ambience will

eliminate the "bland," "dull," and "medical', feel cf the unit.

Themes suggested were in relation to natural elements and outdoor such as

"forest," "ocean," "sþ with stars," and "castle" (i.e., used in the HSC cafeteria). parents

and children emphasized on using suitable color schemes and age-appropriate themes to

convert the steriie appearance of the corridors into a friendly and amicable atmosphere.

Children wanted the design of the whole unit based on a theme. Their main concern was

changing the appearance of a single room because during their stay in this room, they

were confined to the bed with limited activities to get involved. Desigmng this room with

a theme will provide an opportunity to explore, while on bedrest.

Nurses' Station: Having explored the unit, participants stated that the central location of

the nurses' station was critical with both the corridors merging into it. They remarkèd

that its circular shape was a good design feature.

The indirect concealed iighting system used over the nurses' station provided a

subdued form of light and its blue color emphasized the circular station. participants were

drawn to it and admired the hexagonal shape of the ceiling over the nurses' station, w¡ich

accentuated the central point of activity.



critical rnterior components and Aspects of nn. un¡t tttat affecteo
E.D. Children's experiences (Summary)

Privacy Curtains
(Single Room)

Single Room vs. Double
Room in relation to
privacy

Personalizing Space and
Accessible Storage

Location of Bed
(Single Room)

Elevate back of bed
(Single Room)

*Restrictions on frequent use of privacy curtainqg
*Closely observed
*Staffmade sure door is open
*Absence of a shade or blinds to cover the window
overlooking the corridor

*Lost control over their surroundings due to transfer
*Absence of prvacy curtain(s) in double room
*Unable to identify their personal space in double room
*Preferred Single Room while on bedrest
*No accommodation for parents in double room
*Lacked privacy in double room to spend time with
visitors

*Absence of accessible shelves & display boards
xUnable to retrieve personal items
*Height of night table and angle of bed (i.e., elevated
bacÐ became obstructions

*Overbed table being mobile was the most accessible
and flexible storing furniture

*Enclosed storage was inaccessible and rarely used
(i.e., closet & drawers)

*Wanted to be able to see their belongings

*lVanted bed positioned close to the window
xBed to be positioned to facititate viewing people
entering the room

*Bed positioned to be able to see activities taking
in the corridor

*Struggled to find comfortable position to watch T.V.,
sleep, read, and grab personal items from night table

xAttached to heart monitor, therefore uncomfortable,
and wanted to be able to raise or lower bed
(i.e.,backrest) to feel comfortable

tWhile lying on the bed, children were unable to look
out of the window

Section 7 - p.132
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8.

9.

10
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Controlling shades/blinds
(Single Room)

Shape & Size
(Singte Room)

Couch
(Single Room)

Washbasin
(Single Room)

Bathroom
(Single Room)

Distraction
(Single Room)

tMaximum window space and height of tha*irrdo*sill
rs rmportant

* View to be unobstructed by furniture
*Interior windows provide opportunities to see
what is happening in the corridor but may conflict
with losing privacy

*To control daylight
*To block visitors from looking through an interior
window

*Size appropnate for a patient staying alone
*Shape narrowed walking space around the bed
*Size and shape affected placement of furniture
*Room felt tight due to chairs, overbed table, and
monitor beside the bed

*Visitors and children uncomfortable to see each other
while conversing due to the placement of couch

*Located perpendicular to the bed
*Shape of room affected its placement

tFound it insignificant and its location (in front of the
bed) bothered children

*Wanted to replace it with something intriguing as a
result of it being non-operational

*Found it a waste of space since they were not
allowed to shower

*Since they were able to use flush toilet only under
supervision, they suggested removing bathtub and
using that space within the room

*To enlarge window space and to eliminate the
cramped feeling inside the room, children suggested
to reduce bathroom space

*Liked the flexibility of being able to replace or
change poster displayed in a poster frame

*Preferred the location of the framed poster on the
wall in front of the bed

t2
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*Needed distraction from thinking about the treatment
especially on medical bedrest, where they were
closely observed

xMurals or paintings preoccupy children and deviate
negative thoughts

*Wanted exposed medical equipment stored in a
closet or behind a screen to deinstitutionalae room

13lcolor and wallcovering l*Detested existing peach or "pink" color
& Double Rooms) l*Application of same hue or color tone for walls and

furniture in every setting made it monotonous and
uninteresting

*Wallcovering pattern was tiring to look at but
preferred to include some pattern, for variety, in
what they see

*Suggested using an accent wall that compliments
background color

*Preferred bright color scheme
*Themes could be used for artwork on the wall in
front of the bed and/or on the ceiling

*Preferred wallcovering pattern limited to border
around the perimeter of the ceiling

l4lCeiling *Acoustical tiles looked institutional
*They often stared at the ceiling therefore wanted it to
be designed with creative ideas to appear intriguing

l5lFluorescent vs.fncande- l*Extreme light conditions in both patient rooms
t lights lxPreferred fluorescents to perform activities

Single & Double Rooms) l*Single room being too bright whereas double room
looked dull

*Unable to perform activities in the double room due
to dull indi¡ect ceiling lights

*Location of task light behind the bed (single room)
and it being a fluorescent facilitated reading and
other activities

*Bright exposed light over the washbasin in single
room produced glare and hurt children's eyes

while watching T.V.
*Incandescents in double room heloed relax them
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*Wanted to see a balance ofboth types of lighting in
patient rooms

*Needed a night light in single room to avoid being
disturbed when staffwanted to check on them

16llnteraction with surrou- l*timited activities to perform - mainly sleeping,
ndings while on bedrest I looking atthewindow, and watching T.v.
& off-bedrest l*watching T.v. and playing with soft toy(s) became

monotonous activities and uninteresting
*Once oËbedrest, did not interact with lounge often
*Unless supervised, they strolled in there for a short
while and left the lounge to be in their rooms

*Never performed activities in the lounge
*Lounge looked unorganized and messy, as a result
of accommodating many activities for staffs
view from nurses' station

*Preferred to spend time in the atrium with visitors
because they lost privacy in the lounge due to noise,
staff supervision, and presence of crisis patients

*Also, lounge used for group therapies and to check
vital signs that discouraged visitors

*Dining area used for meal times, therefore visitiors
stayed away from this setting

lTlLayout of Space l*Preferred separation of dining area from the lounge
(Lounge/Dining Areas I with an angled wall
with multipurpose l*Resented the openness of dining to multipurpose
activity space) | activity space

*Disliked being seen by visitors while eating as

existing curtain wall was never used to facilitate
staff supervision of multipurpose area

*Needed some form of partition to contain their
privacy while having meals

*Location of activities considered critical that
affected placement of fi¡rniture

*Position of T.V. a"ffected placement of seating and

crowded the area near the windows with sewing/
computer tables

*Location of seating affected opening of cupboards
that stored craftlsewing materials etc.
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*Confused about the location of sto@ãin tt e toungã
because craft activity took place in the dining area

*Disliked round tables and preferred square tables
that allowed tables to be joined.

fSlDividing Space *Appeared disorganized, cramped, and messy due to
(Lounge) | --t activities accomodated to facilitate supervision

*Space not utilized appropriately, areabehind the T.V.
used to store T.V./ V.C.R carts and wheelchairs

*Wanted to divide it into small activity areas with
required furniture items arranged without
getting in theway

*Allow them to concentrate on a particular activity
*Divide lounge without obstructing staffs view - using
clusters of furniture

*Wanted to locate craft table in lounge and separate
noisy activities (T.V.) form quiet ones (craft)

*Wanted to separate craft activity from pool and ping-
pong, avoid using dining tables for craft and place
it in the lounge because they were restricted
to use the multipu{pose area when alone

19 llounge Chairs, Coffee xNeeded comfortable furniture to eliminate the
Tables, & Activity I clinical appearance
Tables (Lounge) l*wanted sofa or a couch finished with durable

material except vinyl
* Length of the lounge chairs was short for them
to lie down for staffto check their vital signs

*Coffee tables were low to work on, while sitting
on the lounge chairs

*Individual activity tables alloted to perform a certain
activity such as for craft, another one for sewing etc.

20lStorage/Cupboards l*Found it disorganized and inefficient to retrieve
(Lounge) | stored items

*Appreciated its inclusion to reduce clutter on coffee
tables and on the floor

*Rarely seen attempting to look into the storage
because they usually remained locked due to
children havins vomited in them
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21

22

23

24

Windows overlooking the
Atrium (Lounge)

Color, Wallcovering, and
Mural (or paintings)

nge/Dining Areas
ith multipurpose

activity space)

Ceiling & Lighting
(Lounge/Dining Areas
with multipurpose
activity space)

Consecutive arrangement
of doors (Corridors)

Bay Window (Corridors)

*Enjoyed the view ofthe atrium and daylight
*Windows were the focal point
*Paintings on the windows made the lounge
atmosphere livelier at night but during the day it
blocked the view of the atrium

*Paintings also made the lounge comfortable
and non-medical

*Color scheme same as patient rooms and corridors
*Found colors of the lounge did not match
( i.e., greenish blue, peact¡ and blue)

*Preferred the blue color of the accent wall in the
multipurpose and dining area

*Described appearance of the dining as'bland'and
'not friendly'therefore needed a distraction such as
artwork in the form of murals to make it look enticing

*Being supervised in lounge and dining area while
having meals escalated their anxiety, so they wanted
to make both the areas cheerfi.ll and stimulating by
incorporating an accent wall or artwork

*Also suggested using wallcovering, limiting it to a
wall border in the dining area

*Blue ceiling (almost green-ish blue) comforted
them and reduced the clinical appearance

*Preferred the ceiling finish in the lounge continued
in the multipurpose and dining areas or finished
according to the function of the space

*Dining appeared sterile compared to lounge due
to acoustical panels used for ceiling

*Arrangement of doors one after the other made the
E.D. unit look like a hospital

*Clean and organzed look of the corridors and
around the nurses' station increased anxiety

*Visitors and children spent time in the corridors,
since they lost privacy in the lounge

*Being only one in the corridor they appreciated
its inclusion and eni natural light
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26lColor Scheme
(Corridors)

2TlFloor Pattern
(Corridors)

28 
I 
Lighting (Corridors)

29lNoise (Corridors)

Nurses'Station

Using themes on the
E.D. Unit

31

*Provided sense of orientation lost while on bedrest
*Corridors looked dull and uniform given the absence
of interior windows

*Described it to be monochromatic as it was used
in all settings

*Preferred to see wallcovering border around the
door frames to break the monotonous appearance

*Disliked the pattern, which was same as the one in
single room, since it was tiring to look at everyday

*Diamond pattern used as floor pattern in front of
every room confused them and found it meaningless

*Preferred the placement of ceiling fluorescent lights
on the sides (one side) of the corridors unlike the
2x4 frxt.nes in dining area placed in center of ceiling

*Being close to the nurses' statior¡ while treated in
the single rooms, loud noises disturbed them

*AIso, because staffwanted the door ajar

*Preferred its location being in the center of the unit,
where both the corridors merged

*Liked its circular shape as a good design feature
*Appreciated the hexagon shape of the ceiling over

the station and the subdued blue lighting that
emphasized the location of nurses' station

*Wanted to transform appearance of the single
rooms, lounge, dining, and corridors

*Their intention was to create a stimulating
atmosphere in the lounge and dining to distract
them from being observed

*Preferred to see theme-based design in the above-
mentioned settings

*Some wanted to see theme-based artwork in
the single room to involve themselves exploring a
mural, while confined to their beds
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CHAPTER 5

IMPLICATIONS

Since the time HSC was built, there have been several new discoveries peftaining to

finishes and other interior components (for Adolescent/ Psychiatry Ward and for the

facility as a whole) as a result of quality management, feedback from administration

department of healthcare facilities, manufacturer's research to improve their product with

respect to aesthetics, durability, function, and environmental concerns. The above matter

was taken in to consideration, while the research procedure was carried out with E.D.

patients and during data analysis. Pamela Bl¡h (as cited in Richard Radke, lggT),

president of American Society for Healthcare Environmental Services suggested,

"...there are so many different areas in a hospital and all have different needs and

different characteristics. There is never going to be any one carpet or one floor type or

one any'thing. If you're talking about color, talk in terms of medical surgical units or

psychiatric units because it is going to be very different.',

Although children with Eating Disorders are being treated on a psychiatric unit at

HSC, it was obvious that medical staff concentrated only on their weight gain rather than

their emotional needs and psychological issues. As a consequence of treating crisis and

Eating Disorders children together, staff had to make sure that rooms were available for

new patients. Most patients did not care about their treatment but obeyed the staff and did

whatever they were told to do in order to get discharged quicker from the hospital.

Therefore, hospitalization may not benefit those whose world revolves around being

anorexic but long-term treatment programs may be useful. Long-term treatment
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programs, lasting a year or more in duration- seem to be the most positive and successful.

as they provide intensive therapy and teach the anorexic new coping skills. Children u'ith

Eating Disorderss need to be treated separately, perhaps not in a hospital, but in a

different environment that is designed to sustain long-term treatment.

CONCLUSIONS

Valuable information evolved by analyzing relevant themes and categories produced

from the triangulation technique by pulling out pertinent information regarding the

interior components that affected children's experiences of the medical care settings on

the E.D. unit. By comparing and contrasting the data collected from children's

interviews, parent's interviews, staff s interviews, cognitive maps, photographs, and field

notes, I could determine critical interior components that affected children's stay on the

unit. I was able to abstract commonalties between categories and themes with reference

to the impact of the interior components experienced in the single room (and single vs.

double), lounge/dining areas, nurses' station, and corridors leading to the nurses' station.

Identified critical interior components of E.D. unit may be applied to patient care units of

other departments in a hospital, but there were unique scenarios pertaining to E.D.

children's experiences that resulted some exceptions with reference to design

components. These exceptions have been included in this conclusion. Children

encountered several instances of losing control over their sur¡oundings during their

treatment and these instances are in conjunction with the critical interior components that

have been discussed in this chapter.

a) Single Patient Room:

1) Privacy Curtains: Undermining privacy was the major reason that aggravated
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children's negative feelings with regards to being unable to control tlie privacr curtains

and maintain their privacy. Staff required constant visibility of children. especiall), u'he¡l

they were on bedrest. Therefore staff disapproved and restricted frequent use of the

privacy curtain(s) and r.l,anted the door ajar. while the child was attached to the heart

monitor in the single room. Children who were treated in the single room: which was

situated exactly opposite to the nurses' station, were more conscious about their privacl,

because it was the only room with a window overlooking the corridor, but without

shades. According to Jain Malkin (1992, p.131), the "best" layout for a private (or single)

and semi-private (double) room has been hotly debated for decades resulting into

compromises to contain patient privacy and support nurses' visibility into tlie room.

Children found privacy curtains a significant component to maintain their privacy.

especially while changing during their treatment. Given the above limitation to use the

curtains frequently, being able to manipulate them is important to patients therefore a

motorized curtain can enable nonambulatory patients to achieve it, when needed, witliout

having to call a staff person (Carpman & Granl, 1993). Depending on a child's physical

condition and age, staff permitted him or her to close the door once ofÊbedrest, but

children also preferred to use tl.re cuftains.

2) Preference of Sinele Room vs. Double Room in relation to privacy: ln relation to

privacy, they also lost control over their surroundings when transferred from a single

room to a double room. Having spent approximately six days in a single room, they were

close to feeling settled therefore, children were nervous to experience adjusting to

another room again. A small positive or negative change in the environment may produce

a disproportionate amount of improvement or disability in a patient, especially children,
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who are most vulnerable (Malkin. 1993). There has been a trend towards creating

residential-like atmosphere in medical care settings to ease on patients' transition from

home to a patient room. This can be achieved by incorporating design elements such as

aftwork, soft lighting, wood casement, windows, decorative r.vood trim. and chairs u'ith

arms and cloth covers (Malkin, 1992; Piotrowski & Rogers, 1999). According to the

staff, a child's transfer depended on the critical conditions of the incoming patient. the

need for a vacant single room, the availability of double rooms and also on the

accommodation for crisis patients.

Children preferred the single room for their initial bedrest phase. Being treated in

a single room, while on bedrest, relaxed them and reduced anxiety that would have

heightened, if treated in a double room. Having parents closer was important for children,

when confined to their beds because they had to depend on someone else for their

requirements (such as wheeling the overbed table close to the bed etc.). Particularly in a

double room, children wanted a privacy curtain to identiff their personal space. As stated

by Christine Piotrowski and Elizabeth Rogers (1999,p.212), "Privacy of the patient and

protection from unwanted interactions with the patient in an adjacent bed should also be

planned in a semiprivate patient room." An essential need of patients is their ability to

regulate the amount of interaction they have with others, requiring visual and acoustical

privacy (Carpman & Grant, 1993).

3) Personalizing Space & Accessible Storaee: Allowing opportunities to person- alize

space would let children gain control over their surroundings. To relieve anxiety they felt,

while undergoing their treatment and adjusting to the single room, they needed some type

of distraction that they could attain by personalizing their space. Children, especially
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adolescents, need opportunities to decorate their room \ /ith personal possessiorls to

express theirown identities (Malkin, 1992). Since patients miss home and need to stay in

touch with familiar items that they are attached to, easily accessible storage should be

designed, allowing them to display their items. The only fumiture close to the bed was

the nieht table. but it was still difficult for them to reach for their personal belongings

stored on it. Some children pointed at the angle of the bed in relation to the position of

the night table and explained that they had to stretch from the bed to reach the night table.

which was forbidden by staff, while they were on medical bedrest. Not only was the

angle of the bed uncomfortable, but the height difference of the night tabìe in conjunction

to the bed also obstructed children from reaching out for their items. The mattress and

nightstand (or night table) should have equal heights so that patient can slide a hand

across the mattress to the nightstand to locate objects (Malkin, 1gg2). A headboard (or

head wall) with built-in compartments or shelves can accorrunodate T.V. controls,

communication devices, bed controls; lighting controls and provides reachable space to

store personal items. Absence of handles on the drawers in the night table escalated

children's difficulty in accessing or storing their belongings. To allow one-handed use,

drawers narrow enough to open with one central c-grip should be considered (Carpman &

Grant, 1993). Side rails, elevation of the back, type of handles, and height of the bed

should be considered to include any form of storage for child¡en on bedrest.

Since children were restricted from any movement and given the inaccess-ibility

of enclosed storage, they wanted an accessible shelf or shelves at arms reach, while on

bed¡est with enough surface space. The ease of retrieving personal possessions was an

important aspect to children's stay in the single room. Also, they wanted to be able to see
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their belongings therefòre thel, prefèned open shel\/es. As stated b¡, them. placing their

personal items on the overbed table. night table. and the couch. distracted them from

thinking about their treatment and reduced the appearance of a single room fionl fèeling

medical. Open shelving sufficiently wide and built-in niches may encourage children to

put things away that makes the room appear less barren and more like home (Carpman &

Grant- 1993). Being attached to the heart monitor impedes movement as well as increases

discomfon therefore any type of storage and work surface must be accessible to children,

while they are sleeping or in a sitting position. To provide reachable lengths and heights

of storage. another option could be to incorporate a shelf or shelves into the design of the

bed. Apart from wanting accessible shelves near their beds, children wanted to display

certain items in front of their beds, needing shelves to decorate their rooms and to receive

a better view of their decorative items. According to Janet Carpman and Myron Grant

(1993), variety of reach ranges should be considered for shelves, making it adjustable to

meet patients' ability by installing pegs or wall-mounted racks.

Since children were unable to shift the night table in a comfortable position

during their bedrest, they found tlie overbed table useful to place personal belongings and

for other purposes such as doing homework, playing cards, and having their meal. Since

it was mobile, they were able to control its closeness and position but to use it they had to

ask someone to wheel it close to the bed.

They preferred a bulletin board next to the bed and at arms reach to display get-

well-soon cards, photographs, posters themselves, as well as another one in front of their

bed to enjoy watching familiar items, while on bedrest. The placement of shelves and

display boards is important to encourage personalizing of space. Appropriate placement
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of the above components shall facilitate children's comf-ort and control over their

immediate surroundings. while confined to their beds. Instead of tack boards. bulletin

boards with magnets require less effoft for patients constrained to their beds (Carpman &

Grant, 1993). In each patient room at Rainbow Babies and Children's Hospital in

Cleveland, a magnetic crescent-shaped white boards for drawing and display were

designed for patients to personalize their rooms (Malkin. 1992, p.200).

4) Location of the bed: Children wanted it positioned closer to the window but also

preferred to receive opportunities to see what's happening in the corridor. According to

their explanation, they were unable to walk to the window, being on bedrest, and felt the

loss of not being able to go outside. They also wanted to locate the bed facing the door to

gain visual control of people entering their rooms. By providing sufficient space to place

the bed close to the window, bedridden patients can enjoy an outside view (Malkin,

1992). The author emphasizes the importance of placing the bed to provide visual control

so that a patient can see those entering the room.

5) Elevation of the back of the bed: Having to call a staff person to raise or lower the

back of the bed was a hassle for children restricted from any movement. They struggled

to find a comfortable position to read, to sleep, to watch T.V., and to access or reach for

their personal possessions on the night table as a result of the elevated back. Children

suggested incorporating an accessible turn handle or an automatic feature to control the

elevation. Bed with adjustable head and foot levels providing a patient with comfortable

angle(s) to facilitate tasks (i.e., watching T.V., sleeping, etc.) is critical together with

accessible and easily operable bed controls with either hand, because one hand may be

immobilized (Malkin, 1992; Carpman & Grant, 1993). Given the inability to control the
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elevation of the bed. theS'w.anted the T.V. placed lower because they were comfortable to

watch it only if the back of the bed was partially raised or flar.

6) Window(s): Children suggested increasing the ll,indow space since it was the onlv

source for an outside view and natural light. While lying on the bed. children w-ere unable

to look out or get a glimpse of outside view. An exterior window can be an important

ieature of a room providing visual access to outdoors and a positive distraction from

health problems (carpman & Granr, 1993). The size (i.e., large window) of the

window(s) is significant to a patient's stay and should be accommodated in the design of

patient rooms. The height of the windowsill should be lower and unobstructed by

furniture. Interior windows overlooking a corridor may solve the dilemma of children

wanting to see the activities taking place in the corridor and allow staff to supervise them

more efficiently instead of enforcing open doors, while they are on bedrest. For patients,

a door or an interior window can provide a visual link between the rather confined room

and the busy corridor and offers security of knowing they can be seen by nurses if needed

assistance. Although, patients may like having a view into the hallway, they do not

necessarily want people looking in on them, which is a potential conflict between patient

and staff preferences (Malkin, 1992; Carpman & Grant, 1993).

7) Controlling Roller Shades orland Blinds: Given a child's confinement to his or her

bed, he or she was unable to regulate the amount of required daylight entering the room.

Since they were restricted from using a privacy curtain frequently, controlling shades

would be the only alternative for them to block natural light, when required, being on

bedrest. Providing window coverings that can be easily manipulated by patients and

giving them maximum possible controls to adjust the window shades or blinds, counrers
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the sense of helplessness and accommodates increased li-sht sensiti\/it)' (Caqrnran &

Grant, 1993). Having obsen,ed children in the single room containing a u'indou,fàcing

the nurses' station- I noticed that they' used a privacl, curtain to block visitors fì-om

looking inside their room. Incorporating blinds and allowing children to control the

blinds are options, but in the case of E.D. children, staff wanted to observe them rvhile

they were on bedrest. Considering this requirement. semi-etched windor.r's can preserve

some privacy and facilitate observation. Etched patterns on a window can also be used to

visually reduce the scale of the view (Carpman & Grant, 1993).

8) Shape & Size: The sliape and size of a single room were critical aspects to maximize

the comf-on level of cliildren and parents. Children considered the existing size of the

room appropriate for an individual staying alone but they felt the room tight in the

presence of their visitors. According to Janet Carpman & Myron Grant (1993), patient

room size is subject to federal and/or state regulations and many planners feel these

regulations need to be correlated with patients' and staffs requirements in relation to

spatial needs. There has been little systematic evaluation of how rooms of different sizes

function and therefore, planners develop a workable room size through a design process

that involves patients and staff. The shape of the room affected the arrangement or

placement of fumiture and caused the room to feel narrow. Since parents used a chair to

sit close to the bed, it cramped the walking space around the bed together with an

overbed table and heart monitor that also occupied floor space. Having provided space

for typical furniture requirements in a patient room (i.e., night table, overbed table, chair,

and closet) adequate circulation space should be considered around the bed for the

following: a) For medical equipment. b) For staff to easily gain access to the patient. c)
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For visitors to place the chair on either side of the bed rn'ithout obstructing circulation

space. (Hayward- C. & Members of the AIA Committee on Arcliitecture fbr Health.

1985. In Carpman & Grant. 1993, p.157)

9) Couch: As a consequence of the placement of the couch being perpendicular to the bed

instead of facing it, this caused discomfort to children and parents. Since children were

on bedrest and restricted from sitting on their beds, they experienced diffìculty in looking

at the person(s) on the couch. Parents were unable to sit close to their children and get a

clear view (i.e., unobstructed) of them. while sitting on the couch. The size and peculiar

shape of the room (i.e., angled) affected its placement. Children wanted it placed in front

of the bed to be able to see the person(s) that would facilitate interaction. Some parents

and visitors preferred to sit on the bed or on a chair to be in view of patients, which

resulted into greater interaction between them. Seating arrangements affect patients' and

visitors' abilities to converse comfoftably therefore provided seating should enable

visitors to position their bodies at an angle allowing them to face the patient (Mehrabian,

A, & Diamond, S., 1971,In Carpman & Grant, 1993, p.t l3).

10) Washbasin: Given the type of patients (i.e., E.D. children) being treated, the warer

supply was completely shut off in the washbasin. It did not function and was insignificant

to children and medical staff. Since it was placed in front of the bed, some children were

uncomfortable to look at it because they felt like vomiting. Children suggested replacing

it with something intriguing to distract them from feeling anxious (for example, display

shelves or display counters). Conventional hospital design often conveys negative

messages, but designers do not willfully set out to send them. As stated by Jain Malkin

(1992, p.33), "Instead the problem stems from the fact that most of what designers deal
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u'ith is well defined and concrete. that is local and state building codes. mimimurn size

spaces recommended for pieces of equipment. size of site, and the list goes on.''

Although, the inclusion of research-based data in the design decision-making processes

would be desi¡able, architects and designers have alu,ays followed their own theories

about what might work in a given situation (Reizenstein. J, 1982. in Malkin- 1992.p.4 &

p.1 6).

ll) Bathroom: E.D. children were restricted to using the bathroom without supervision

and had to keep the bathroom door ajar, while using it. Under supervision, they were only

allowed to use the flush toilet and not permitted to shower. Since the bathtub was non-

operational and a waste of space, children suggested using the space to expand on the

single room, especially to enlarge the window space and to eliminate the cramped feeling

they experienced because of the arrangement of furniture.

12) Distraction (Posters or/and Murals): Children needed distraction, while experiencing

various medical settings that they found unnerving, mainly to ease their adjustment to a

new surrounding (i.e., during bedrest and off-bedrest) and decrease its negative impact on

them. Jain Malkin(1992, p.45) describes design of patient care units from his experience

as "adequate and pleasant" but adds, "Spaces lack variety, visual interest, and

imagination." Under confinement in a single room, tliey revealed negative feelings such

as "being punished." As a result of their vital signs being monitored, children were

closely observed and therefore they needed some form of distraction. Patients like to have

pleasant and interesting things to look at and need opportunities to fantasize and explore.

while bedridden (Carpman & Grant, 1993). The framed poster, with the flexibility to

change posters and display personal possessions, helped children to cope with their
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anxiety. They appreciated the placernent of the poster frame being in front of the bed. In

comparison to the plain wall. the poster made the room feel livell'. Some cliildren

suggested personalizing the poster frame. by improvising it, to allow them to easily slide

photographs or posters that they can bring from home. Jain Malkin (1992. p.l3a) states.

"Children confined to bed suffer sensory deprivation, boredom, and loneliness. These

children can benefit from a change in the look of the room by introducing artwork that

can be slipped into a wall-mounted frame and changed every so often."

Incorporating murals or paintings in the single room was another idea that

fascinated children. According to them, posters and/or murals could deviate negative

thoughts about their treatment and keep them preoccupied. By locating a mural on the

wall in front of the bed, children can keep staring at it when they are restricted to any

movement and feeling bored. They also mentioned that a mural could make the room

appear non-medical. According to Janet Carpman and Myron Grant (1993), it is

important to select art that patients like to look at and must be age-appropriate. An

example pertaining to the medical appearance of a single room was the exposed medical

equipment. Therefore, they preferred to conceal the equipment in an accessible cabinet or

to cover it with a screen that has a mural painted on it. Concealing high-tech equipment

and medical gases in cabinets or behind a piece of art is a step towards

deinstitutio nalizing the medical surroundings (Malki n, I 992).

Children suggested using a design theme for a mural that would allow an

individual to explore for a long time. As stated by them, themes could be used to design

the entire room or one wall and./or the ceiling. The themes they suggested included

"enchanted forest," "space," and "under the sea." Children and parents emphasized on
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using age-appropriate themes and ar¡oiding "kid-dish" themes such as cartoon characters.

13. Color and wallcoverine (Sinele & Double Rooms): Colors in patient rooms should be

selected to lift the spirits and make rooms cheerful (Piotrowski & Rogers. 1999).

Children detested the color scheme (i.e., peach but they called it "pink") because walls of

patient rooms, lounge, dining area (contrasted with blue), and corridors were finished

with the same paint color. It is well known that pasiel shades reflect a stress-free

environment for patients and healthcare workers but a child may need visual stimulation

than an adult therefore, using spurts of intense colors for accents or for contrasts can

improve visual organization (Trimmer, K. In Marberry, 1997, p.48. Malkin, 1992).

Children suggested incorporating an accent wall in single and double rooms, breaking the

monotonous color scheme, to make the patient rooms appear interesting. They mentioned

using a color scheme appropriate to both genders, unlike the existing color (i.e., peach).

Their favorite color was blue, but also preferred to see hues of green. Application of one

type of color (i.e., same hue) for walls and furniture in every setting of E.D. unit resulted

into an uninteresting and sterile looking atmosphere for children. Jain Malkin (1992,

p.56) informs us that variety of colors through artwork and accent walls is essential

because effects of one color are not constant, after a short time patients confined adapt to

it. Functional factors such as effects of lighting on one color, ages of users, nature and

severity of illness. types of tasks performed, suitability of color scheme for both genders,

and effects of color on perception of space are important to achieve an appropriate color

scheme for each medical setting.

To identifu and differentiate patient rooms, children mentioned using an accent

wall in each room by using a contrasting color or darker hue complimenting the
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background neutral color. The¡,' also suggested using a design theme (mural) f-or the same

purpose in each room, which could be limited to a ceiling or a wall, especially the one

facing the patient on a bed. In the Adolescent Psychiatric center of St. Luke's Methodist

Hospital, Iowa. design treatment around the patient rooms used four alternating pastel

colors keyed to the bedroom palette to help residents identify their rooms as well as dual-

color casework was incorpolated. (Malkin,1992, p.2S6). Whereas, in a 12-bed inpatient

psychiatric unit at New England Memorial Hospital, color was used to convey positive

messages and pastel colors were avoided, as were muddy greens, grays, and browns. A

deep red was used as an accent color (p. 1a9).

The wallcovering pattern used on the E.D. unit was complicated and tiring for

children. They wanted to see a wallborder rather than a wall finished entirely with

wallcovering, which could run along the perimeter of the ceiling to add some pattern and

to break the monotonous color scheme. The pattem suggested by a male participant was

different from the ones suggested by females. He wanted to see a hockey-related pattern

whereas some girls wanted to see floral or geometrical pattern(s). Patients spending much

of the day in bed may grow tired of looking at a particular pattern therefore, it should be

minimized to upholstery and/or cubical (or privacy) curtains that can be multicolored,

dobby, jacquard, or wrap print (Gurian, M. In Marberry, 1997, p.1 80; Malkin, 1992).

14. Ceiling: While children were on bedrest, I noticed some of them staring at the ceiling

and talking on the phone. There were others who stared at the ceiling during the

interview. Children described the appearance of the ceiling as "institutional" since they

remembered seeing it at school. The ceiling is a great visual plane on which to create a

distraction for patients as they lie down (Mathis, J. In Marbeny,1997, p.119). The author
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irlplies using mobiles as decorative artu,ork hung 1ì'om the ceilinq or using carved

acoustical ceiling panels thal incorporate a series of thenle-based pattern. The panels can

be painted to add color and accents. They provided creative ideas to r.nake the ceiling

appearance irrteresting compared to plain acoustical panels. Mostll' their ideas were

related to nature that would incorporate feeling of outside. inside a patient rooni. The

ideas included "painting clouds on ceiling panels." "a painted ceiling similar to tlie

lounge that crealed an illusion of being under the sea," and "a space theme w'ith neon

stars or constellation on the ceiling." Children are comfortable u,ith a lower ceiling height

that can be achieved by using pattern, as it makes the room appear cozy and less

institutional (Trimrrrer. K. In Marberry, 1997 , p.51).

15. Fluorescent (Sinsle Room) and Incandescent Lights (Double Room): Children

experienced extreme lighting conditions in both the rooms. The single room was too

bright compared to the double room that was exactly the opposite. too dull and dark.

Compared to the incandescents, children prefèrred fluorescents in the single room to

perform activities. High levels of lighting can empower a patient with increased

confidence, mobility. and function but can create glare if not used with appropriate

interior finishes (Horton, J. In Marberry, 1997,p.166). In the double room, where only

the desk received bright light, not the entire room results into considerable contrast (i.e.,

shadows) between upper and lower portions of a wall. The task light was comfortable to

read and to perform any other activity, given its situation being over the bed and behind

the patient on bedrest. On the other hand, they complained about the fluorescent light

over the washbasin that hurt their eyes, while they watched T.V.. because it produced

glare. A less institutional appearance is achieved when only light is seen not the source of
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the light (Malkin. 1992. p.47). The author explains that exposed lighring svsrenls are

often harsh. glaring and can visually take over a space. With concealed lighting s)/stems.

the emphasis is placed on the beauty of the room rather than the light fixtures.

Incandescent lights in the double room relaxed them and facilitated sleeping. but

impeded performing activities and children complained that the¡, strained their eyes,

while working on their bed under a dull ceiling light. Children rvanted to see a balance of

both types of lighting in patient rooms and emphasized the importance of positioning

lights to avoid glare and dull atmosphere. They suggested including table lamps and/or

wall sconces near the bed in both rooms to facilitate reading (or other activities) in bed.

As stated by Jules Horton (ln Marbeny,7997, p.168), "It is important that the quality of

light and appearance of lighting fixtures have a residential character." Since lighting

alone can transforrn an institutional environment into a welcoming space, three types of

ambient lighting should be planned in patient rooms: a) Indirect ambient light (including

wall sconces and/or table lamps) b) Natural light c) Task light (Malkin, 1992, p.229).

Lighting controls in the single room were inaccessible for a child lying or sitting

on the bed. Therefore, if the child wanted to tum a light on or off he or she had to depend

on parents or staff. Sometimes children were unable to access the pull-strings for the task

light. while lying on the bed, since they used to get stuck behind the light. Squeeze

switches on cords (or strings) are easy for patients to operate (Carpman & Grant, 1993).

Easy-to-use controls (i.e., mainly touch controls) including rheostat on each switch to

control quantity of light should be placed near the bed, at reachable heights, to allow

children flexibility in having ceftain lights on or off.

A nightlight incorporated witliin the lighting system was needed in the single
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room for children and especially for staff to use. \vhen checking on patients sleeping and

without disturbing them by rurning on fluorescent Iight(s).

b) Lounge/Dining Areas (u'ith Multipurpose Activity Space):

I ) Interaction with surroundinqs (Medical Bedrest and Off Bedrest): The usual activities

that children got involved in, while they were attached to the heart monitor, were the

following: a) Looking at the window. b) Watching T.V. c) Sleeping. d) Talking on rhe

phone. e) Staring at the ceiling. f) Admiring personal items on the night table. g) Looking

out on to a corridor. h) Staring at the poster in front of them. Once they were perïnitted to

sit and attached to the monitor infrequently, they could use the overbed table to play

cards, eat meals, work on puzzle(s), and read or do homework. Since they were restricted

from any movement, they could perform limited activities. Children immediately lost

interest in watching T.V. and playing with their soft toy because they found these

activities to be repetitious in nature. They described their experiences being on bedrest

with the following phrases, "feeling bored," "l)¡ing on the bed and doing nothing,', and ,.it

is alwa]¡s the same over and over again." Staff provided a suggestion to facilitate an by

attaching a reusable device to the bed that allows one to draw on, but collapses or folds

with easy access for a patient confined to his or her bed and hooked to a heart monitor.

Similar to children's ideas, staff recommended incorporating a mural to keep them

preoccupied. Play environments for patients confined to their beds can be designed with a

built-in plexiglas fish tank or "exploratorium" type items on a wall that moves sand or

"waves" into different configurations, when tilted (Malkin,1992).

Once off-bedrest, children did not interact with the lounge frequently. Unless they

were being supervised, I saw them in the there for a short period, especially to get wool
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fiom the sewing table for knitting. or glancing through nraqazines. or casuall), plal,ing

piano- or to observe the craft display on the piano. They never sat on the lounge chairs to

carry out a particular activity. but after having observed the iounge quickly. they retumed

to their rooms.

As a consequence of accommodating as many activities possible in the lounge

that did not blo':k staffs supen,ision from the nurses' station. children nor being

supervised were discouraged from interacting with the setting. This was the reason why

activities such as ping-pong and pool were accornmodated in the rnultipurpose area and

not in the lounge. Rather than one or two large adaptable spaces. patients can more easily

maintain control in small spaces having clarity of purpose (i.e., specific activity). A large

flexible space, planned to support various activities. confuse and discourage patients,

forcing them to escape to the security of their rooms (Trimmer, K. In Marbe;7.y, 1997,

p.211). Children preferred to be off-unit in the atrium. when permitted to, instead of

spending time with their parents in the lounge. This was mainly due to noise, staff

carrying out supervision in their presence, and crisis patients who interacted with the

lounge as well. Lounge did not sustain privac)¡ for visitors and patients. Children

described the atmosphere of the atrium as "friendly" and were able to find private spots

that supported their interactions. A patient lounge shared with another patient group may

rarely or never be discovered (Carpman & Grant, 1993). Furnishings and enteftainment

options available within the lounge may also affect its use by patients. Apart from the

atrium. children also interacted with Marnie's lounge as they found it cheerful, pleasant,

and not stressful compared to the lounge on the unit. A public day room or lounge

provides little or no privacy, which is essentially problematic when this is the only place
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available to patients and their families (Trimmer. K. p.209). Children are more

comfortable with a large variety of social and private spaces on a residential scale that

encourages activity. mobility, and exploration.

Children and parents avoided the dining area because their treatment included

eating meals approximately six times a day under supervision. Children liked the position

of the pool table in the multipurpose activity space because after having their meal. they

were not allowed to leave the dining area without a staff person. Therefore the pool table.

Iocated opposite to the dining area, kept them involved and facilitated supervision.

Staff mentioned "takins care of plants" as an activity that could be provided in the

lounge by placing a box or containers near the windows to facilitate planting. I

discovered their interesl in plants and flowers, while observing their rooms.

2. Layout of Space: Children favored the separation of the lounee from the multipurpose

activit)¡ space and the dining area with an angled wall, but resented the openness between

the dining area and the multipurpose activity space. Since E.D. children disliked being

seen while eating, they wanted their privacy maintained and therefore, the angled wall

served its purpose of separating the dining area from the lounge. But, crisis patients

interacting with nintendo and pool table in the multipurpose area intruded their privacy,

while they were in the dining area. Dining should take place in a small, private dining

room, not in a noisy dining hall. Especially, for patients having difficulty with eating and

may be embarrassed to dine with others, a smaller dining area should be planned (Malkin,

1992). In the living room of the inpatient psychiatric unit at New England Memorial

Hospital, living, dining, and kitchen areas were continuous small rooms separated by

curves and nooks rather than doors and walls to encourage interaction (p.149).
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Given the narrow passage\\'a1' fiom the lounge to multipurpose area. children

raise concerns about being seen b1, visitors through that opening. The existing curtain

wall was never used because staff wanted to supervise children in the dining area and

multipurpose area at the same time. Children wanted some form of separation between

the dining area and multipurpose space to sustain their privacy. According to Kay

Trimmer (ln Marbeny, 1997. p.21), see-through dividers or open lattice allow.s staff to

supervise, while offering privacy to patients.

Location of activities was critical to children compared to the placement of

furniture (i.e., lounge chairs, coffee tables, and storage). They questioned the location of

T.V. that affected the placement of seating near the windows and the crowded

arrangement of sewing/computer tables, giving an unorganized appearance of the lounge.

A waiting area or lounge that feels crowded, forcing some patients and visitors to move

into the hallway, is likely to increase stress and general discomfort (Carpman & Grant,

1993). Excess clutter is an example of negative distraction and can lead to inappropriate

behavior (Marberry, 1997). They wanted to open up the space near the windows therefore

they suggested placins lounge chairs against the angled wall or facing the windows,

unlike the existing being against the windows. An inward-facing seating arrangement(s)

is more likely to facilitate conversation. Furniture in the living room of the inpatient

psychiatric unit at New England Memorial Hospital for children was arranged to create

circles of interaction rather than lined against the walls (Malkin, 1gg2). The size of the

lounge is important and should be determined by the activities that take place within the

lounge (Carpman & Grant, 1993). Exisitng location of the lounge chairs affected opening

of the storage or cupboards. Children were confused about the situation of cupboards in
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the lounge because it contained crafì and sewin-r¡ material. u,hereas crafì table was placed

in the nlultipurpose area. Accordirrg to therrr. cupboards should be stationed u,here

sewing and craft activities take place. Furniture arran-qements can be used to redefine an

activity area. guiding a patient to articulate space (Trimmer. K. In Marberrl,.. 1997).

Children r¡'anted square dinins tables that would allow' flexibility to .ioirr them.

compared to round tables joined together. Square tables can be joined to f'om a long

table. which would fàcilitate supervision of all children and provide a suitable

arrangement for children to sit comfonably, as opposed to round tables. Square tables

define boundary making the dining area appear organized. In the psychiatric unit at New

England Memorial Hospital, three-foot-square sturdy oak tables with plastic laminate

tops were used and could be grouped together in various configurations (Malkin, 1992,

p.1a9). A white tabletop reflects too much light and glossy surfaces produce glare

therefbre dull beige and green or light oak, maple, cherry and teak should be used for

proper light reflection with a clearly identified edge (Carpman & Grant, 1993, p. 196).

¡ Ðlyi¿tnrÌ Space (LounseÌ Since the lounge accommodated many activities, which

were purposely situated in one area to facilitate staff supervision. it looked unorganized,

cramped, and messy looking. Space was not utilized appropriately because behind the

T.V.. wheelchairs and V.C.R/T.V. carts were stored that was a waste of space. Spaces

must be adaptable to lower-level and higher-level functioning. Overwhelmed patients

require a predictable and consistent controlled environment with well-organized stimuli.

They also require opportunities to make choices and statements about their identities

(Malkin, 1992,p.149).

Having experienced the lounge, children wanted to divide it into small activitv
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areas w'ithout these spaces getting in the way of opening the storage or the circulation

space. This would allow them to concentrate and get involved in activities rvithout being

interrupted. To avoid obstructing staffls view from the nurses' station. clusters of

furniture can be used to create small workspaces. Adding low par-titions and rearranging

furniture could increase feelings of safety and comfon without substantially decreasing

opportunities for surveillance of patients. Dividing internal spacc into sub areas where

patients seeking quiet. as well as those seeking social interaction, could find fulfillment

and would support a wider range of behaviors (Malkin, 1992, p.272). A staff s idea to

incorporate full windows in the lounge, dining area, and multipurpose area can facilitate

supervision without blind spots, unlike the existing condition on the E.D. unit that

hindered supervision of areas, apart from the lounge and resulted into blind spots. Forthe

patient or visitor, previewing lounge or waiting area, eases the transition from a corridor

where they are relatively anonymous to the seemingly intimate group seating in the

lounge (Carpman & Grant, 1993, p.113).

Two important aspects brought the idea of dividing the lounge into small activity

spaces: a) Existing location of craft table (i.e., in front of the doors in multipurpose area)

and b) Noisy activities versus quiet ones. Children wanted to perform craft activity in the

lounge because they were restricted to be in the multipurpose area alone or without a staff

person. They also wanted to separate craft activity (i.e., quiet) from pool and ping-pong

(i.e., noisy). Three locations were chosen to place a craft activitv table in the lounge: a) In

front of the windows overlooking the atrium. b) In the center of the room and facing the

entrance or nurses' station for supervision. c) Behind the T.V., where extra wheelchairs

were stored. To separate noisy activites from the quiet ones, they suggested placing T.V.
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with Nintendo. separating T.V. and piano. and placing activities such as crafi. serving.

and computer in one area. A unique suggestion to place these activities (i.e.. craft.

sewing. and computer) was in front of the windows, overlooking the atrium. By using

dividers (low partitions) or clusters of fumiture. quiet activities can be separated fiom

noisy ones for groups or individuals to comfortably participate without bothering others

(Carpman & Grant. 1993).

Although they indicated placing the piano in the multipurpose area, children were

hesitant because they did not receive freedom to interact with the area, whenever they

wanted. It is important to make sure that lounge activities do not conflict. For example,

T.V- may provide the primary and most popular source of diversion for both patients and

visitors. but the key to designing a T.V. space is to make sure that the T.V. does not

interfere with nonwatchers. If the T.V. is included, the sound and view should not

interfere with other activity areas in the lounge (Reizentein , E, & Grant, M, l9g l. In

Carpman & Grant, 1993, p.160).

4) Lounge Chairs. Coffee Tables. and Activit)¡ Table(s): To change the cold atmosphere

of the lounge into a cozy and relaxing space, children wanted to replace the lounge chairs

with comfortable fumiture. They described the existing chairs as "clinical furniture.',

Children were aware of the need to accommodate durable furniture but also wanted to be

comfortable because they spent several weeks on the unit. They particularly pointed at

the vinyl finish of the lounge chairs and preferred sofa(s) or a couch that would wear,

fìnished with durable material apart from vinyl. The length of the lounge chairs was short

and not appropriate for children to lie down for staff to check their vital signs. Therefore,

this procedure should be considered while accommodating seating in the lounge. Vinyl
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and plastic coverinqs can become hot. slipperl'. and unconrl'ortable. u,lren used as

upholster¡' for long-term seating. Shiny vin1,l is associated rvith insritr,rtional and makes

an interior appear sterile (Carpman & Grant. 1993- p.259). Upholstery fàbrics. with

antimicrobial moisture barrier that allow skin to breathe. make seating corrfbrtable.

Removable cushion covers without welting. ridges- and tufìs are easier to maintain.

Instead of nretal framework of chairs, a durable wood finish (i.e.. rvithstands not only

medicine spills but rigorous cleaning and bleach) eliminates the institurional look and

provides a softer plus homey atmosphere (Duffy, T. In Marberry. I 997. p.126).

Children found the coffee tables low and difficult to work on. while sitting on the

lounge chairs. Height of these tables in relation to Iounge chairs was important because

children used these tables to do homework at times, while being supervision. Some

children suggested including an activit)¡ table and stressed that each activity should be

perfornred on a separate activity table. This would allow an individual to enjoy the

activity without being distracted, as a result of clutter due to provision of one activity

table. Comfortable chairs for activity tables and sofas for relaxing should be

accommodated. Wood trim and exposed wood framework of furniture instead of metal

reduces the medical "feel" of a setting and makes a patient feel comfortable to be

surrounded by home-like features (Malkin, 1992).

5) Storage/Cupboards: Storage was considered disorganized and inefficient to retrieve

stored items by children. They appreciated its inclusion because without it, lounge would

look more congested and messy. Children rarely attempted to explore the cupboards

because they usually remained locked given that some E.D. children vomited behind the

doors or inside the storage. Also, the location of lounge chairs obstructed their opening
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the cupboards. Children suggested a see-through material f'or doors and stafïprefèn'ed the

same to fàcilitate supervision. It rvould also allou' a child to look at the conrents through

the transparent doors without opening them.

6) Windows overlookinq the Atrium: Children enjoyed the vieu' of'the Atrium fiom thc-

windows in the lounge. These windows were their only connection to the activities taking

place ofï-unit. Windows were the f-ocal point of'the lounge. They prefèrred the u,indows

painted in comparison to being pìain. Especially at night, the plain windows looked dark

and uninteresting whereas the paìntings on the windows changed the plain appearance to

a cheerful atmosphere. According to children, paintings made the lounge "interesting."

"comfortable," and "non-medical." During the day, the paintings blocked one's view of

the atrium. Some children suggested painting alternate windows, instead of all. to allow

unobstructed view of the atrium.

7) Color. Wallcoverine. and Mural (or paintings.): Children fbund the appearance of the

lounge, in relation to its color scheme, same as patient rooms. Having experienced the

lounge, children described the color scheme, including color of ceiling (greenish blue).

walìs (light peach), Iounge chairs (blue), and storage (dark peach), unmatching. Color of

the ceiling clashed with the color of the fumiture and walls. By developing a full-color

scheme (i.e., using complementary colors) in harmony with natural and anihcial source

of lighting (i.e.. indirect & task) in a setting, the components fit together and are balanced

so that no single element overpowers the others. This way a patient does not have to

adapt to tlie setting or fight it. Their preferences for a color included hues of green and

blue. They liked the blue accent of the dining area. Specific hue of a color. its saturation,

and the way the color is used are important factors that affect a user's interactions with a
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parlicular setting. Each patient may perceive the same color differently (Malkin. 1993).

The author explains the color theory in connection with the type of activities that take

place in a setting. For example, in a space where pleasant activities occur, a w.arm color

scheme makes it seem last longer whereas, in rooms where monotonous tasks are

performed. a cool color scheme can make it pass more quickly. Apparently. the main

reason for E.D. children to be in the lounge is because of staff supervision, which takes

place after a patient has had, his or her meal (i.e., approximately six times a day) resulting

into a monotonous activity. This also explains children's attraction to the blue color in the

dining area. Being supervised having meals, the sterile atmosphere of the dining area

escalated their anxiety. Children found the appearance of dining area "not friendly" and

"bland." They were conscious about eating in front of a staff person and as stated by

children, they were never in a "cheery mood" to be in the dining area. It was not private

or enticing and discouraged children increasing their negative experiences. The oil

paintings were slightly conducive, but did not relieve and/or distract children from

thinking negatively.

To provide a stimulating atmosphere in the dining and multipurpose area, children

wanted to see a mural on the wall facing the pool table and the windows overlooking the

kitchen. Some children stated that the round white tables made the dining area look like a

"cafeteria" (i.e., disorganized). They also wanted to include wallborder (wallcovering) in

the dining area, to incorporate a residential-like feature. Jain Malkin (1992, p.72)

emphasizes incorporating a view of outdoor in the dining area using a mural of a garden,

Italian market umbrellas or by canying exterior materials such as bricks into the space.

According to him, the color-palette may consist of russet-colored brick complemented by
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hues of green tabletops and upholstery fabric. oak trim tables and chairs and

umbrellas.

r65

beige

Children suggested incorporating a mural-based theme in the lounge on the angled

wall because they spent more time there compared to the dining area, given staffs

requirement to obsene them. Another reason was that group therapy sessions and vital

signs were performed in the lounge too. Therefore, children wanted to see aftwork or an

accent wall to make the atmosphere livelier. A deep red accent walì was used in the

living room of an inpatient psychiatric unit at New England Memorial Hospital (Malkin,

1992, p-149). A change in color of an environment will bring about a change in the

pattern of movement within the space, stimulating an individual to explore. Children

remember color, places, and unpleasant experiences more than pleasant ones (Malkin,

1992, p-202). E.D. children mentioned that it would worthwhile transforming the lounge

into an elaborate setting because other than staff and themselves, visitors would use the

space. A unique suggestion was to paint board games on activity tables because children

come across games with missing pieces. An example of mural-based design is a

playroom, which was designed as an aquarium by Barbara Heulat of Heulat Parimucha

Limited to entice children to use health education computers. The underwater blue color

and reflective ceiling with neon waves accentuated the aquarium theme, positioning the

neon lights to reduce glare on computer screens (Malkin, 1992).In Bellevue Hospital,

situated in New York, two lounges where surgical patients interacted were selected for

redesign using scanmurals. A computer graphic process that enlarges color photographs

to full color, floor-to-ceiling images, were made using the process. Accompanying the
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murals \\'ere tu¡o-tninute tapes of'sounds appropriate to the Figures (Carpman & Grant.

1003. p.251 ).

8) Ceiling and Liehting: Children believed that the blue ceiling of the lounge comf-orred

them and reduced the sterile appearance that was apparent in remaining areas of the unit

(i.e.. acoustical panels). Since both areas were connected r.r,,ith a passagewal,. children

wanled tlie ceiling in the dining and multipurpose area to look the same as tlie lounge.

But, some children also mentioned that ceiling finishes could be diffèrent. depending on

the function of the space (i.e., lounge should feel cozy whereas dining should contain

privacy and comfbnable atmospliere for eating).

Fluorescent lights in the dining area were perfect for children wanting to study or

perform activities. Unfortunately, they were not permitted to use the dining area unless

they were with a stafl person or tlieir parents/guardians. The lounge was well-lit during

the day because of sunlight entering the space fiom the atrium but at night the

incandescents made the space appear dull and gloomy, which hampered a child's interest

in performing an activity out there. If the lighting levels are unreasonably low, then

colors are dulled and considerable contrasts appear in certain areas of the setting creating

shadows. In areas like the lounge, interplay of high and low levels of illumination are

used, at times, to concentrate on the tasks performed. To achieve this, ratio of overall

brightness to task illumination and glare must be considered (Malkin, 1992, p.47).

Children found tlie incandescents appropriate to watch T.V. A unique suggestion was to

change the lighting system that may attract more people to the lounge. Children wanted

to see a balance between bright and incandescent lighting that would help them to

perfonl activities as well as facilitate relaxation, avoiding the typical impression of "big
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hospital lights." Harsh contrasts and deep shadows should be avoided making the setti¡g

pleasant as possible through optimized appearance (i.e.. using high color rendering lights)

and seeing people's natural appearance (Horton. J. In Marberrl,. 1997. p.l6g). Jain

Malkin stated (1992^ p.72), "Usually a dining area appears uniformly illuminated with

high levels of lighting that results into a considerable amount of glare'' and suggests using

recessed up lights ro reduce the glare and its sterile appearance.

c) Nurses' Station and Corridors that lead to Nurses' Station:

I ) Consecutive arrangement of doors (Corridors): As expressed by children. the

anangement of doors and view panels, one after the other, was the most visible

component that made the unit look like a hospital. They remarked that the appearance of

the corridors with doors "lined up" was typical of hospital design. A long conidor with

blank walls and undifferentiated doors may be uninviting and cause disorientation

(Carpman, 1991.In Carpman & Grant, 1993). They also resented the clean and organized

look of the corridors and around the nurses' station that increased their anxiety, when

they first entered the unit. The design formula for an institutional environment is

uniformity and lack of detail. Details define residential environment. For example,

installing a bay window and seating in corridors that break long walks. During my

observation of children chatting around the nurses' station, a staff person told them to

leave and go to the lounge. Apart from this incidence, I saw a child conversing with her

relatives and knitting as she walked up and down the corridor, instead of using the

lounge. Children and parents suggested incorporating seating around the nurses' station

and conversational areas or alcoves in the corridors to provide an alternative area to

spend time with each, other than the patient rooms and lounge, as they lost privacy in
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both settings. Corridors can be planned to encourage chance encoul'ìters by incorporating

resting places (Malkin. 1992).

2) Bay Windou,: Children enjoyed natural light from the window. especially because it

was the only one in the corridor. It provided a sense of orientation with day and night and

also informed them, what part of the hospital they were being treated in. lnitially. while

being on medical bedrest, they were unable to explore the hospital therefore they

appreciated the inclusion of bay window and the windows in the lounge. Children and

parents suggested placing a bench facing the window to create a small visiting area,

allowing them to spend time away from the lounge and the patient rooms. Since the

corridors did not consist of interior windows, children described the appearance as dull

and uniform because of consecutive arrangement of the doors and the typical color

scheme. Corridors that have windows or other interesting things to look at are likely to be

more inviting (Carpman & Grant, 1993). The authors advise on locating windows along

the corridors rather than at the ends ofthe corridors because it produces glare.

3) Color Scheme: It was same as the patient rooms and the lounge therefore children told

me that it was wearing off from their vision. A monochromatic color scheme throughout

the unit becomes monotonous and boring as viewed for an extended period of time

(Malkin, 1992). They disliked the color and because of the monotonous look of the

corridors, they liked the wallborder (wallcovering) around the door-frames, since it added

pattern to the typical plain appearance. They wanted to see variety, which was why

placement of the wallcovering was appealing to children. An unexpected comment made

by a participant in relation to the appearance of the unit included "An interesting border

to look at, around the outside, can change how the room feels." They did not appreciate
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1l'ìe pattern used on the wallcor,erin-e since the1,- f-ound it too busr'. but pr.efèned to see a

geometrical pattern that r¡'as less complicated and the one that thev could comprehend. A

unique patient room entrance can help locate a specific room fi'om dou,n the corridor

(Malkin. 1992). For example. motif of peaked entrance was used in children's psvchiatric

facility to suggest the feeling of a house (Sheple1,'. 1989. In Malkin. 1997,p.I46). Special

graphics including murals. photographic enlargements. w'all hangings. paintings. a¡tJ

reproductions can create visual interest. In the New York Foundling Children's Hospital.

all walls in public areas have a polyolefin-fabric wallcovering. Cherrywood handrails.

doors to patients' rooms, and the trìm at nurses' stations add residential warmtli. Colorful

wall graphics and art mounted at a proper height was appreciated by children and also

enhanced the enviromnent (Malkin,1992, p. 139). Fabric wall hangings were used in the

corridors of the psychiatric unit at New England Memorial Hospital that included Figures

of weather patterns (sun, rain, clouds. and lightning) and conveyed messages of hope. A

deep red color was used for door-frames to accent the walls and doors. Paint was used to

emphasize boundaries, mark entrances, to suggest excitement, convey warmth, and

outline individuality (p. 1 49).

4) Floor Pattern: Although children preferred to see some pattem on the floor. the

diamond pattem in front of every room was meaningless to them. A floor pattern could

orient a patient to his or her room or it could be a part of the design theme. The diarnond

pattern did not function in either way. Jain Malkin (1992,p.251) stated that floor tiles in

front of each patient room doorway could be differentiated to allou' patients to identify

their rooms.

5) Lightine: Children found the arrangement of ceiling fluorescent lights interesting
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since it was located on one side of a corridor (i.e.. perimeter lighting) and not in the

center- unlike the 2x4 fluorescent Iights in the dining area. Jules Ilorron (ln Marberrr,.

1997 - p.I68) suggests using indirect lighting. prefèrably by wall mounred valances and

coves. The goal should be to produce a Iuminous perinreter where a relatively low. light

level combines with ease of orientation. good venical illumination of people and objects

tliat become obstacles.

6) Noise: During my observations. I could hear loud noises from the nurses' station,

given the restriction to keep the door ajar. There is an advantage and a disadvantage to

being treated in the single room. According to children, staff would take more time to

attend a patient depending on the distance between the single room and the nurses'

station. Hard surfaces. facing one another produce reverberation whereas irregular shaped

recessed areas (i.e., incorporating alcoves or resting areas) along the walls diffuse sound

(Malkin, 1992, p.265). The author advises using textured sound absorbing wallcoverings

(for example. poly-olefin fabric) in relaxation areas such as a lounge.

7) Nurses' Station: Children liked the circular shape of the nurses' station and its location

on the unit because it was the central point of activity and all the corridors merged into it.

Unlike the repeated diamond pattern on the floor, children noticed the vertical carpet

panels around the nurses' station that matched the crash/hand rails. Although they were

confused about the function of veftical panels, they admired them as a decorative feature.

Children appreciated the hexagon shape of the ceiling over the nurses' station,

which was emphasized by the subdued blue reflection of indirect concealed lighting.

8) Usine Themes on the Unit: Children wanted to mainly transform tlie appearance of
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single rooms. lounge. dining area. and the con'idors fiom a "bland." "dull.'' "depressing."

and "medical" feel to an amicable atmosphere. Thev u,anted to convert the lounge and

dining area into an interactive and a stimulating place to distract themselves fiom

thinking about being observed and feeling nervous. As mentioned earlier. themes

suggested were in relation to natural elements. bringing an outside feeling to the unit such

as "forest,'" "ocean." "sky with stars," and "castle" (i.e., used in HSC cafeleria). Two

children wanted theme-based design only in the single rooms to explore and stare at

while on bedrest, whereas the remaining participants wanted the design of the whole unit

based on a theme.

Difference in children's experiences with respect to Age and Gender:

Though the selected age group for E.D. children was 10 to 15, I was able to research with

children at the ages 12, 14, and 15. Since participants' ages were not far apart. their

perceptions regarding the interior components were similar or close in nature. They had

the ability to understand the interior components surrounding them and were able to

delineate their experiences.

Staff observed younger children closely even after they were off-bedrest and

especially when they were alone in their rooms. While interviewing children and through

my observations of M.M. (12 years) and M.C. (15 years), I noticed the difference in

stafls supervision of both patients. M.C. could close the door of her room, while she was

off-bedrest in the single room and alone compared to M.M.'s room, where the door was

open throughout his stay except when his mother was with him. This had a greater impact

on his privacy compared to what M.C. experienced. H.A. (12) drew a privacy curtain

around the bed on her layout of the single room and I saw the privacy curtain covering
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the window overlooking the corridor in her room that indicated that she was trving to

maximize her privacy as much as possible. whereas, C.S. (14), A.S.(15). and F.R. (14)

mentioned that they could close tlie door of their single room. once they were off bedrest.

It seemed that staff considered a patient's age and critical condition to allow him or her to

maintain privacy by closing the door to the room.

Another difference between children's experiences was regarding the size of the

single room. M.M. (12), H.A. (12), and D.M. (12) liked the size of the room since ir was

small compared to the double room. where as C.S. (14), A.S. (15), c.B. (15), and F.R.

(14) liked the double room because of its spaciousness that allowed the fumiture to be

arranged without feeling cramped.

In relation to the difference pertaining to the perspectives of children, when

considering gender, I noticed two differences with reference to M.M.'s experiences

versus rest of the girls (participants) on the unit. When I compared my observations of his

double room to M.C.'s and K.F.'s double rooms, I discerned that he had personalized his

room to bare minimum. Having compared his pictures of the wardrobe in the double

room to the pictures of the same taken by the girls, his was the only picture that showed

an empty wardrobe.

The second difference was in relation to color. M.M. was least concerned about

the color scheme used on the unit. Girls commented on the monotonous appearance of

the unit and disliked the color (peach) used in all settings on the unit. Although M.M.

informed me that his favorite color was blue and he wanted to see more of it on the unit,

the mixture of colors used in the lounge that did not match or compliment each other was

insignifìcant to him. Having interviewed and observed him, he hardly noticed the details
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in connection to u"all treatment conlpared to girls' vieu's bt¡t he pointed out the tincrional

aspects that included aran-uement of firniture. lavout of space. structural fèatures such as

r.l'indorvs and built-in items such as closet. u'ashbasin. bathroom. Iightin-u. and placement

of activities in lounge/dinin_s areas.
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CHAPTER 6

RECOMMENDATIONS

The most significant aspect of children's experiences. beillg treated on the Eating

Disorders (E.D.) unit (DepaÍment of Adolescent medicine and Psychiatry), was loss of

control. As soon as they were admitted for treatment. E.D. children were confined to their

bed, attached to the heart monitor, restricted to sitting or stretching on the bed, li¡nited to

using the privacy curtains, forced to keep the door of their room open, and closely

observed. Medical staff continuously observed them. even after they were off-bedrest.

The literature on environmental factors affecting hospitalized patients acknowledges that

unfamiliarity of surroundings. loss of independence, and lack of information pertaining to

treatment result into patients' loss of control over the hospital environment (Malkin, J,

1992; Carpman & Grant, 1993). The impact of environment is greatest on patient

populations. who are most vulnerable therefore the interior components of E.D. unit

affected children, limiting positive experiences in some incidents and facilitating the

same in other instances. The layouts of rooms, lounge, dining area, and multipurpose

activitl, space. the absence of accessible fumiture, few stimulating features (i.e., color,

pattern, artwork), and lack of positive distraction, escalated feeling of losing control.

Although this thesis research was carried out with patients undergoing treatment

for Eating Disorders, the critical interior components discussed in detail in 'conclusions'

(see chapter 5) could be applied to patient care units treating patients with different

diagnosis. As mentioned in the beginning of this chapter, patients lose control over their

surroundings while hospitalized, being on bedrest or off-bedrest, no matter what they are

being treated for. In the case of E.D. children, there were some extreme scenarios of

174
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control loss. including supervision during batluoorn use. nonfinctional rvashbasin(s).

negative inipact of seeing the washbasin (i.e.. vomiting) on bedrest. restrictions to closing

the door and privacy curtain(s) often, constant observation of'children interacting rvith

various settings, and having to eat meals under supen,ision. Follorving are

recommendations pertaining to crìtical design components that evolved from

inten,ieu,ing children, parents. and staff. analysis of research cjata. and revien'ing

Iiterature relevant to the findings of this study:

. Inclusion of privacy curtain in the single room (possibly motorized) forpatients to

manipulate it, while on bedrest. Curtain(s) required in tlie double room to sustain

privacy and to identify personal space.

. Being hospitalized causes anxiety as a consequence of staying away from home

and family, given children's loss of control and independence. Therefore, private

(single) rooms need to be accommodated to comfort overwhelmed patients and

quantity of single rooms should sustain future requirements of an increase in

patient population. There were situations on E.D. unit when patients were treated

in rooms for four patients, as a result the single rooms being occupied.

o Accessible storage should be an attribute to designing patient rooms for patients

requiring confinement to their bed. Consideration of factors affecting patients'

ease to retrieve their personal items that involves height of the storage, height of

the mattress, elevation (i.e., backrest) and position (i.e.. angle) of the bed, height

of the side rails- type of handles on drawers (i.e., preferably 'C' grip). and

location of storage at arms reach for children (i.e., heights of furniture including

wall mounted vary from those used for adults), should be acknowledged during
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tlie planning process. Open shelving u'ith more surfàce space encourages patients

to put away or display their personal items and allou' visual access. providing

opportunities to personalize and deinstitutionalize their room. Bulletin boards

with magnets, not tacks. make it safer and easier for limited mobility patients.

Placement of the bed close to the u,indorv but facilitating view of the activities

taking place in the corridor is significant to patients on bedrest. Installation of

interior windows can provide visual access of a corridor and supports staff

supervision. Including window shades on the interior windows allor.l'patients to

contain privacy. This would depend on staffs requirement to observe patients

without any obstruction. Etched windows can sustain privacy by reducing visual

scale of the contents within a room and the patient. Maximum unobstructed

exterior view is a positive distraction for patients and therefore accessible controls

for exterior window shade(s) need to be considered.

Raising and lowering back of the bed is important to a patient on bedrest,

especially to sleep, read, use overbed table, and watch T.V. comfortably.

Therefore, bed controls (preferably touch controls easily manipulated with either

hand) should be accessible and maybe installed in a headboard or side rails.

While confined to their bed, patients are limited to involving themselves in

ceftain activities according to their illness and restrictions for sitting and

stretching. Activities requiring minimum effort such as art can be facilitated with

a folding device incorporated within the bed frame or side rails that can be

removed easily with either hand.
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Placement o1- fluorescent lights is critical in patient rooms to avoid glare. B¡,

concealing or co\/ering the source of light rvith a valance reduces glare and niakes

it soothing fbr patients confined to their bed. A balance in fluorescent and

incandescent types of lighting is benefìcial to patients fbr relaxing and perf'orrning

tasks (such as reading etc.). Accessible licht controls (i.e.. illstalled at reachable

height for children) help patients to regulate lighting. rvhile sleeping and while

performing activities. Squeeze switches on cords and touch controls are easy-to-

use controls, which can be installed in a headboard for patients with limited

mobility. Wall sconces. positioned near the bed- make the room feel 'homey.' A

nightlight incorporated within tlie lighting (preferably motion detector) system

fàcilitates checking a patient at night witliout disturbing him or her.

A lounge, dayroom, or an activity room should be planned to support various

activities without confusing and overwhelming a patient thus, sustaining patient's

control over the setting(s). By dividing large activity rooms into small activity

spaces can provide a sense of exploration and allow a patient to concentrate on a

particular task. Clusters or groups of furniture or low see-through partitions can

be used to divide space and facilitate staff supervision from the nurses' station.

Noisy activities like T.V., Nintendo, and ping-pong should be separated from

quiet activities like craft, sewing, computer and even piano.

Full interior windows (i.e., ceiling to floor) for the lounge, multipurpose activity

space. and dining area increase visual access ofpatients and reduce blind spots.

Lounge chairs to perform activities and sofas for relaxation sliould be considered

for seating furniture. Instead of vinyl that is slippery, sterile-looking, and
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uncomfbrtable. làbric \\'ith topical baniers (i.e..stain resistance and nol.t-

absorbing) is an alter¡ative f-or upholsterv. Metal fianreu'ork ol' lounge cliairs

should be u,ood, providing residential feel and a less medical appearance.

Storage/cupboards for storing (craft/seu,ing materials. books. games) need see-

through doors. allou'ing patients to see the contents without opening the doors.

For E.D. patients. since stafï keeps the storage locked to avoid patients from

vomiting inside it. the see-through finish can support staff supervision.

Activity tables for each task should be accommodated with comfortable chairs.

Square tables can be joined into various configurations, and not use a lot of space.

Lighting task-related areas onlv or using indirect ceiling lights alone can produce

shadows and glare. Therefore lighting, in conjunction with interior finishes.

should be balanced incorporating both incandescents and fluorescent Iights.

Dining area should be separated from activity areas and screened to sustain

privacy. For E.D. children, being seen eating by visitors was embarrassing.

Square tables can be joined to facilitate staff supervision, providing a structured

or organized appearance of the dining area and decreasing the feeling of a

'cafeteria.' White tabletop reflects light producing glare therefore, light oak.

maple, cl.rerry or dull beige (or any neutral color except white) laminate is

preferable. Wood trim for tables increase feeling of residential-like atmosphere.

Using up-lights instead of 2x4 fixtures can provide indirect fluorescent lighting

and eliminate glare-veiling reflections on dining tables.
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Incorporating alcoves or con\¡ersational areas break the 'tunnel-look' of corridors

and provide visiting areas separate from the lounge. They function as acoustics.

since flat walls reverberate sound.

Installing fluorescent lights on one side of the corridor reduces the 'tunnel'

appearance and eliminates the impression of 'big hospital lights.' The source of

light can be covered with a decorative feature (valance) to decrease glare.

Bay windows and interior windows deinstitutionalize corridors vs. plain walls.

Theme-based design (such as under the sea, enchanted forest etc.) and/or an

accent color (to complement background color of a setting) can replace a

monochromatic color scheme of a patient-care unit. Accent color can be used on

walls or furniture. lndividual patient room can be differentiated and identified by

using these design features. A unique room entrance using an architectural feature

or wall treatment (graphics, enlarged photographs, artwork, wall hangings) can

transform the corridor into a space that facilitates exploration. Using muraìs in

patient rooms, where patients are on bedrest can distract them from negative

thoughts pertaining to their treatment. Theme-based murals can be used as an

activity for patients to stare at and explore. Themes and color can also be

incorporated on the ceiling finishes (i.e., acoustical panels) for patients on bedrest.

Lounge and dining areas should appear enticing to stimulate and encourage

patients to interact and socialize. Activity tables in the lounge can be painted

using board game ideas or a theme-based design. Murals in the lounge may

eliminate the 'clinical' waiting area appearance. Pattem and color can be

introduced through upholstery and wallcoverings. Poly-olefin fabric used for
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\À'allcovering can add texture and function as acoustics in public areas of patient-

care units. DifTerent floor patterns in fiont of patient rooms can become an

interesting way-finding fèature or help a patient to identify his or her room.

. Design themes suggested by children included "underwaterlifè. sky. heaven.

space. rainforest. jungle, beach. animal kingdom. Space. garden. amusement park,

wildlife. olrtdoor or nature scene." Some themes we¡e elucidated in detail.

a) Ocean: Blue walls - fishes. plants, whales. fake coral hanging fiom the ceiling

b) Rain-forest: Painted Trees along walls with paper-mache, or plastic trees, on

sides of hallways, branches hanging from ceiling with animals along the walls

c) Space: Stick on glow-in -the - dark stars on the ceiling, dark blue (navy)

walls with stars, planets, meteors, people in space suits painted on walls.

inflatable or plastic rockets in one hall

d) City Street: Floor designed like a road (black with white or yellow lines), road

signs and sidewalks with people walking on them, stores and homes along the

walls, foam cars at the end of each hall, street lights hanging from each ceiling

FUTURE RESEARCH

Interior Design research in children's environments has been focused less on

pediatric hospitals and instead has concentrated on day cares, schools, museums,

pediatric clinics (waiting areas), and recreational facilities (Chapman & Hall,

1992; Moore,7979; Null & Cherry, 1996; Olds,2001; Sanofi l99l; Schiavo,

1990). Design research needs to focus on pediatric medical facilities.

Design researchers need to study hospitalized children's experiences of interior
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components of various settings (out-patient treatment areas- exam rooms.

recovery rooms. patient rooms) in a pediatric hospital.

o Patients' diagnoses (orthopedic surgery. trauma. common pediatric conditions.

oncology etc.) and treatment procedures can afïect their experiences of the

hospital environment and therefore need to be considered in design research.

Understanding the experiences of individual patient groups and their treatment are

significant to a patient's stay in the hospital that affèct planning and design.

Having analyzed E.D. children's experiences, I discovered that interior components

of the E.D. unit were perceived as "clean and dull." Design requirements for Crisis

patients are different from those with Eating Disorders (Gaudinski. 1982; Malkin, lgg2).

I asked a staff nurse if E.D. and Crisis patients need to be treated together and she replied,

"Those kids (i.e., Crisis) get really distracted when they're with Eating Disorders, so their

needs are different. Crisis patients would like theirown medical unit and lounge...that I

think really should change...like they could use a different secrion for Crisis. I believe

this will come." The occupational therapist informed me about the curtain wall in the

former lounge as she said, "lt had a sliding door to divide space, so...the Crisis kids had

their own separate area. They need soft of controlled amounts of stimulation."

Hospitals are gradually realizing that patients do not always fit into a particular

department and they require a system that is flexible enough to meet individual needs,

when designing hospitals (Leibrock, 2000). In similar ways, it used to be sufficient to

understand the general needs of all patients. As Jain Malkin (1992) stated, "After 20

years of generalist doctrine, the need is great for health care designers to understand the

unique requirements of special patient populations."
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RESEARCH CONSENT FORM

APPENDIX I

Title of Research Proiect:

lnfluences of the lnterior Components of Medical Care Settings that Affect Children,s Experiences
of Pediatric Care Environments.

By using the words "interior components", I mean the things that one sees around him or her in a room
or in a hospital such as: furniture, walls, color etc.

lnvestiqator(sl:

1. Primary lnvestigator: Shital Kothary
(Mastels of lnterior Design Student, University of Manitoba)

2. HSC Co-lnvestigator: Miriam Kaufman
(Adolescent Medicine)

Puroose of the Research:

The purpose of my study is to understand children's experiences of what they like and dislike about
the environment around them in a hospital and to find out important inings based on their
experience.

(By using the word things, I mean the following: a) Materials: color, texture, floor, ceiling and wall
treatments, upholstery,.furniture; b) Ënvironmental control: heat, plantings; c) Lighting: iäumination
level (ambient and task), natural (day light), light sources and fixturês; d) Sounit; e) Smétt; f) Votume:
intimidated space, personalization, movement. Orientation; f) Accessories: n¡urát (visual'interest),
soft toys, other activities; g) Medical Equipment: For e.g., intravenous, nasal gaàtric tube, foley
catheter, oxygen saturation monitor)

Description of the Research:

To identify important things in a hospital environment, a basic understanding of your child's
experiences will be required. I will carry out this study with nine children, seven pareñts and two
child-life specialists.

low will the study be conducted and how witt the pañicipants be invotved?
Dyri¡O this study, I will observe your child from Dayg in the first week and continue observingtil the
third week of their stay in the hospital. While watching them, I will be writing notes of what I sãe (i.e.,
your child's interplay with the things in the environment, the way he or she spends time and the way
he or she uses space to satisfy his or her needs). f will observe your child ihree times a day for at

Name:

Date of Birth:

HSC #:tu
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least an hour. I will ask you and your child if both of you are feeling uneasy in my presence and in
that situation I shall stop observing.

Plans for Future use of Data
This research study is meant to expand an understanding among designers about ways the design
of hospitals can give way to chíldren's positive experiences, provide a sense of control and support
positive social interactions. The important things to be explored shall serve as a basis for planning
effective medical care settings, suitable to children's hospitals and children's clinics. lt is likely that
the study will lead to a series of design suggestions.

Reco rdings (field notes)
Since the study includes using field notes (i.e., as explained above, while observing your child, I will
be writing notes of what I see), consent for the use of this tool will be taken on a separate consent
form.

Potential Harms lniuries. Discomforts or lnconvenience:

There are.no known harms associated with participation ín this study.

Potential Benefits:

You (your child) will not benefit directly from participating in this study. Since the study involves talking
to children about their experiences of the environment around them and broadening the understanding
on children's choices - "likes and "dislikes" based on what they see, it is likely that the final results will
lead to a series of design suggestions that may be applied by designers while desígning children's
medical facilities. This will in turn benefit children to develop control over their surroundings and feel at
ease and secure.

Confidentialitv:

Confidentiality will be respected and no information that discloses the identity of the subject will be
released or published without consent unless required by law. For your information, the research
consent form will be inserted in the patient health record.

Who will fiaye access to the data
The chair of the committee, three committee members supporting this study and I will be the only
persons to have access to the data and no one else. The final write-up of this study will get filed
in the library for public access.

Cost to Particioants

The cost to you and your child in this study will entail important time commitment for your child
recovering from surgery as well as for you during this stressful period.

Participation:

Participation in research is voluntary. ff you choose not to participate, you and your family will continue
to have access to quality care at HSC.
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Soonsorchip:
lf you would like to know about the sources of funding, please discuss this with the investigator.

Consent:
I acknowledge that the research procedures described above have been erplained to me and that any
questions that I have asked have been answered to my satisfaction. I have been informed of the
altematives to participation in this study, including the right not to participate and the right to withdraw
without compromising the quality of medicalcare at The Hospitalfor Sick Children for my child and
for other members of my family. As well, the potential harms and discomforts have been explained
to me and I also understand the benefits (if any) of participating in the research study. I know that I

may ask now, or in the future, any questions I have about the study or the research procedures. I

have been assured that records relating to my child and my child's care will be kept confdential and
that no information will be released or printed that would disclose personal identity without my
permission unless required by law.

I hereby consent for my child to participate.

Name of Parent
The Person who may be contacted
about the research is:

who may be reached at telephone #:
Signature

Name of person who obtained
consent.

Signature
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ASSENT FORM

APPENDIX 2

Title of Studv

lnfluences of the lnterior components of Medical care settings that affect children,s Experiences ofPediatric Care Environ ments,

lnvestiqatorfst

1. Primary lnvestigator:

2. HSC Co-investigator:

Shital Kothary

Miriam Kaufman

Whv are we doinq this studv?

we are doing this study because I need to understand your experiences of what you like and dislikeabout the environment around you in a hospital and to ind out important things based on yourexperience.

(By using the word things, I mean color of the walls, furniture, tight, sound, smell, personalspace,privacy, paintings, sofr foys, medical equipment, etc.)

During this study I will observe you from Day 3 in the first week and continue observing tillthe thirdweek of your stay in the hospital. while watðhing you, I will be writing notes of what I see (i.e., yourinterplay with the things in the environment, the-wãy you ipeno your time etc.). I will observe youthree times a day for at least an hour and at any time if you feel uncomfortabtå, I w¡tt leave your room.

Ïhere are no bad things about the study. Since the study involves observing you, understandingyour experiences of the environment around you, and to broaden the understanding on your choices- "likes and "dislikes". based on what you see, it is likely that the final results will lead to a series of
99:ign suggestions that may be applied by designerr ïn¡1" designing 

"Àilor"n,, 
medicat facitities.Ïhis will in turn benefit you to develop contról oveiyour surroundings and feel at ease and safe.

Date of Birth:
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Who will know about what I did in the studv?

The chair of the committee, three committee members supporting this study and I will know what you didand no one else.

It isn't compulsory for you to be in this study. Yes, you can certainly decide for yourself. you mayalso withdraw from the study at anytime.

Assent:

"l was present when
assent."

read this form and gave his/her verbal

Name of person who obtained assent

Signature

Date
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RESEARCH CONSENT FORM

Title of Research proiect:

s?jjìï,",$:?: ffil:rni:iå:"ents of Medicar care seninss that Affect chirdren,s Experiences

By using the words "interior components", l. mean the things that one sees around him or her in a roomOr in a hospital such as: furnituré, walls, color etc.

lnvestiqator(sl:

3. Primarylnvestigator:

4. HSC Co-lnvestigator:

Shital Kothary
(Master's of lnterior Design student, university of Manitoba)

Miriam Kaufman
(Adolescent Medicine)

APPENDIX 3

Date of Birth:

Purpose of the Research:

The purpose of my study is to understand children's experiences of what they like and dislike aboutthe environment around them in a hospitat and to' fiì; ;i *åä,îåÅi"ihings based on theirexperience.

(By using the word things, I mean the following: a) Materiars: color, texture, floor, ceiling and walltreatments, upholstery, furniture; b) Environmeñtal control: heat, plantings; c) Lighting: illuminationlevel (ambient and task), natural (dáy light), light sourcei ãno fixtures; d) sound; e) sme¡; f) volume:intimidated space, personalization, movement. orientation; f) Accessór¡es: Mural (visual interest),sott toys, other activities; g) Medical equ¡pméni F;;.g., intravenous, nasal gastric tube, foleycatheter, oxygen saturation monítor)

Description of the Research:

To identify important things in a hospital environment, a basic understanding of your child,sexperiences will be required. I will carry out this study with nine children, seven parents and twochild-life specialists.

lloy w!!t the study be conducted and how wiil the participants be involved?I will talk to your child and ask him or her certaín õr"ltiånr about the environment in the first week(from Day 3) and in the third week of his or neiitayl;iË; medicat unit. we wiil tatk for one hour andstop at once if your,.child shows any signs of feeliÁg t¡ráã or tells me that he or she is tired. A one-time-use camera will be given to yoúr cñ¡to on D^y á"óìn"t he or she can take pictures of his or her
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room for me and can keep taking pictures in the third week of his or her stay at the hospital. I will askyour chíld to draw the things that he or she sees around hinl or her and we wiil díscuss picturãi ãnothe drawings.
I will ask you some questíons about

hours tor,vards the end of the third week.

Plans for Future use of Data

your child's experiences of the environment, once for 2

This research study is meant to expand an understanding among designers about ways the designof hospitals can give way to children's positive experiencäs, provìde a õense of control and supportpositive social interactions. The important things io be explored shall serve as a basis for planningeffective medical care settings, suitable to children's hospitals and children,s clinics. lt is likely thatihe study will lead to a series of design suggestions.

lhotographs and Sound Recordings
Since, 'the study includes using pholographs and sound recordings, consent for the use of thesetools will be taken on separate consentiorms. '-""e-'

There are no known harms associated with participation in this study.

Potential Benefits:

You (your child) will not benefit directly.from participating in this study. Since the study involves talkingto children about their experiences of the environment ãround them and broadening the understandingon chíldren's choices - "likes and "dislikes" based on what they see, ¡t ¡i r¡rãrvìnat the final results willlead to a series of design suggestions 
!ha.t may be applied by âesigners while designing children,smedicalfacilities. This will in turn benefit childrén to dêvelop controiover their surroundings and feel atease and secure.

Confidentialitv:

Confidentiality will be respected and no information that discloses the identity of the subject will bereleased-or published without consent unless required by law. For your iñformation, the researchconsent form will be inserted in the patient health record.

Who will have access to the data
The chair of the committee, three committee members supporting this study and I will be the onlypersons to have access to the data and no one else. The t¡nal wñte-up of this study will get filed
in the library for public access.

Gost to Participants

The cost to you and your child in this study will entail important time commitment for your childrecovering from surgery as well as for you during this stressful period.
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Particioation:

Participation in research is voluntary. lf you choose not to participate, you and your family will continueto have access to quality care at HSC.

Sponsonshin:

lf you would like to know about the sources of funding, please discuss this with the investigator.

Consent for parents:
I acknowledge that the research procedures described above- have been explained to me and that anyquestions that I have asked have been answered to my satisfaction. I have been informed of thealternatives to participation in this study,.includini tñ" i'gñt not to participate and the right to withdrawwithout compromising the guality of médical carJat rhJHospitatior sick children for my chitd andfor other members grty ramity''ns well, the potential harms ano discomfort, h"u" been explainedto me and I also understand tlre benefits (if any) or pártË¡p"ting in tne reieaicn study. I know that fmay ask now, or in the future, any questions t ñãve'anoui tne õtroy or tn" Ër"arch procedures. Ihave been assured that records ielating to my.child ano Ày child's care will be kept confidentialandthat no information 

Yll ?" released or pìinteo ihat woutd oËclose personal ioentity without mypermission unless required by law.

I hereby consent
to participate.

Name of Parent
The Person who may be contacted
about the research is:

who may be reached at telephone #:Signature

Name of person who obtained
consent.

Signature
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Name:

Date of Birth:

HSC #:
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ASSENT FORM

Title of Studv

lnfluences of the lnterior components of Medical care settings that affect children,s Experiences ofPediatric Care Environments.

lnvestiqatorlsl

1. Primary lnvestigator:

2. HSC Co-investigator:

Shital Kothary

Miraim Kaufman

Whv are we doinq this studv?

we are doing this study because I need to understand your experiences of what you like and dislikeabout the environment around you in a hospital and to find out important things based on yourexperience.

(By using the word things, I mean color of the walls, fumiture, tight, sound, sme/, personalspace,privacy, paintings, soft toys, medical equipment, etc.)

During this study, I willtalk to you and ask certain questions in the first week (from Day 3) and the third
y.veek of your stay at the hospital' I will talk to you for two hours and stop at once if you feel tired. A one-time-use camera will be given to you on Dayg so that you *n take piitures of your room for me and youcan keep taking pictures in the third week oi your stay. Also, we willialk about the pictures and thedrawings.

Ïhere are no bad things about the study. Since the study involves talking to you about yourexperiences of the environment around you and to broaden the understanding on your choices -"likes and "dislikes" based on what you see, it is likely that the final results will lead to a series of
99ïgn suggestions that may be applied by designers while designing 

"ñitãr"r,,. 
medical facÍlities.This will in turn benefit you to develop contról ou"iyour. surroundings año feel at ease and safe.
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Who wlll know about what I dld in the str¡dv?

The chair of the committee, three committee members supporting this study and I will know what you did
and no one else.

Can I decide if I want to be in the studv?

It isn't compulsory for you to be in this study. Yes, you can certainly decide for yourself. You may
also withdraw from the study at anytime.

Assent:

"l was present when
assent."

read this form and gave his/her verbal

Name of person who obtained assent

Signature

Date
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APPENDIX 5

RESEARCH CONSENT FORM

- PARENT5 AND 5TAFF PER5ONS

&t
Name:

Date of Birth:

HSC #:

lnfluences of the lnterior components of Medical care settings that Affect children,s Experiences ofPediatric Care Environments.

lnvestiqator(sl:

1. Primary lnvestigator:

2. HSC Co-lnvestigator:

Shital Kothary
(Master's of lnterior Design student, university of Manitoba)

Miriam Kaufman
(Adolescent Medicine)

Purpose of the Research:

The purpose of my study is to understa.nd. children's experiences of interior components in a medicalcare setting and to identify critical interior .orpon"nts oaseo on childrèn,s experiences of thepediatric care environment.

(The interior components of interest are: a) Materials,: .color, texture, floor, ceiling and walltreatments, upholstery,.furniture; b) Environmental control: heat, plantings; c) Lighting: illuminationlevel (ambient and task), narurar (dåv right), righr sourcei åno fixrures; ol õólÀo; e) smeil; f) Vorume:intimidated space, personalization, movement. orientation; f) Accessóries: Mural (visual interest),soft toys, other activities; g) Medical Equipment, rãiË.õ., iniravenous, hãart monitor, emergencymedical equipment)

To identify the critical interior components of the E.D. unit, a basic understanding of children,sexperiences will be required. I will conduct. this study *itn 
"ignt 

children, six parents and two staffpersons' and will be concentrating on the single patiént roomlsingle vs. double), corridorsleading tothe nurses' statíon, nurses' station, and roungã¡o¡ir¡ng äieãs.
Ïhis study will involve two main methods of cõllecting data: 1) participant observation and 2)Person-Centered I nterviewing.
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Pañicipant Obseruatíon of three chitdren

I wilf observe each child, three times a day, in the first week and continue observing tíll the thirdweek of its stay' gurifo this period, my ioeniíty w¡tt remã¡n strongly research-oriented. Also, I wi' bewriting notes while observing the child. The bbservatiãns wiil include, children,s interactions w*hobjects in their surroundings, Úre way they spend th"i;ï;" when confined to the bed and whenmobile' the way they use space to sátisty ineir nee¿s ioi contact, privacy and intimacy, as well astheir active and passive interactions togéther with their ìnteractions with their parents and child-lifespecialists.

Person'centered tnteruiewing with eight children, six parents and two staff persons
I will interview eight. children d-uring the first week from Day 3 onwards and again in the third week.Each child will be ínterviewed for o-ne hour.per day, which .natt o"p.na on ¡tsåLdical schedule, and
lli:"#,:ïation 

will be tape-recorded. rr tfe cn¡ìi;rdi;;i;; or reporrs ratisue, I wiu srop interviewins
on Day 4' I will ask each child to draw.for me. A disposable camera will be given to each childon Day 3 to take pictures of their room and they can keèöùs¡ng it tnroughoùi inLir stay. I wi' inquireaboutphotog raphs and drawin gs d u rin g the interviÀ*¡né-å.""rr.
six parents of these chilãren wili¡e intervieweãä; for t hour at the end of the researchprocess' Two staff persons will be interviewed once for ì ñow at the end of research process. Theinterviews will be tape-recorded.

Plans for Future use of Data

This research study is intended to increase awareness among design practitioners about ways thedesign of pediatric facilities can promote children's positiveLxperiences, provide a sense of controland encourage positive social interactions. critical ínïer¡or components to be investigated shall serueas a basis for planning effective medical.care.settings, applicable to pediatric hospitals and pediatricclinics' lt is anticipated that the study will lead to a seîËs äioàr¡gn recommendations.

Photographs and Sound Rec ordings

Since' the study includes using photographs and sound recordings, consent for the use of thesetools will be taken on separate òonsentiorms.

There are no known harms associated wÍth participation in this study.

Potential Benefits:

You will not benefit direcfly from participating in this study.
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Confidentialitv:

confidentiality will be respected and no information that discloses the identity of the subject will bereleased or published without consent unless required by law. For your information, the research
consent form will be inserted in the patient health record.

Who will have access to the data

The chair of the committee, three committee members supporting this thesis research and I will be the
only persons to have access to the "raw data" (interview tianscri¡s, field notes, photographs and
drawings). The final write-up of this study will get filed in the library for public ã"""rr.

Participation:

Participation in research is voluntary. lf you choose not to participate, it will not affect your position
at HSC.

Spoqrsorship:

lf you would like to know about the sources of funding, please discuss this with the investigator.
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9.onsent for parents.
I acKnowledge that the research procedures described above have been exprained to me and that
anv questions that.l have askeo ñåuä¡""r ";;;äiJäv rriË;""iãi.'rç,u" been informed orthe
alternatives to oarticipatián in'in-it'Jült'::Llgiéläri;ili 

nor ro participateãno 

'.," 
risht ro wirhdraw

without compromisin!,mv cÄir;:;i¿;rr"nr at rhé Hã"pÌiåì.r",. sì"iöIüãäI.i" *"r, rhe potentiar harmsfl 1i:å'"J';[:[xïffi#fijî,rÏ;:+-",'*r"?ri:çæ1ii?l:i¡,inii#]:;ff 
iï,i",,,'n

'i:i#l,i:,:?i;s"J"iJ*:l*:ilç,äiîir,Ë,rT*il;#å:"i;ffir,,i,h*,"ased orprn,ed

f hereby consent

to participate.

Name The Person who may be contacted
about the research is:

who may be reached at telephone #:Signature

Name ot persiñ wnãioiffiã
consent.

Signature
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Consent for staff persons:
I acknowledge that the research procedures described above have been explained to me and that
any questions that I have asked have been answered to my satisfaction. I have been informed of the
alternatives to participation in this study, including the right not to participate and the right to withdraw
without compromising my position at The Hospitalfor Síck Children. As well, the poteniial harms
and discomforts have been explained to me and I also understand the benefits 1if any) of participating
in the research study. I know that I may ask now, or in the future, any questions I have about the
study or the research procedures. I have been assured that no information will be released or printed
that would disclose personal identity without my permission unless required by law.

I hereby consent to participate.

Name
The Person who may be contacted
about the research is:

who may be reached at telephone #:
Signature

Name of person who obtained
consent.

Signature
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APPENDIX 6

fPt ll-|
Name:

Dete of Birth:

ESC #:

SOUND RECORDINGS coNsENT FoRfvIsuBJecrd.ìe yEARS oLD

ïitle of Research prciect:

gffiirï¿::i!".Ï,::iicomPonents or Medicarcare seninss rhat Affecr chirdren,s Experiences or

lnvestigators:

1. Primary lnvestigator:

2. HSC Co-lnvestigator:

ShitatKothary
(Maste/s of rnterior Design student, university of Manitoba)
Miriam Kaufman

(Adolescent Medicine)

l.hereby consent for my child and mvsetfthisresearchproject.Ír.Ë."t"p";';iïi"@j:å:tapedduringparticipationin

r,"u" r,¡', 
Jlfffiã?i,,:iilffi$ffi å,j,,:,,;:?i'Hïiîf.':'JHilfrii*Tl;"îH#t#''Sfilïffl,,f;" ou",n, or medicar *i" åt rË" Ëospitar

Name of pãõi The Person who may be contacted
about the research is:

Signature

Who may be reached at telephone #:
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Nameorp@

Signature

Date

ln addition, I give

1.

2.
3.

permission for this tape to be used for:

Other research projects
teaching and demonstratíon at HSC. o

Teaching and demonstration ;t p;;f;ssionat :meetings outside HSC. 
' -- r¡v'vsÈ

Not to be used for anything else. 
o

åif'T,',ïiïìJ:??iîFËi,l"Jïi:iã::i;lL"ä"åi fr;;urrent 
research, r have been orrered theuses of the tape(s) at ani üÀé. 

rver Ðr'crr r(¡ Inal I am free to withdraw my permiss¡on ior;tË

4.

Name of pãrenì The Person who may be contacted
about the research ié:

Who may be reached at telephone #:

Nameorpe@nt

Signature

Signature
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APPENDIX 7

tu Name:

Dafe of BiÉh:

HSC #:

CONSENT FORM FOR USING PHOTOGRAPHS
SUBJECTS < 16 YEARS OLD

Title of Research Project:

lnfluences of the lnterior Components of Medical Care Settings that Affect Children's Experiences of
Pediatric Care Environments.

lnvestigators:

5. Primary lnvestigator: Shital Kothary
(Masteds of lnterior Design Student, University of Manitoba)

6. HSC Co-lnvestigator: Miriam Kaufman
(Adolescent Medicine)

I hereby consent fol my child that the photographs taken by him/
fer wifh a disposable.camera, during particípation in this research project can be used for this stúdy.
My child will be asked about the photographs during the interviewirig þrocess and they will be
anallued as data in and of themselves by the researcher.

_r,itåiliå1#:låilifiïti:?
the study at any time without compromising the quality of medical care at The Hospitalfor Sick'Children
for my child and other members of the family.

Name of Parent
The Person who may be contacted
about the research is:

Signature
Who may be reached at telephone #:
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Name of person who obtained consent

Signature

Date

ln addition, I give permission for thisft*ùs to be used for:

1. Other research projects o
2. Teaching and demonstration at HSC. o
3. Teaching and demonstration at professionat o

meetings outside HSC.
4. Not to be used for anything else. o

ln giving permission for the use of the photograph(s) beyond the current research, I have been offered the
opportunity to view the photograph(s) and I understand that I am free to withdraw my permission for other
uses of the photograph(s) at any time.

Name of Parent
ïhe Person who may be contacted
about the research is:

Who may be reached at telephone #:

Name of person who obtained consent

Signature

Signature
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APPENDIX 8

Name:

Date of Birth:

HSC #:

CONSENT FORM FOR USING FIELD NOTES
SUBJECTS < 16 YEARS OLD

Title of Research project:

lnfluences of the lnterior components of Medical care settings that Affecl children,s Experiences ofPediatric Care Environments.

lnvestigators:

5. Primary lnvestigator:

6. HSC Co-lnvestigator:

Shital Kothary
(Masteis of lnterior Design student, university of Manitoba)

Miriam Kaufman
(Adolescent Medicine)

_i,i tåîffiåi#fl åilt Ji:; #:'¡the studv at anv time without compromising_ the quality of medicat care at Th" il;;¡t"iiäi öit"räÅìrur"nfor my child and other members of the famíly.

I hereby consent for my child
researcher, in this research project can
of themselves by the researcher.

that the field notes taken by the
be used for this study and they will be analyzed as oata in and

The Person who may be contacted
about the research is:

Name of Parent

Signature

Who may be reached at telephone #:
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Name of person who obtained consent

Signature

Date

ln addition, I give permission for the field notes to be used for:

1. Other research projects o2. Teaching and demonstration at HSC. o3. Teaching and demonstration at professional o
meetings outside HSC.

4. Not to be used for anything else. o

ln giving permission for.the use of the field notes beyond the current research, I have been offered theopportunity to view the field notes and I understand ihat I am free to withdraw my permission for otheruses of the at any time.

Name of Parent
ïhe Person who may be contacted
about the research is:

Who may be reached at telephone #:

Name of person who obtained consent

Signature

Signature
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AppENDrx lo- TNTERVIEW 6UIDE (¿HILDREN)

. Whot do you like obout this room2

' Whot are the things that you see oround you?

. What do you seein front of you,while lying on,thebed?

. What do you dislike obouf this room?

' How do the spoces inside your home rook or appear? (probe: such os your

room)

' How meoningful is the look or the oppeorance of this room to you2

. How does this room moke you f eel?

. How do you spend your timel

. Whot is your opínion of hoving your own room?

, What do you think of the walls oround you?

' what would you like to see on the woll, in controst to o blqnk wollZ

. How do you f ind the size of this room?

. How do you f ind the plocing of things in this rooml

. Whot do you think abouf the light in this rooml

. How would it feel to be in o room without ony windowsl

' whot do you think of the view thot you con see from the window?

. How is the temperoture of this room?

. Is there onything thot disturbs you onytime of the day?

. ff you could change this room, whot would it look like?

. Whot do you like sbout this Dining area?

. Whot do you like obout this Lounge2

' Whot do you dislíke obout this Loungel

. Whot do you like obout this corridor2

' Whol do you dislike obout this corridor?
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APPENDIX tt- INTERVTEW 6UrDE (PARENTS)

. How do you thínk the space inf luences your child2

' Do you think the design of th¡s room is importont for your childp How?

And why?

' Has your child complained obout being in this roomz What did your child

comploin obout?

' when your child wos confined to the bed, how did he or she spend time?

' what objects in this room did your child interact with2

' whot else does your chird need thot is not in the room?

' How did your child feel whenhe or she was free from the bed?

' Did your child need a change of space?

. Where did your child wont you to take him or her?

' Did your child go to the Lounge? what did your child interact with in
thot roon?

' At the end of the interview, r sholl ûsk, "rs thereonything else you would

like to tolk obout thqt I hove not covet ed?',

AppÐNDrx 12 - rñtERvrEw 6urDE (srAFF pERsoNs)

' Do you think thot the design of the potient's room is appropriote for
children? Why?

' How is it oppropriote for chirdren? Tf it is not oppropriote then, what do

you suggest should bethere in the roomZ

' Does the inside of the room offect the child? How? And why?

' rn the medicol bedrest phose, how does the child spend their time?

' Do you know obout the objects thqt o child would like to see in front of
them, while conf ined to,fhe bed?

' How does o child reoct once they ore f ree f rom the bed?
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' whoT spoces in the E.D. unit does ,rhe child interoct in the
recove?y phose?

' What are the children's needs concerning environmentol requirements

ond the objects in the space, whire they are inthe hospitor?

' What are the design components or elements thot affects children,s

experiences of the medicol-surgical unit? (probe: color, light, sound,

smell)

' At the end of the interview, r shall osk, ,'rs there onything else you would

like to tolk qbout thot I hove not covered?,,
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APPENDIX 13

Floor Plan of E. D. Unit
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APPENDIX 14

Floor Plon of E.D. Unit Medicol Bedrest Room
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APPENDIX 15

FLOW CHARTOF ANALYSIS

+ Boy h observed and lnteruiewed.

SETTINGS PHOTOGRAPHED¡ SlNGl,"E R00l1¡ SINGUVS.DoUBLE
I LOUNGE, DINING. CORR|DOÀS

. NTJRSFSSTAÌON

OTHER SOURCES¡ OBSEfiVATIoNS0FÀlRtUl'l

, IHoTOGfi,cPHS0FATR|UI,|

SFMNGSOBSERVED. $NGI,IR00t'|
. $NGt"Ë VS. DOUEU
t I.OTJNGE,DINING

. CORRDOR

. NURSES$ATON
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(P.Lom Top)

ï.V. on shetf (p.Lom)
obove woshbasín
w/ lighÌ underneqth

Þrawers qnderneath

Sheet
Vinyl
Flooring

with P.Lom Front

Poste,r Frome thot ollows
cnctngtng of poster

Shelf (P.Lom) qbove
couch w/ concealed light

APPENDIX 17

Typicol E.D. Unit Me,dicot
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U
z(Ë
t-
z
UJ

P.Lam - Plastic
Lqminote

VWC - Vinyl
Wall Covering

PP - Profective
Point (hqtf hr.)

$q

trtiel+ Stond (/tiobile)
w/ three drowers &
finíshed with p.Lom

Bedrest Roorn

Shelf
(P.Lqm)

t\)

o
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Roller 5hqdø

Night stond (Mobite)
with three drowers;
P. Lom Top, Front,
& Sides

P.Lqm - Plostic
Lominote

CG - Corner Gusrd
(holf ht.)

@- spotliehts

^â.
ENTRANCE
APPENDIX 18

Wqrdrobe
with two Top
shelves,
drawers, &
o rod to
hong clothes;

fnside, FronT &

Sides finished
with P. Lom

above finished w./
P. Lom (ottoched to
wordrobe) & volonce
conceols light

Choir wilh Vinyl
covered cushion

bed hos
three drowers
underneolh

L
+
I
I
L

ïypical E.D. unit Double Room Loyoul
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